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Preface
Are p h y s i c s teachers in high schools, colleges, and unfversicies knowledge'ablc
concernfng the reasonlag p a t t eras their students use? The personal experiences
of maqy instructors and research carried out during the last few years indicate
t h a t a substantial fraction of physics students have difficulty applying
functional relationships among variables, considcrlng all necessary combinations
of experimehtal and theoretical conditions h a problem, and examining their cvtm
reasoning critically to locate possrble errors, The theory of intellectual
development formulated by the S w i s s psychologist and epistemologist Jean P i a g e t
deals with these matters and can theref ore b e of help t o physics teachers.
We have prepared these individualized workshop materials t o present the two
p r i n c i p a l concepts of ~ i a g e'ts theory, s t a g e s of development and self-regulation,
with background and illustrations that will make clear their relevance for
physics teaching. The complete workshop fncf udes audlo-visual materials ,
laboratory actfvitfes, and dfscussions among groups of participants and workshop leaders, as d e s c r i b e d moxe f u l l y in the "Gufde fox Workshop Leaders" also
available frm A m .
The titles of the eleven workshop modules are as follows:

I. How Students Think
2. Concrete and Formal Thought
3. Proportional Reasoning of College Students (videdrape)
4 . "Formal ~hought" (Film)
5. Analysis of Physics Problems
6. Analysis of Instructional Materials
7. S e l f -Regulat ion
8. Learning Activities for Self-Regulation
9 . Analysis of Physics Concepts
10. Teaching Goals and Strategies
11. Suggested Readbg

You w i l l begin your workshop experience by studying the Orfeatation Module
prepared by your workshop leader t o describe the procedures and schedule t h a t will
be followed in your workshop.
We are grateful for many thoughtful comments and suggestions t o the more than
one hundred participants in the workshop held at Anaheim, CA using the trial
e d i t i o n of these materials. We are also indebted t o Arnold A. Strassenburg,
Warren WoUman, and Anten E. Lawson for reviewing our drafts and providing
extensive assistance Fn the preparation of these mattriala.

Module 1 How Students Thlnk

You have probably been curious a t various times in ywr teaching career about
the thi&.lng strategies that etudenta enrolled in physics appear t o use t o salve
problems, It is difficult for most of us t o understand that many students do not
use reasoning patterns that seem t o be obvious. Many students s u b s t i t u t e numbers
Into a formula they remember, even though the formula may not be applicable t o the
problem at hand. This situation quite naturally leads us t o wonder about the
reasoning that students utilize when we w w l d employ mental operations such as
separating variables , excluding an irrefevant factor, or applying a mathematical
relationship such as ratios.

To asgist you in disthguishing: among various patterns of thought used to solve
simple problems in physics and mathematics,

*,

Batio .
This module Includes three puzzle$ : the Volume Puzzle (page 1-2) ,
Puzzle (page 1-6) and the Islands Puzt re (page 1-10) Each puzzle is followed
by several typical student responses t o t h e puzzle. Please complete a t least two
of the puzzle activities by writing out your awn solution t o t h e puzzle and then
corhparing your ideas with those of the students. The puzzles may be used in any
order, Then please answer the review questions before going on t o the next module.

.
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1.

Please write your answers in the spaces below.
VOLUME PUZZLE

Here are drawings of two vertical tubes (cylinders) which are f i l l e d to
the same mark wft h water: the cylinders ,are identical. in sf ze and shape.

Cylinder

I

Cylinder 2

Here are two marbles, one made of steel and one made of glass. Both marbles,
have the same volume (that is, they are the same size) The s t eel marble
. is heavier.

.

Glass

Steel

The steel marble is heavier than the glass.one, but both marbles w i l l sink
if pf aced in one of the cyll-ndexs. We are going t o put one marble into each
of the c y l h d e r s .

After we have put the glass marble into cylinder 1, b o t h cylinders and
thefr contents lo

Cylinder 1

Cylinder 2
'

.

1

If we now put the steel marble into cylinder 2, what w l l l happen to the water
level in that cylinder? (Tell whether it will rise, fall, or s t a y the same;
if it rises or falls, tell what the final water l e v e l will be i-n cylinder 2.)

.

Explain why you p r e d i c t e d the r e s u l t above,

This puzzle fs accompanied by

vfdeotape showfng three girls warkfng on the
Volume Puzzle with the equipment d e s c r i b e d on the p r e c e d h g page. The first
girl (Interviewed by Robert Karplus) is about fourteen years old*, the second
(interviewed by John W. Renner) is seventeen, and the t h i r d (fntervfewed b y
Robert Karplus) f s nfneteen. Each girl ' s approach has
unf que feature. ,Try
t o i d e n t i f y ft while you axe watchbg the videotape.

2.

a

Please v f e w the vfdeotape now, and then describe the unfque feature of each
girl's thinking in the spaces below.

3. .The next pages present written student responses t o the Volume Puzzle presented
as a paper-and-pencil

Study the responses and compare Students A with

task.

Students B.
Student A,

( H i g h School. Junfor)

J.

PredOction:,
Explanation:
S

*'Rise to 8.'"
"Equal volume spheresdis~lacethe same volume of water."

u

l
.

Prediction:
ExplanatSon:

~rea'ction
:
E x p f anation:

-

t o the same height as
in cylinder 1 after the glass marble is put in.''
''Both marbles had the same volume, therefore the water level,
after the marbles were put in, was the same 5n each cylinder.
The weight in no way affected the degree to which the water rose, "

- Age

21)

"Cylinder 2's water level will rise 60 the number 8.
"Since the 2 marbles have the. same volume they w i l l displace the
same amount of water, ~ureka! (wefght has nothing to do with it) .'I

Student A , (Harold O'Keefe
-

--

he water level in cylinder 2 W L l l rtse

Stualent A? (Barbara Doming

Predf ction:
Explanatim:

,

- A E ~20)

"The level in cylinder 2 w t U also be 8; the same as in cylinder I."
"1f both marbles are heavy enough t o sf nk and are the same size
they w i l l therefore displace the same armunt of water thus raising
the water level t o the same ntmibers,"

*Scene from PLAGET'S DEVELXIPMENTAL THEORY: CXINSERVATION. Compliments of Davidson
F i l m s , Inc., 3701 Buchanan Street, Saa Francisco, CA 94123

Predict ion:
Explanation:

"The level of the water wfll be 8,"
"The reason that the water levels were both the same was because
the objects both herd the ame volume and the cylinders which they
were placed in were the same size with the same water l e v e l , therefore the obfecte d i s p l a c e d the same amount of .water in both
cylinders and their water level remained the same. "

Student B,- (High School Junior)
Prediction:
Explanation:

"I think cyltader 2 would be higher t o about the number 10 mark."
"Because it put more pressure onto the water. T h i s means it would
push it upward. The s t e e l b a l l seems to me like it would be
heavier. "

Student B9 (XLgh School ~unfor)
Predict ion :

Explanation:
Student Bz (Colle*

Predict ion:
Explanation:

'@It will rise.

The ffnal water level. in cylinder 2 w i l l . be 7."
The steel marble is heavf-er therefore the water will not rise
as much. "
"

Junior)

he water level in that cyltnder wf ll rise. 1 es t i b t e the
metal marble is twice as heavy so t h e water level w i l l be at 10. "
"If you put an object that has the slightest weight 5nto water,
the level of the water will rise. The result would be the same as
if you added w a t e r to the cylinder. Add something to something
and you get more,11

Student BA (College Jmfor)
Predf ct ion :
Explanation:

"The level of H20 in cylinder 2 w i l l rise to.hfgher than 8 probably 10. "
"Because the marble in cylinder 2 is heavier than the marble fn
cylinder l+ Itqs j u s t like scales, the more weight the higher
it goes up.''

Student B5 (David Kenting

Predfc t f an :
Explanation:

.

"

19)

"The water in cylinder 2 will rise but not as much as in c y l i n d e r ;I
because the g l a s s marble has more volume."
l l S b c e the steel marble is heavier and smller , it wfll kfnk
f s t e r but n o t have as much uoltrme. . Therefore the water level
would rfse, but not as much as the g l a s s marble*"

Student 86 (Norma Kuhn
Predict i o n :
Explanation:

- Age

- Age 20)

"The steel marble w f f l make it rise t o a level of ten or more. l'
reasan. for the increase in rise on the steel marble was
because the steel marble is t w f c e as heavy if not more than the
glass mrble."

'"The

Student .B7 (Deloris Johnson
P r e d i c t ion :
Explanation:

- Age

191

"Cylfnder level w f 11 rise because the marble 1s heavy. Fiaaf
water level w f l l be 10. "
"Because the steel marble is heavier than the glass marble
it took up more space than the glass marble."
'

--

Student Bg

"X think it will stay the same.'?
.
"I don't really h o w why. But it would seem the s t e e l mirble
I

m i g h t R a v e the weight to hold it down.
lighter sa it pushes the water up."

+

The glass marble is

4.

Wkat siatilarfties d i d you find among the responsee of Students A?
Please record your analysis here.

5,

What similarities d i d you £And among the responses of Students B?

Please record your analysis here.

6.

Please look at the responses again briefly and add any c-nts
have about t h e differences between the two types.

you may

Now proceed t o another puzzle or t o the Revfew Quest fons on page 1-14.

THE RATIO PUZZLE

Mr. Short

The ffgure at the l e f t is called Mr. Short. We
used large round buttons laid side-by-side to
measure Mr. Short's h e i g h t , starting f r o m t h e floo;
between h i s feet: and going to t h e top of h i s head.
H i s height was f o u r buttons, Then we took a
similat figure c a l l e d Mr. Tall, and measured it in
t h e same way with the same buttons. Mr. Tall was
s i x buttons high
-

.

Now please do these things:

1.

Measure the h e i g h t of Mr. Short using paper
clips in a chain p r o v i d e d . . The height is

2,

Predict the height of Mr, Tall if he were
measured with the same paper c l i p s ,

3.

Explain how you f i g u r e d out your pxediction,.
(You may use diagrams, words, or calculations.
Please explain your steps carefully .)

2.

The next pages present written student responses t o the Ratio Puzzle.

Read

these respoises-and compare them with your o m .

Student A,* (Age 16)

Predfction for Mr. Tall:
9 316
"Figured it out by seeing that Mr. Tall is half again as tall.
Explanarion:
as Mr. Short, so I took half of Efr, Shortte hefght in c l i p s
and added it on t o h i s present height in c l i p e and came up
with my prediction. "
Studeat b
- (Age 16)

Prediction for Mr. T a l l :
9 1/2 paperclips
Explanat fon :
"I figured that the ratio a£ paper clips t o buttons t o be
approxfmately 1 1/2:1 so two mre buttune would make approldmately
3 more c l i p s , Since ft's a l i t t l e wre than 1 1/2:1 he is
approximately 9 1/2 c l i p s taL1."
Studeat Aq (Age 16)

~ r e d ~ c t f ofor
n Mr. Tall: 9.49 d i p s . '
Explanation:
"I took the refationship of the d i p s to the buttons on
Mr. Short and the untmown c l i p s to buttons of Mr. Tall and
found the unknown', algebraically. "
Student & (John B l a k e

- Age 16)

P r e d i c t i o n for Mr. T a l l : 9 112 c l i p a
Explanation:
"Mr. Tall is 1.5 times the height of Mr. Short, as measured
with buttons, and if the measurement techniques were identical
would be 1.5 times Mr. Short's height with any measurement
-&urn.
Assumfng that the measurement techniques are identical,
Mr. Tall's height in d i p a is 1.5 x 6 113, w h i c h ts 9 112
(1 think).
,

Student Aq (Barbara Downing

- Age 21)

Predic'tlon for Mr. Tall: 9 . 2 paperclips.
Explanation:
"The ratio using buttons of hefght of Mr. Short and Mr. Tall
is 2:3. Figuring out algebraically and solvtng for x:

gives you 9.2 as the height in paper clips."

2/3 =
Student A/, (~elori.8Johnson

- Age

19)

Prediction for Elr, Tall: 9 papercl2ps tall.
Explanation:
"I figured this out by figurfng that Mr.
aa Mr. T a l l . ' "

Student B, (Age 16)
A
.

PredYctfun for Mr. Tall:, 8 1/2 clips.
E%planation:' "If he is 2 buttons taller I guess he is 2 c l i p s bigger which
would make it 8 1/2."

Student B,

(Age

18)

4-

'

Prediction f o r
ExplanatPon:

Mr. Tall: . 8 c l i p s

= .

"

.

"Because he is two times as high as Mr. Short."

Student Bq (Dgvfd h n t f n g
#

- A=

i9)

Predf ctf on for Mr. Tall:
8 1/2 clips.
Explanation :
"I figured the buttuns the. s

k aize as the clipe."

Student Bb ( A s 14)
9 c l i p e (pencil marks along Mr.. Short)
"I estimated the middle and then one fourth of Mr, Short.

Predf ction fox Mr. Tall:

Explanation:

!

Student Bq
- (A*

That's about the size of one button. I measured the button
with my clips and found one-and-a-half.
So then I counted
.out s i x times one-and-a-half buttons and got nine."

.

.
'

16)

Prediction for-Mr. T a l l : 12 cfips
Explanation:,
"Mr. Tall was 2 buttons taller than Mr. Short, The buttone
must be larger than the paper clips. Sa I doubled Hr, Short's
height in paper cl5ps for Mr. Tall'e height

."

Student Bk (Norma Kuhn

'

- Age 20)

P r e d i c t i o n for Mr. Tall:
8 paper cl5ps
Explanat i o n :
"Mr. Tall 1,s 8 paper clips. tall because when wing buttons' aa
a unit of meaaure he is 2 units taller, When Mr, Short is
measured w i t h paper clips as a unit of measurearent he I s 6
' . paper c f i p s . Therefore, Mt.. Tall fs 2 units taller in comparieen
which, totals 8."

Student B7 (Harold O'Keefe

- Age 20)

Prediction for Mr. Tall:
8 paper clips tall
Explanation :
"If Mr, Short measures 4 buttons or 6 paper c l i p s (2 pieces
more than buttons), then Mr. Tall shoutd be 2 paper 'clips
more than buttons. "
Student BR (Ape 25L

Prediction for Mr. Tall:
8 paper clips tall,
Explanat ton :
"4 buttons reached t o p of Mr. Short's head. Mr. Ta11 f s 6
buttons tall. 6 paper clfps
Short. Mr. T a l l is 8 paper
c l i p s tall. Paper clips are approxfmately 1 inch long and the
butt m s were probably the sam '"

&.
.

3.

Center your attention an several of those reBponses which were dffferent
from yours, See if you can detect any common elements among them.
Record those common elements here.

4.

Center your attention on those responses which agree w i t h yours and see if
you can detect any commw elements among the student responses and your
response.

Now proceed to another p,uzsle or to the revfew questfons on page 1-14.

Islands Puzzle Activity
1.

Please write out your answers to the islands puzzle in the spaces below.

v

THe ISLANDS PUZZLE
The puzzle is about Islands A, B, C ,
a d D in the ocean. People have been
traveling among these islands by boat
for many years, but recently an airline s t a r t e d in business, Carefully
read the clues about p o s s i b l e p l a n e
t r i p s at present. The trips hay be
df rect or include s t o p s and p l a n e
changes on an Island. When a trip fs
p o s s i b l e , it can be,made in either
direction between the islands, You
may make notes or marks on the map to
h e l p use the clues.

First Clue:

67
fl

@

People can go by p l a n e between Islands C and D.

Second Clue : People cannot go by plane between Islands A and B.
Use these two clues t o answer Questfon 1, Do not read the next clue yet.
Question 1:

Can people go by plane between Island B and D?
No
YesCan' r tell from the two cl-s
Please explain your answer.

-

Third C l u e

(do not change your answer to Question
by plane between I s l a n d I3 and D,

1 now!):

People can go

Use a l l three clues t o answer Question 2 and 3.

Questfon 2:

Questfon 3:

Can people go by plane between Island B and C?
Yes
No
Can't t e l l from the three clues
Please explain your answer.

Caa people go by plane between Islands A and C?
No
Can't tell from the three clues
Please explain your answer.

yes-

-

2.

What types of thinking d i d y w do whfle completing the Islands Puzzle? For
example, d i d you need to =call or review some of the i n i t i a l instructions
while answering the questfons? Did you use combinations of information?
Did you exclude any information as irrelevant? Did you make any hypotheses
and then t e s t them? Please record your o b s e m t i ~ n sof your own procedure here.

3.

Did you notice' any a i p u f l d t y bemeen the Islands Puzzle and four-termha1
II
.
mystery" circuft boxes smtimes used in, general physics laboratories?

If you did not, turn back t o the puzzle, try t o construct an electric analogue,
and compare the results obtained from this analogue w i t h your answers to the
puzzle. Did you find the comparison helpful? Please record your comments.

4, The next pages present written student responses t o tbe Islands Puzzle.
Please read the responses a d compare them wfth yours.
Student A, (John Blake
"

- &e

16)'

Can't tell from the two clues.
E x p h a t i w : There is not: enough information given.

1. Answer:
2.

Answer:
Yes
Explanation: "They can go t o I s h d 3 from I s h d C, then on t o Island D,"

3.

Answer:
No
Explanation: There is no information on a direct flight from A to C, but
if you could get to C from A then you could also get to 3.
. .
S h c e you cannot get to B from A you cannot get t o C from A.

.

Student A, (Deloris Johnaon

- Age 19)

1. Answer:
Cantt tell from the two clues.
Explanation! "There was no bformatim given caacernbg the 'two."
2, Answer:
Yes
Explanation: "They can f l y from C ta D, have a lay over and catch the
p l a n e frmi D t o B."
3.

Answer:
Mo
Explanation: "It was safd you cannot go from A to B. There is no information about a f l i g h t direct from C t o A - o n l y C t o D,"

- Age

Student A, fCollege Student
d

1. Answer:
Explanation:
2.

3.

teLl from (:he clues given.
"The two clues dontt relate the upper islands t a the
lower ones.

Can't

Anawer:
Explanation:

Yes
They can go from B t a D and then to C, even if there are
no direct f l i g h t s ,

Answer:

No
If they could go from C to'A, then the people on 3 could
go first t o D, then to C, and then on to A.
But t h i s
contradicts the second clue, that they can't go by plane
between B and A.

Explanation:

Student A, (David Kenting

1. Answer:

3.

Answer:
Explanation:

Yes

Answer:
Explanation:

No

Answer:
Explanation:

19)

"Yes because planes go from C to D or vPce versa and B to D
arid v i c e versa. Therefare all have f a c i l i t f es. ' I .
"No, because Island A has no landlng facilftfes mentfmed."

Student As (Norma Kuhn
1.

- Ap;e

Can' t tell from the two clues.
By hformatfon given they could if appropriate landing
facilities were on Island B,

Explanation:
2,

17)

- ARe

21)

Yes
"If the t r i p from C to D includes a stop on B. The clues
only state that one cannot go by plane between A and 3 .
The introduction states that the flights need not be
direct. "

2.

Answer:
Yes
Explanation : " V i a Dtl

3.

Answer:

Explanation:

Can't tell from the three clues,
"The clues do not give any connections

boat. "

Student Ac; (Barbara Downing

I. Answer:
Explanatfan:

- Age

t o A except via

22)

tell from the two clues.
"The clues tell nothfng of the relation of B and D."

Can't

2.

Answer:
Explanation:

Yes
'"I you can go from C t o D and D to B, C to B should also
be poss 5b le, '"

3.

Answer:
Explanation:

No
"If you can go from C t o B, but not B to A, you should
not be able to go from C t o A,"

Student B, (College Student
A

1,

-

Age 3 0 )

Answer:

Yes

Explanation:

"You can't
go

go from

B

t o A but you can go from D t o B, or

from D to C then to I d a n d B,"

2.

Answer:
Explanation:

Yes
"It: doesn't say that you can't go, It says you can't go
from A t o 3 Islands, you can cut across or go through D."

3.

Answer:
Explanation:

Yes

Student

37

(Harold O'Keefe

I. Answer:
2.

3.

"You can as Song as you don't

- Age

Yes

"Because B is bigger than D and l i s t i n g is t h e same sequence. "

Answer:
Explanation:

No
"The sequence is broken, "

Answer:

Yes

Explanation:

'They are l i s t i n g the same as fn Questfon One."

M

2.

20)

Explanation:

Student 3, ( H f ~ hSchool Student

1.

go on t o Island Bat'

Answer:
Explanation:

Mo

Answer:

Yes

- Age

18)

"3 and D are not far enough apart."

Explanat f cm : "They are a long df stance apart, "
3,

Answer:
No
Explanation : "Not far enough apart. "

Student: Bq (College Student

I.

2,

3.
5.

Answer:
Explanation:

Yes

Answer:
Explanation:

Na

Anawer:
Explanation:

Yea

'

- Age

37)

"Because the people can go north from Island D because in
the clue it could be made fn both directions. If

"I am presuming both directions doesn't include a 4
5
'
from B to C."

angle

"Because Island C is right below Island A, "

Now please i d e n t f f y some features 0 5 the thinking used by Students A and B that
s e t them apart from each other and from your thinking.

Students A:

Students 3:

Please proceed to another puzzle or to the Review Questfuns on page 1-14.

Module 1 Review Questlcns

A f t e r you have completed two or three puzzle activities Zn Module I, read the
following responses and clasaify them as Type A or Type B. Compare your answers wlth
those of other participants s i t t i n g near you and with ours (bottom of age),

Student X, (Collene jmior)-Volume mizz le
J"

Prediction:
Explanation:
of water. Thus if
causing it to rise

Rise above 8 t o approximately 10
The w e i g h t of the object placed in water d i s p l a c e s an amount
the steel marble was heavier, it displaced more water,
above the level of water in w h i s h the glass marble was in.

Student X9 (age 15) Ratio Puzzle
Prediction for Plr. Tall: 15 paper clips high
"Guess. I'm really not sure how t o do t h i s . ''
Explanat ion t'

TYPe

Student X3 (age 20) Islands Puzzle

1.

Answer:
can't tell from the two clues.
Explanatfon: N o information about f l i g h t s between 3 and D

2.

Answer:
Yes
Explanatfon: Go from C t o D and then t o B.

3.

Answer:
Can't tell from the three clues
Explanatfon: Not possible t o f l y from B t o A , and there is no mentian
of a direct f l i g h t between C and A.
Type

Module 2 Concrete and Formal Thought

You have just completed several activftfes fn which you examined student:
responses to various problems involvtng observation and reasoning. Observations
of many children and yotmg people attempting to perform similar tasks have led
Jean. Piaget and other psychologists t o formulate theories concerning the mental
processes an indfvidual uses t o deal w f t h problem situations, fi t h i s module, we
s h a l l introduce you b r i e f l y t o s t a g e s of reasoning, a feature of Piaget 's theory
we consider Smportant for physfcs teachers, Modules 3 and 4 wi11 give you more
details and examples ta illustrate what we say here. Modules 5 through 11 w i l l
h e l p you to apply Pfagetts ideas to physics teaching materials and teaching
approaches.

O b ~ m
To assist you in descrtbing and identifying student behavior that indicates
concrete thought and behavlor that indicates formal thought.

Begin by readfng the article, "Piaget's Theory in a Nutshell" tncluded in the
attached fnstructional materials. An audiotape with comments coordinated with the
article 5s available; you may wish to listen to the tape durhg your f i r s t reading
or during a redew. To fallow the article, w e have provllded two more activities
for you in this module - - analyzing the student answers to the puzzles in Module I,
and p a r t i c i p a t i n g in a group dfscussfon each at a designated station arranged
by your workshop leader. The order of these
acttvities is optional.

-

Module 2

instructional

Materials

While you were reading the student responses to the four puzzles in Module 1 ,
you undoubtedly recognized that Type A answers were more satisfactory, more
adequate, than Type 3 a n s w e r s . In fact, you may have been disturbed to learn
t h a t any college students gave Type B mswers! We believe that each of the two
types of answers is characteristic of a level a£ reasoning that carresponds to
one stage in the intellectual development of children and adolescents as
c l a s s i f i e d by the Swiss psychologist and epistemologist Jean Piaget. We shall
therefore give you some background regarding Bfaget ' s theory and then a p p l y it
to the problem-solving and reasoning strategies of the students who responded to
the puzzles.
The p r i n c i p a l concepts of the theory are stages of intellectual development
and self-regulatfon; l i k e concepts in any theory, they are idealizations helpful
in analyztng and InterpretJng observations, and are no more or less real than
a point particle or a fr5ctionless plane. A s t a g e of intellectual development
i s a p e r i o d when a person's activities and reasoning are characterized by
certain distinctive features. We shall give rmre details below. Self-regulation
refers to the process whereby an individual's reasonhg advances from one st age
t o the next.
This very important fdea is explained 5n Modtile 7.

Piaget: has described human intellectual development in terms of four stages.
The f i r s t two, called sensory-motor and preoperational, are usually completed
before a c h i l d is ten years of age. The l a a t two o d y are therefore of particular
interest to us ; they are calked concrete thought and formal thought, To gfve
you clues for distinguishing student behavior as f a l l i n g into one or the other
of these stages, we shall now enumerate some of their characteristic patterns
of reasoning.
'

Clues t o i d e n t i f y t h e s t a g e of concrete thought*

-

affirmative answers t o :

(Cl)

Does the individual make simple classifications and generalizations
( e g.
a l l dogs axe animals, only some a n i m a l s are dogs) ?

(C2)

Does the individual apply conservation l o g i c (e. g. , if nothing is
added or removed, the amount remains the same even though the
appearance may differ) ?

(C3)

Does the individual arrange a set of objects or data in serial order
a n d establf sh one-to-one correspondence between two sets (e. g, ,
the youngest person at dfnner gets the most dessert) ?

. ,

In t h e s e respects the individual can reason and solve problems beyond h i s

*We have w e d parenthetical codes w i t h the letters C and F to denote indicators of
concrete and formal thought. Numbered items are principal clues, lettered items
are illus tratf ve examples,

a b i l i t y in previous stages. Here are, a few examples to i l l u s t r a t e these
accomp lishmenrs
The 'individual now :

.

(Ca) understands concepts and simple theories that make direct reference
t o familiar actions and examples, and can be explained in terms of
simple associations, orderings , or numerical equivalencesldifEerences
{ e . g . , objects that do somethfng to each other are i n fnteraction;
the waves are high because there 5s a strong wind);
(Cb)

f ollaws step-by-step instructions as in a recipe, provided each s t e p
is correctly specified;

(Cc)

relates his/her viewpoint t o that of mother in a simple situation
{e. g., a gfrl is aware that she fs her sister" sister).

'

Yet the advances in reasoning are l i m i t e d as compared to those achieved
a t the stage of f orma1 thought. These limitations may be detected as the
individual now:

(Cd)

searches for and identifies variables influencing a phenomenon, but:
does so unsystematically (e-g., h v e s t i g a t e s the effects of one variable
but does not necessarily hold the others constant);

(Ce) relates observations and makes inferences from them, but does not
consider all. posstb illt ies ;

.

(Gf)

responds t o d i f f i c u l t problems by applyfng a related but not necessarily
correct algorithm (i.e, relies on analogy or agreement more than on
iacensistency or contradiction) ;

(Cg)

processes inf ormatLon but f s not spontaneously aware of h i s own
reasoning (i. e . , does not check h i s h e r own conclusions agabst the
given data or other experience).

.

,

Cluea to tdentffy the stage of formal thought

-

affimatLve answers to:

(PSI Does the fndllvfdual reason w i t h propositions regardless of whether
they are factual or hypothesized?

IF21 Does the indivfdual consider all conceivable combfrrations of experimental
or theoretical condlttions, even though some may not be realizable in
nature?

(P3)

Does the indivf dual recognize and Onterpret f unctimal relatimshfps
in situations descrfied by observable or abstract variables (e.g.,
fteld strength is inversely proportional to the square of the distance,
the volume of a cube varies directly as the third power of the edge

length)?

(F4) Is the individual 'aware a d critical of hisfher owa reasonbg (e. g. ,
recognizes o p t i o n s in using various models or approximations, or
t e s t s a conclusion to see whether it is b a s e d on a fallacious step) ?

Here axe a f e w further examples to illustrate these achievements.
The indTvidual now:

.

(Fa)

engages in hypothetico-deductive reasonfng (e. g in t h e Islands
puzzle, he/she w o u l d explain, "If there were a p l a n e route between
I s l a n d s A and C, then people could get by plane also from Island
A to Island B.'"),

(Fb)

plans experiments accord3lng t o an overall design that investigates
the effects of m e variable whfle holding the others constant and
also allows for unforeseen contingencies;

(Fc)

uses theories and idealized models to ltnterpret observations and
draw conclusions:

(Fd)

understands concepts defined in t e r n of other concepts ar in
terms of abstract relationships ( e . g . , ratios, mathematical
limits) ;

{Fe)

solves problems b y introducing intermediate variables not given or

asked far d i r e c t l y in the original staremeat.

In a l l these items it is the reasoning that counts; the answer or conclusi~lls
reached may or may not be correct, dependfng on whether relevant facts were
remembered correctly.
The physfcs teacher who wishes t o apply these ideas should know that many
theoretical and experimental issues relating t o the theory are currently beJlng
investigated. Piagetls original notfon was that a l l persons progress through
the stages i n the same sequence, though not necessarily at the same rate. Yet
recent studies suggest strongly that not everyone reaches the s t a g e of formal
reasontng. We have, therefore, earlfer characterized the stages a s fdealfzations;
few advanced high school ox beginfiing college students would fall clearly into
. the stage of concrete or of formal thought. Rather, w e conaider their werall
behavior as transitional, p a r t i a l l y consistent with each stage. Possfbly.the
reasoning patterns of formal thought are only applied actively by indivllduals
Sn areas in which they are interested and w i t h which they are familiar.

Thfs qualificatioa leads to four additional points t h a t must be kept in
mind by the teacher. First, a person may use primarily formal reasoning patterns
in relation to i d e a s with which he is familiar, while using concrete reasoning
patterns in other areas. Second, the stage of formal thought I s really openended, in that an individual may deepen his understandings, broaden the'domains,
andlor add new intellectual f i e l d s within which .he can function formally wfth
confidence. Third, one can enter the formal stage in any area only through selfFourth, by
regulation f ram the concrete stage, which must: not be by-passed.
applying memorized formulas to familiar problems, a student may appear to use
f o m a l thought though the reasoning p a t tern is actually cancrete(Cf)

.

You may wonder whether ~iaget's theory can be used r e l i a b l y to improve
physics teaching, in view of the fact that physics teaching has been taking place
for many years without t h e theory's b e n e f i t s . In f a c t , there are some ways in
which Piagetrs theory c o n t r a d i c t s prominent theories of learning, according to

whfch indfvlduals in the learner's environment shape h i s behavior through
providing suftable stimuli (learnfng obj ectives, exercises) and selectfve
reinforcement (grades, sacfal esteem, academic failure). In our opinion, a
sound teaching program reconciles these two approaches as follows: (I) a l l
currlculwn design and selection of achievement levels are carried out In
accordance with Piagec 's theory; (2) the interpersonal contacts between teacher
and students rely on reinforcement tn the sense that the reacher is the
"stimulus" by serving prfmarily as role model for investigatfve and analytical
attitudes and reinforcement is provfded by the studentst own sense of success,
supported by social and verbal signals ( s m i l e s , admiration, encouragement) that
acknowledge h i s success.
The theory's
follaws :

implications far phystcs teachiug can be summarized as

1.

Be aware that some of your students approach topics in physics with
concrete reasoning patterns, while others will approach the same topics
usZng formal reasoning patterns.

2.

Provide a teaching program that allows some success through the u s e of

concrete reasoning patterns.

3.

When introducing new topics, do so on the level of concrete thought,
(i) t o allow students to gain at l e a s t a p a r t i a l
for two reasons
understanding through the uae of concrete reasoning patterns, and (fi)
t o permit students to develop and a p p l y formal reasoning patterns
gradually through self-regulation,

--

4. Devote some effort to helping students establish formal reasoning
patterns and thereby gradually raise their level of reasonfng.

Modules 5 through 1l w i l l expand on these items.
The thought of using Piagetts theory t o improve educational programs
systematically is relaefvely recent, hav$ng originated fn connect5on w i t h the
elementary school science curriculum development projects during the nineteen
sixties. In the last f e w years, researchers have begun to consider the
implications for high school and college teaching, and have found 3.n surveys
t h a t many students do not use the mental. operations of formal t h o u a t when
answering puzzles such as those included in Module I. We shall- therefore ask
you to review these answers more carefully a s another activity fn t h i s module.

(Note: if you have not yet used the audiotape commentary on "Piaget's Theory .
h a Nutshdl," you may wish to do so, now or later, while reviewing the article.)

This module provides for two more actiHties:

(1) AaalyzPng the student answers to t h e Module 1 puzzles as revealing
concrete or formal thought;
(2)

Discussing "Piaget's Theory in a NutsheI.1" with other workshop partfcipants and s t a f f .

Follow your workshop leader 's instructions with respect t o these activities.
the conclusfm, p l e a s e answer the review questions on page 2-9.

At

B e l o w is a chart on which we should like yolrto record your evaluation of
the reasoning patterns used by the six studants whose responses t o the puzzles
were given in'Module I. Please use the following more descriptive categories
rather than the very superficial A/B designation that we employed:

PC
.

C

Tr
F
?

Preconcrete
=Concrete
= Transitfonal from concrete t o formal
Formal
= farpossible t o c l a s s i f y wf thout more in£ormat ion
=

..

Category Tr is intended for responses that Include several elements, some of
whf ch you would call C while others fit the descriptfon of F.
Choose f i r s t one atudent and examhe his, or her responses to each of the
three puzzles, Record your evaluation af his/her reasoning patterns, thus
making a "profile" of reasoning for t h i s student. Please follow this procedure
for at least three students
more if you have time. Then read our general
analysis and summary.

--

Puzzle Responses
Student

Barbara Downing (21)

Harold OvKeefe (20)
Norma Kuhn 120)

John Blake (16)

Volume

Rat 50

Islands

To give you speciffc illustratfons of how the stages of reasoning in Piaget's
theory can be applied to student work, we shall now gtve a general analysis of
the responses to the puzzles in Module 1. The parenthetical codes refer to the
items l i s t e d inl'Piaget's Theory i n a Nutshell."

Volume Puzzle
$ O W THOUGHT T
A
Even though the weight is dynamically responsible for
l i f t i n g the water, the combined volume of water plus marble limits the
hefght t o which the water can rise in the contafner, Since the combined
volumes are equal for the two marbles, the water w i l l rltse t o equal heights
if t h e marbles are f u l l y submerged ( F l ) .
N o t e the intermediate concept

of the conibined volume, or the alternate formulation that i f equal marble
v o 1 m s are added to equal water volumes, the f h a l volumes w i l l be equal
(PI), The c&ined or final volume is not stressed in the statement of the
puzzle, but must be introduced by the student (Fe),
CONCRETE THOUGHT (TYPE 3 ) . It is common sense that the wefght of an immersed
object is responsible for the force that lifts the displaced water (Ca).
Hence the direct c o n c l ~ i o n ,giverl d i f f e r h g weights, is the greater the
Note that th5s reasoning l e a d s to
w e i g h t , the higher the water level (C3).
the correct conclusion for Immersed bodies that float!

Ratio Puzzle

Each button corresponds t o a certain number of paper
clips, an Intermediate q m t i t y aot stated i n the puzzle nor asked for (Pel.
Once t h i s conversion ratio fs known, the answer is found by simple calculation. Mternatfvely, the student might conceptualize the height ratio (Fd),
another fntermediate abstractton, and then reason that t h i s ratio must be
invariant with respect to the units of masurement (3'1, F3).

FORMAL TEQUGHT (TYPE A).

CONCREEE THOUGHT (TYPE 3 ) . Since the height of Mr. Short measures more paper
clips than buttons, simply add the extra amount to the heLghr of Mr. Tall
Even though the arithmetic difference in units is not s t a t e d or
(C3).
asked for; it 5s a much more d i r e c t measure of tbe qualitative difference
than is the ratio, whf ch comes f r o m making a correspondence between each
Tndividual button and paper clip. Another concrete approach makes use of
the height dffference in buttons of the two figures, and associates that
Note that extra
directly w i t h the same difference in paper c l i p s (C3).
buttons are equated t o extra paper clips, in contradfctfoa ta the fact
that the four buttons measurfng Mr, Short are equal t o six and not t o four
paper clips. This bconsistency is not noticed at the stage of concrete
thought, but would be noticed at the formal stage and would lead the
student who had origiaally made t h i s mistake (self-regulation!) to reexamine h i s /her procedure (F4),

Islands Puzzle
m3RMAL THOUGHT (TYPE A ) . On Question 2 , the t r i p from Island '8 to Island C is
conceptualized as p o s s i b l y achieved by a change of planes or stopover

at Island D. In other words, the clues about plane routes are not only
evaluated tn terms of the direct %nformation t h e y provide, but also in
terms of the inferences that are possllble by using the general rules about
connections that were s t a t e d I n the introductien of the puzzle (Fl, F2).
On Question 3 , the f o d thinker imaghes d l possAble routes from
Island A to Island C in order to bring to bear t h e information available
in the clues (F2). In particular, he must hypothesfze that air travel is
p o s s i b l e and evaluate this hypothesis for consistency with the dam (Fl,
P 4 , Fa). Note that most of the Type A responses quoted i n Module 1 d i d
not make use of the formal approach t o Question 3 , but dfd on Question 2.
Thfs mixture of procedures is often observed in practice and indicates
transitional reasoning, a reflection of the fact that the s t a g e s of Pfaget 's
theory are idealizations which help one t o classffy observed behavior, but
hhould not be used to classify people superficially.

CONCRETE TWOUGHT (TYPE B), Since the clues do not gkve the answers to the questions
directly, the concrete thfnker either c a r t tell, selects certain details
from the map (geographical placement, island separation) ow postulates
The properties of a
properties of each island t o explain h i s ideas {Cl).
s i n g l e f s l a n d (size, topography) used Iln t h i s approach are conceptually
sfmpler to manipulate than the plane routes, which represent relationships
between islands, Thfs approach also elfmlnates the need to make use of t h e
rules for combining plane routes.

Below is a chart in which we have applied the above considerations to the
responses of s i x s t u d m t s who .attempted the three puzzles in Module 1. In
looking at these responses you can see that only one -subject gave af1 formal
responses. This indicates that students are at varying levels in various s u b j e c t
areas. We would not expect college students t o think formally in every content
area. The transftion from concrete t o formal thinking depends a great d e a l on
the kinds of experiences that any person has in a particular f i e l d of study.
If a s t u d e n t is a formal rather than a concrete thinker i n one area, however,
he i s more likely to make the transitton to formal thought i n another area when
he is gf ven s u i t a b l e i n t e l l e c t u a l stimulation,
College Students Responses

Voluxae

Ratlo

Islands

Deloris- Johnson (19)

C

Tr

Tr

Barbara Downing (21)

F

P

Tr

David Kentfng (19)

C

C

Tr

Harold 0"efe

(20)

Norma Kuhn (201

John Blake (16)
Please d i s c c s s these results w i t h a workshop staff member and other p a r t f cipants
at a discussion table. Then complete the Module 2 Review Questions on the next:
Page

-

Module 2 Revlew Questtonh
Please answer these questfons tn w r i t b g . Then compare your ideas w i t h those of
ather participants and with our answers below.

1.

What are two characteristics of concrete thought?

2,

What are two characteristfcs of formal thought?

3.

How would you classify the answers t o the following question? Explain
in each case. "How many dZf ferent license plates can be made with letters
A, 3, and C?

Answer X:

Descrsbe haw you figured it out."

f made six ABC, CAB, BCA, CBA, BAC, ACB.

I trfed but can't make

any more.

Answer Y:

It depende on whether you reuae the letter. If you use each one
once, you have three choices for the first letter and two for the
second and one for the third, three times two times one makes
six. If you can have each letter more than once, like fn ABB,
then you have three choices f o r each of the three spots, that's
three times three times three o r twenty-seven. I ' d hate t o wrf te
them all. down. There aren't any other p o s s i b i l i t i e s because I
took d l into account.

Your evaluation of X:

Your evaluation of Y:

Module 2 Audiotape "Piaget i n a Nutshelltf
A discussion by Robert Karplus and Jane Bowyer

Itobcrt Karplus

e l ! T h i s tape offers comments and examples of the use
of concrete and formal reasoning patterns in physics, It
accompanies Module 2 of the Workshop on Physics Teaching and
the Development of Reasoning produced by the American Association of Physics Teachers. I'm Bob Karplus.

Jane Bowyer

And I'm Jane Bowyer. Have you read the article, 'IPiagetts
Theory in a Nutshell" in Module 2? If so, you may find this
tape i n s t r u c t i v e . If not, I ' d suggest that you turn off t h e
tape for now and read the article f i r s t , because it i n t r o duces t h e ideas on which t h i s tape is based.
A transcript of the tape i s included in your study guide
beginning an page 2-10. If you'd l i k e t o follow the t e x t ,

turn off the tape u n t i l you f i n d the correct page and then
turn it on again.
Robert Karplus

Piaget has described human intellectual development in terms
of four stages during which individuals use c e r t a i n patterns
of reasoning .

Before continuing, I'd like to explain what I mean by a
"pattern of reasoning." A p a t t e r n of reasoning is a mental
process by which certain data, observations, or ideas are
compared, organized, o r transformed. For example, recognizing that a pendulum with mechanical energy of 20 joules and
potential energy of 6 joules has k i n e t i c energy of 14 joules,
is a pattern of reasoning that involved comparing forms and
amounts of energy. As another example, consider finding
Mr. Ruthgrenis telephone number between Ruthexford and Ruthie;
here one has to make use of t h e alphabetic order of letters
and apply it successively to the f i r s t , second, third, f o u r t h ,
and f i f t h letters in the names i n the directory. A person who
cannot conceptualize t h e a l p h a b e t i c order of l e t t e r s and apply
it systematically is unlikely to find the listing.
Jane Bowyer

Piaget uses the term OPERATION rather than pattern of reasoning,
and describes it i n h i s article reprinted i n Module 11. We
have avoided the term OPERATION hecause of i t s other meanings
. i n physics.
Letts now go hack to the four stages. The first two, callcd
sensory motor and pre-operational, are usually completed before
a child is t c n years of age. Only the last two are therefore
of interest to us; they are called concrete operational and
formal operational. Bob and T will g i v e examplcs of some
characteristic patterns of reasoning associated with these
t w o stages.

General clues to i d e n t i f y concrete thought were listed on
pages 2-2 and 2-3:

(Cl)
Robert Karplus

Does the individual make simple classifications and
generalizations?

An example is consistently sorting a collection of objects

into electrical conductors and electrical insulators after
testtng them in a circuit.
Jane Bowyer

(C2) Does the individual apply conservation logic ?

Robert Karplus

When a rocket of mass M e j e c t s exhaust of mass AM, the student
concludes that the rocket has remaining mass M-AM.

Jane Bowyer

(C3)

Does the individual arrange a set of objects or data in
serial order and establish one-to-one correspondence
between the two sets?

Robert Karplus

Short organ pipes produce high pitched sound waves and long
organ pipes produce low pitched sound waves,

Jane Bowyer

In these respects the individual can reason and solve problems beyond h i d h e r ability in the preoperational stage.
Items (Cl) , (C23 ,.and (C3) are called concrete reasoning
patterns, because they are applied to concrete objects and
directly observable p r o p e r t i e s - - e l e c t r i c a l conductors, mass
of a rocket, organ pipes., and audible pitch.
For comparison, we'll now describe a physics example that
requires reasoning for which concrete pattexns are not adequate.
The example is an explanation of Archimedes's principle. Why
is t h e bouyant force on body A when immersed in water equal
to the weight of t h e displaced water?

Robert Karplus

First, imagine a hypothetical body B of exactly the same s i z e
and shape as A but composed of water. Since t h i s water body
is in equilibrium when immersed in water, the bouyant foxce
it experiences is equal to its weight WB, By the definition
of body B, WB is also the weight of the displaced water.
Furthermore, the bouyant force an body B is t h e net force exerted
by the rest of she water across body B 1 s bounding surface.
The bouyant force on body A is the net force exerted by the
rest of the water across its bounding surface, which is i d e n t i c a l
with the bounding surface of 0. Hence the bouyant force on A
equals the bouyant force an B, and this in turn is equal to
the weight of the displaced water.

Jane Bowyer

The reasoning involved here was not limited to concrete patterns

because the hypothetical water body B and the "displaced waterN
were never perceptually d i s t i n c t , Furthermore, the reasoning

made use of c e r t a i n propositions r e g a r d i n g the boundary
surfaces and t h e equality of forces. The required reasoni n g comprised formal p a t t e r n s .
Bob and I will now t u r n to formal. reasoning p a t t e r n s more
broadly, with clues as listed on page 2-3:

(Fl)

Does the individual reason with propositions regardless of whether these are factual or hypothesized?

Robert Karplus

The student who correctly f i n d s the thermodynamic efficiency of
an ideal h e a t engine with black body radiation a s working,
medium uses propositions such as t h e first law of thermodynamics,
t h e equation of state of t h e radiation, and hypothesized processes making up the carnot cycle. Similar reasoning was used
in our explanation of Archimedes's principle. It is also used
when Newtonian mechanics, electrostatics, group theory, or
other subjects are derived from d e f i n i t i o n s and postulates
rather than being inferred from concrete examples and observations.

.Innc Bowyer

(1:23

Does t h e individual consider a l l conceivable combinations of cxllcrimental and theoretical conditions, even
though sanlc may not be realj zable in nat.urc?

Robert Karp 1us

To solve t h e Islands puzzle, for instance, the i n d i v i d u a l had
to be aware of all p o s s i b l e ways Island C could be reached
from Island A. When inferring the canstruction of an e l e c t r i c
network from measurements a t its terminals, t h e student has t o
consider a l l possible ways in which resistors, capacitors, and
other circuit elements could be assembled.

Jane Bowyer

(F3)

Robert Karplus

Students who use inverse proportion of weight and distance
when equalizing a balance a m a p p l y this formal reasoning p a t t e r n .
l a e n graphing and interpreting experimental data, they smooth

Does the individual recognize and interpret functional
relationships in situations described by observable or
abstract variables?

out small irregularities in t h e measurements and d e s c r i b e t h e
rclationship by a simple analytic formula.

Is thc irldividurtl aware o f and critical of h i d h e r own
reasoning?

, l : ~ n c Bowycr

(F4)

Ilobert Karplus

The formal operational student checks an answer by comparing
t h e results of a calculation with other similar calculations.
Ile/she verifies that t h e s o l u t i o n o f a motion problem w i t h
f r i c t i o n f a l l s between t h e solutions t o t h e same problem w i t h o u t
friction and w i t h v e r y large f r i c t i o n (no slipping at a l l ) .

fane Bowyer

011pages 2-3 and 2-4 there are additiorial examples of concrete and formal reasoning patterns. Unfortunately, wc
cannot give you a s i n g l e , simple criterion f o r distinguishing between these t w o types of patterns.

Robert Karplus

You have to keep four additional points in mind, as described

on page 2-4:

Jane Bowyer

First, a person may use primarily formal reasoning patterns
in relation to ideas with which he is familiar, while using
concrete reasoning patterns in other areas w i t h which he is
unfamiliar.

Robert Karplus

Second, the stage of formal thought is really open-ended, in
that an individual may deepen his understandings, broaden the
domains, and/or add new intellectual fields within which he
can function forma1 l y with cenf idence

.

Jane Bowyer

Third, one can enter the formal stage in any area only
through self-regulation from the concrete stage, which must
not be by-passed.

Robert KarpZus

Fourth, by applying memorized formulas to familiar problems,
a student may appear t o use formal thought though the reasoning pattern is actually concrete.

Jane Bowyer

You may wonder whether you should t e s t your students to identify
t h e i r developmental stage, In v5ew of what we have just s a i d ,
and the fact that the stages are idealizations, such a t e s t i n g
effort is likely to give unclear results, I would recommend
that you &serve your studentst work on t h e i r physics problems
f0r.a period of a week o r two and t r y t a identify the reasoning
patterns they use.

"

Robert Karplus

This is the end of our
workshop interesting.
participants--they may
yours. Before turning
tape so it can be used
1isten ing . Goodbye !

comments. We hope' you are finding t h e
Do discuss these ideas w i t h your fellow
have a very different point of view from
off the tape player, please rewind the
by other participants. Thank you f o r

Module 3 Proportional Reasoning [Videotape]

'

In ~ i a g e ts theory, concrete operational thought is characterized by serial
orderfng , simple classf f fcation, and consewatZon l o g i c applf ed d i r e c t l y to objects
A concrete thinker doing a Piagetian task m u s t be able t o observe objects and/or
manipulate them. Formal operational thought fnvolves proportional reason1ng ,
separation of variables, elimination of contradictions, and c l a s s inclusion or
exclusioa operations. A formal thinker is able to work in situations where he does
nor deal with tangible objects. The formal thinker can apply the operations used by
a concrete thinker, but goes beyond these operat ions when solving problems.

.

In the video-tape you are about to see, you w i l l . observe Prancfs P. Collea
working with college science students who are responding t o two Piagetian tasks.
The tape clearly demonstrates that a college population hcludes students who approach
certain tasks w i t h concrete reasoning p a t t e r n s , whfle others apply formal reasonbg
patterns. The students' responses indicate a wfde range of variation even among science
and mathematics majors, a highly selected group,

To assist you fn descrfbing and/or f dentifying responses t h a t i n d i c a t e concrete
or formal thought as applied to Piagetian tasks.

Begin t h i s module by readPag the Overvltew of the tasks in the attached videotape
Then view the videotape. To help you understand the students' remarks in
s p i t e of their soft voices, a complete transcrtpt of the dialogue is fncluded at
the end of the instructional materfah. You may wish to glance at the transcrfpt
while you are watching the videotape.

notes.

Videotape Notes
Overview of the Tasks
In preparing the videotape, we selected responses of individual students so as
We d i d not: attempt to gfve an accurate impression
of the frequency distr5bution t h a t might be obtained from college students.
t o present a variety of approaches.

Module 3 lnstructional Materials
Equal Arm Balance Task

The Balance Beam Task requires students to apply proportfonal reasoning and
other elements o f formal thought t o a somewhat d i f f i c u l t problem. The interviewer
poses t h e follawing four questfons (in order) as each student observes the balance
beam and attempts to predict the balance conditions.

1. U s e a 7-weight and a 3-weight t o balance a 10-weight
placed 10 units from the fulcrum.
2. Use a 5-weight t o balance a 10-welght placed a t I0
3.

Dave

units from the fulcrum.
Use a 7-weight to balance a 10-weight placed at 9
units from the fulcrum.

Our first student is shawn responding to Problems 1, 2, and 3.
He used proportional reasoning on #2, which involved a 2:l ratio,
but a p p l i e d an additive process to 83 : he placed the 7-weight at
12 units, three further than the 10-weight
He ffnally balanced
t h e beam by trial and error with the 7-weight at 13 unf ts , nut
clearly recognizing the r e l a t i o n s h i p G etween location and w e i g h t .
Dave appears to have begun the transitfon from concrete t o formal
thinking in relation to the balance beam.

.

Gary

The next student answered Problems 1, 2, and 3 quickly, using
direct and inverse proportion with ease.

Celia

Had no difficulty wfth //It; she placed the 7-weight a t 13 units
and the 3-weight: at 3 units.

Rosa

The f o u r t h student on t h e tape, she succeeded on f l (not shown)
but did not handle a n y of the other problems s u c c e s s f u l l y .

Jeff
-

The last student perfarming the balance beam task approached
Problem 2 fn a concrete way (direct correspondence of distance
and w e i g h t s ) , but quickly changed h i s mind when he observed
the t i p p i n g of the beam. This is an example of self-regulation,
where Jeff re-examined h i s strategy in the l i g h t sf new data.
S t i l l , Jeff w a s not able to solve t h e more d i f f i c u l t Problem 3.
Like Dave, he has begun the transition from concrete to formal
thought.

Ratio Puzzle

The second task being used here fs an extension of t h e Ratio Puzzle introduced
in Module 2 . There t h e student was told that two figures, Mr. Short and Mr. T a l l ,
had heights of f o u r and six b u t t o n s , respectively. After measuring Mr. Short w i t h
paper c l i p s , the student had to predict t h e height 05 Mr. T a l l i n paper c l l p s .
We now include a second question dealing with Mr. Tall's fourteen-paper-clip-wide
car; how wide is it In buttons?

Harley

The first student displayed his commarrd of the proportional.
r e a s m h g operation by determining a ratio of two measurements and
then using it to calculate the dimensfon of Mr. T a l l , an object he
cannot obserire.

Jackie

The next student on the tape qufckly set up similar ratios and
s o l v e d the problem quite easily.

Tracy

The third student working on the ratfo puzzle set up the same ratios
as Jackre and easily solved the problem.

EddLe

The next student on the videotape d i d not solve the problem; he thought
he could not proceed unless he knew the size of the buttons. H s
reasonfng pattern is concrete or pre-concrete.

Martha

Our last student tried in a very camplicated way t o e s t a b l i s h a ratio
between buttons and paper clips. Eventually she arrived at a solution
that could be classified as transftioaal because she d i d exhib5t
proportional reasonfng Sn her thinking, but d i d not apply it: s h p l y
and consistently. She appeared to.have an h t u i t i v e notion about
establishing ratios.

Equal Arm Bafgnce Task
Frank:

Now here is what I would lfke you to da, Here is a 7 wefght and a 3
w e i g h t , put them on the, other side so the beam w i l l balance.

Dave :

Okay.

Frank :

Sure you can.

Dave :

Because they are both equal distances.

Frank :

Because they are both equal distances. Okay, shall we try it?
(Tests ft.1 Very good. Let's try another one, Dave. This time,
Dave, I'm g o i n g so give you a 5 weight. Could you place the 5
wefght on the other s t d e so the beam will balance agaln?

Dave:

Okay.

Frank:

Okay, why do you t h M c it wfll work out there?

Dave :

Because it's twfce the distance and only half the weight.

Frank:

Okay,

Dave :

Yes..

Put them together?

Okay, Dave, why do you t h h k they w i l l balance?

f :t w f l l work.

Shall we try it?

Frank :

Very good. Very good. Let's try one more, Dave. This time, Dave,
f k going to put the weight, 1% going to move the ten weight t o
the nine s l o t . Okay, Now what I would like you t o do is to take
the 7 weight and balance the beam. (PAUSE) Why d i d you p u t it
there, Dave?

Dave :

Because there is three less than that, and you moved that fn one
and I: moved t h i s one out two.

Frank :

Okay, you think f t w i l l balance?

Dave :

I hope

Frank :

Want to t r y it again?

Dave :

Okay.

Frank :

Okay, now explain why you d i d it

Dave :

Well, t h i s one just went down and there's j u s t the heavier weight
moved that over one.

Frank :

So you couldn't

Dave :

Yes.

Frank :

O k a y , shall we try another one. Shall we try it.
tion.
hat 's good, thanks a l o t Dave.

Gary :

Seven

Frank :

A 7 and a 3 w e i g h t .

Gary :

I think

so.

.

,

'

I'll use one more,

flgure it out.

- how

you d i d it,

You j u s t d i d it by observatian.

Goad 'observa-

You think P t w f l l w o r k now?

so.

Frank :

Gary :

You put 10 and 10 an equal distance apart.

Frank :

(Tests balance arm) Okay, it works. Let me change it just a
little b i t . L e t me ask you t o put a 5 weight, where do you think
you will put the 5 w e i g h t on the beam balance?

Gary :

Twenty notches away.

Frank :

Why do you think t h a t it wflf. work?

Gary :

Because it is twtce as far away and half the weight.

Frank:

One more, okay?

Gary :

Okay.

k t me move this to

--

letpa move it to 9 , okay?

Frank:

. Now I'll give you a 7 weight,
so that the beam will balance?

Where would you put the 7 weight

Gary :

Oh, you couldn't put ft on any notch.

Frank :

Put it on the closest one,

Gary :

Oh, okay,

Frank:

Sure, if you want to.

Gary:

Okay.

Frank :

Put it on the nearest one.
d i d you figure that out?

Gary :

Ninety pulling d m against 90 on the other side (gestures), and
13 times 7 is about ninety,

Frank:

Want t o t r y one more?

Celga:

Okay.

Frank:

L e t me take thfs one off. L e t me take thfs now and let me put it
back at 10. Let: me glve you the 7 and 3. Okay. Now can you put
the 7 and 3 on the other side so that: the beam will balance? But
you can't put them both at the same place.

Celia:

Can't put them at the same place.

Frank:

What d i d you do

Celia:

Put 7 times 13 and 3 t h e s 3 , 9 .

hark:

Think it w i l l work a m ?

Celfa :

1 hope,

Frank:

Do you think it's a ratio of e m kind?

Celia:

Nope.

Frank:

H o w d5d you figure it o u t ?

Ce l i a :

W e l l , there's going to be a 100, so I had t o match it over here
azld a combhation here,

Frank :

Okay, want t o try it?

Celia:

O k a y , it Gorks.

Fradc:

V e r y good.

Could I lay it down?
But leave it on the closest notch.

Letts see, did that work? Okay, how

(LONG PAUSE)

now?

Thank you very much.

Frank:

W a n t to try another one now.

Rasa:
Frank:

L e t me take tRese off and l e t me give you a 5 weight, Now where
would you put the 5 weight sa that: the beam w i l l balance. (PAUSE)
Okay, can you explain why y w put it there?

Celia :

.Urn, ~ ' mnot sure if 1'm

supposed to put it there or over here.
It's a lfghter w e i g h t , so I'm going t o put it here it w f l l go up,

But over here close t o center it will balance.

Frank :

So you think it

Rosa:

Fifteen.

Prank :

Why d f d you put it there?

Rosa:

Because it tops the weight off, the 10 weight,
the distance wer here more.

Frank:

Shall we try it?

Rosa:

Yes,

Frank:

Didn't work again. k t ' s try mothex one. Suppose I put this at
9, okay and I gave you a 7 weight, where woirld you put the 7
weight so that the beam would balance?

will balance then. It didn't work. W a n t to t r y
it agasn? Want t o put it some other place? Why dfd you p u t k t
there, Rosa? What number is it?

It has t o be half

Rosa:
Frank :

At 11, w a n t t o put it at 11, please.

. Rosa :

(indistinct response)

Frank :

Okay, shafJ. we try it? Didnt t work.

How did you figure 11, Rosa?

may, thank you very much.

*****************
Frank:

k t ' s try another one, Jeff. This time 1'm going to give you a 5
wefght. mere would you put the S w e i g h t so that the beam will
balance? Alright, can you explafn why you put it there?

Jeff :

It's half as heavy, so put it out half a s much.

Frank :

Okay, s h a l l we try it? Didn't work.

Jeff:

Yes.

Frank :

Where d i d you put ft now?

Want t o t r y it again?

Jeff:

Twice as far.

Frank :

Why d i d you do

Jeff:

1t''s half as heavy.

Frank :

Half as heavy, so what does that mean? You have
away. Do you think it w i l l work now?

Jeff:

It works.

Frank :

Okay, one more, Jeff, 1*m going t o take the 10 weight and 1'm
going to move it at the 9 spot. Okay, now ~ ' m
going t o give you a
7 weight and I would like you t o put it on the s i d e so t h a t the
beam will balance, (LONG PAUSE)
Okay, can you figure it out?

Jeff:

No.

Frank:

Do you have any idea where it could go?

Jeff:

It should be down towards the end.

Frank :

Towards the end.
put it there?

Jeff:

The wefght's a l i t t l e b i t heavier.

Frank :

Okay.

that?

,

Want to put P t someplace.

t o put: it farther

Can you figure why you

Shall we t r y ft? Okay, you can't figure out where it should

be.

Jeff:

-

F r d :

No.

Okay, Jeff, thanks a lot.

RATIO PUZZLE
Frank :

This mornfng I measured him
my office w t t h some buttons and I
found h h to be 4 buttons tall. Okay.

Harley :

Yes,

Frank:

Now, I ' v e got another frimd,'Mr. Tall, who I didn't bring here t h i s
morning but I measured him t h i s morning In my o f f i c e with the.same
buttons and he w a s 6 buttans tall. Okay?

Harley:

Yes,

Frank:

Now, Harley, what I would lfie you t o do fs I would lfke you to
measwe the height of Mr. Short with these paper clips.

Rarley :

Yes.

Frank :

Kinda keep t h i s close t o you.

Harley :

Okay.

Prank:

Yes.

What height?

Okay?

From h i s feet t o h f s head?

Harley :

Frank:

He is 5-312 paper clips tall. Okay, Harley, could you figure out
how tall Mr. Tall is in paper clips?

Harley:

It 5 5 , it 's proportional. 4, 5-112 is 6 to cross mult5plying at 33
d i v i d e d by 4 . Which is 8 and 1/4.

Frank :

So Mr. Tall is
out now.

Harley :

By proportion.

Frank :

Okay. Let m e ask you another questfon, Harley. Mr. Tall has a car,
and the car $8 14 buttons wide, 14 paper c l i p s w i d e . Could you t e l l
me how w i d e that car is in buttons?

Harley :

Okay, it's the same proportion. It% 14 buttons no it's 14 paper
clips wide. Okay, ft's 14 paper c l i p s , x is to 14 paper cflps as
6 fs to 8-1/4, 6 buttons to 8-1/4 paper c l i p s which is a proportion
as 14 x 6 which is 80-1/4 ' d f v i d e d by 8.25. Which is approxfmately
10. L i t t l e b i t over 30.

Frank :

So you

Harley :

Yes.

Frank:

And you figured it out by what?

Harley :

. A proportion.

Frank:

8-1/4 paper c l i p s tall.

Add how did you figure that

Four buttons t o 5-112 should be 6 t o 8-1/4.

are sayfng that Mr. Tall's car is 10 buttons wide.

Thanks, Harley.

*****************
Frank:

-

How did you get that answer, Jackie?

8.25 paper clips.

~ a c ' k i:e

Well, because Mr. Short was about 5' 5 " , 1 j u s t set up a ratfo.

Frank :

You set up a ratio.

Jackie :

Well, Mr. Short is 4 buttons and Mr, Tall- is' 6 buttons and Mr. Short
is 5 ' 5 " fn paper c l i p s so I put that over x.

Frank :

Okay.

Can you explain how you set up that rat1el

That's how you got t h e answer.

Jackie :

Yes,

Frank :

Okay. Let n~ ask you another questim, Jackie. Mr, Tall has a car and
the car fs 14 paper clips w i d e . C a n you tell me how w i d e that car is

'

in buttons?

(PAUSE)

Jackie:

Is thfs okay t o do? Well, I guess it m u l d be.

Frank:

What % that Jackie?

Jackf e :

Well, i f one's tall and the other is width, can. you do that?

Frank :

Can you do what?

Jackie :

Yes.

Frank:

Try it.

Jackie :

S e t t i n g up a proportion.

Frank:

Could you explafn that, how you s e t up that proportion?

Jackie :

Okay. The car is 14 paper clips so you put that over x buttons and
Mr. T a l l was 8.25 paper clips and 6 button; so I just: ffgured it. .

Frank :

And you solved fox the answer.

Jackie :

Yes.

Frank:

Okay, thanks Jackie.

Tracey :

Nfne paper c l i p s tall.

Frank:

How d i d you figure that

Tracey :

Prop ortian.

Frank :

Could you explain it please.

Tracey :

Alright, it is 4 buttons x 6 paper clfps reduces 2 to 3 so you w a n t to
set: up a proportion between 6 buttons and x paper cl5ps that equals
2 t o 3, 18 equals 2 x, x equals 18 over 2 equals 9 .

Frank :

Okay, Tracey, That's pretty good. Let me ask you another question,
Tracey, Mr. T a l l has a car and the car is 14 paper c l i p s wide. Could
you tell me how wide that car is in buttons.

Tracey :

14 paper c l i p s .

Frank :

Wfde

Tracey :

Okay, that fs 2 over 3 equals 14 over x equals 2, 21.

Make

a proportton?

How d i d you figure that o u t , JackFe?

That w a s very gdod,

o u t Tracey?

C a n you tell me?

.

Frank :

Okay, can you explain how you got that answer, Tracey?

Tracey :

I d i d t h e same thing. 2 buttons for 3 paper clips is 14 buttons for
x paper clips cross m u l t i p l y and solve for x,

Frank :

Okay, thank you very much.

Eddie :

5-1/2 papex clips tall.

Frank:

Okay, good, Eddie.
cfips.

Eddie:

I don't think I w i l l be able t o figure it, Mr. Short is 4 buttons tall.
that would be about 2 more buttons taller
which comes out
inaccurately as 5- 1/2. Maat d i d I say? 5-1/2?

C o d d you tell me how tall Mr. T a l l is an paper

---------

Frank:

Eddie :

5-1/2 paper clips t a l l .

Frank:

Okay.

Martha:

5 paper clips and 112,

Frank:

5-1/2 paper c l i p s .
is in paper c l i p s ?

Martha:

Okay.

Frank:

4 buttons*

Martha :

And Mf, Tall is 6 buttons,

Frank :

You want some paper or something, Martha?
penctl if you want.

Martha :

1, 2, 3, 4 , 5 , that's 5-1/2.

Frank :

Paper clips.

Martha:

Paper c l i p s equals 4 buttons and 6 buttons so half of 5-1/2 is 2-11'2
a l s o half gf half is a fourth which would be 2 and 3 / 4 so it would be
6-314 equals.

Frank :

So youtxe saying Mr. Tall is 6 and,

Martha:

No, that's Mr. Short.

2, 4 ,

Mr.

I don't think I will be able t o .

Now could you figure out for me how tall Mr. Tall

Short is 4, right?

No, Mr. plus two,

re's

some paper and a

-----------

-lain

Martha:

Okay, let's

Frank:

Yes.

Martha:

WhSch is 4 buttons.

Frank :

Right.

Martha:

Which would be 113 of 4 buttons. And 1/3 of 6 buttons is 2. Okay, so
I added 2 buttons to 4 which would make Mr. Tall and I ffgured h a l f of
5-1/2 is 2-1/2 plus the 1/4 which is 2 and 3/4.

Frank:

'

me how you got that?

Frank:

-

Okay.

to

see.

Mr. Short is 5-1/2 paper clips.

Okay? And a half and Mr. Tall fs 6 buttons,

You say he is 8-3/4 buttons tall.

Martha:

I think so.

Frank:

Okay, 8-3/4 paper c l i p s .

Martha:

Paper clips, right.

Frank:

Okay, good.

Module 4 Formal Thought [Film]

In Piagetus theory, concrete thought is characterfzed by serial ordering,
s i m p l e classification, conservation logic and other operattons applied to
objects that a person is able t o observe or manipulate directly. Formal thought
includes these operations but goes beyond them to utflize other processes fn
situations where one does not deal w i t h t a n g i b l e objects. Formal. processes
often involve proportional reasoning, separation of variables, elimination of
contradictions and class inclusion or exclusion operations.

,

In the film 'VomaaT l'hought" that you are about to see [I) you w i l l observe
R f t a Peterson and Robert Karplus working w i t h students between the ages of
twelve and seventeen as they face four tasks, The young people's approaches are
intended to i l l u s t r a t e the characteristics of concrete and fonnal thought
descrTbed In Module 2 and t o demonstrate that a group of high school students I s
likely r o make use of both types of reasoning patterns. Though self-regulation is not
emphasized in the fi h , you might look for situations in which a s t u d k ' f t n d s
that h i s procedure was not adequate and has t h e opportunity t o use the new data
Since this f f l m was made in 1971, research with college
for another attempt,
students has produced similar results.

ObjWQS
To assist you in describing and/or ident i f p i n g responses that iadicat e
concrete thought and formal thought applied t o simple Piagetian tasks.

The staff w i l l make available a film-showing schedule at the beginning of
the workshop. ''Formal Thoughtml a s t s about thirty-£ ive minutes but need not be
seen bi i t s entirety. Reading the f i h notes first w i l l acquaint you w i t h the
four tasks that are used In the film,
After viewing the film, please go to the dlscussfon center, where the
workshop staff w i l l meet w i t h small groups of participants t o help you exchange
ideas, raise questiws , and clarify your thoughts regarding Modules 1-4.

Fifm Notes
Proportional Reasoning (Rat 5.0 Puzzle)

In the first scene, JANET displays her command of proportional reasonfng
operations by determining a ratio of two measurements and then using this ratio
In
t o calculate the dimensions of an object that she cannot observe (2).
the second scene, PETER appears to approach this task in the concrete operational
manner, but changes h i s procedure when asked to explain.
Separation of Variables ( F l e x i b l e Rods)

In order t o study the reasoning processes t h a t one goes through in
separatfng variables, luhelder and Piaget performed a series of experiments w i t h
a simple device similar to that shown in the film (3). From front t o back the
rods are, in order, thin romd steel, thin round brass, medium round brass,
medium flattened aluminum, thick round brass, thick romd wood, Thlls "f lex5bilityft
apparatus permitted the adj ustment of five variables (length, thickness, materf al,
cross-section, wefght) and required the experimental subjects t o vary each factor
tndependently f f a complete solution was to be obtained. A complete deacriprion
of the experiment appears in Chapter 3 of reference 3.
Combhatorial Logic {Chemkcal Mixtures)

Formal thought is characterized by the development of prop08 it ional logic.
In turn, this l o g i c depends upon the establishment of a combinatorial. system
that is manifested in a person's a b i l i t y to l i n k a set o f associatfans or
correspondences with each ather in =any possible ways, The "coloring l i q u i d s "
problem shown in the film requires the student to combine a number of solutions
( l = d i f ute s u l f u r i c acid, 2=water, 3=hydragen peroxide solution, 4=sodfum
thfosulfate solutfon, g=sodSm i o d i d e solution) t o obtain the brown color o f
free iodine; the differences between the formal method which goes through the
full range of p o s s i b i l i t i e s each time and the concrete operational thinker's
method of one-by-one combination which Leaves manp s t e p s untouched are sharply
illustrated here. This experiment is described i n Chapter 7 of reference 3.
Application of Proport fonal Reasontng (Equal Arm Balance)

The l a s t task shown 5n the f i b , balancing the beam, requires students to
apply proportional reasonfig and other elements of formal thought t o a more
difficult problem. The students we watch e x h i b i t a variety of approaches.
JOCELYN has an intuitive idea that increased distance compensates f o r increased
weight, but she used the weight: difference rather than the ratio to make a
p r e d i c t i o n . (Using differences rather than ratios in a situation like t h i s I s
a characteristic of concrete operational thinkers,) ROBERT is able t o handle a
simple situation requiring the u t i l i z a t i o n of a 2 :1 ratio, but he is unable to
generalize the procedure t o treat a more complicated application of proportfonal
reasoning. Students who perform I n this manner are often considered t o be In
transition from the concrete operational mode t o the formal one. VWIDIMIR clearly
dfsplays that he uses a formal thought process t o arrive at the solution to the
prob l e m .
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Module 5 Analysis of Physics Problems and Test Questions
Introduction
'

You may be w m d e r h g how t o apply the concept of developmental 'stages in
your p h y s i c s reaching, To help you w i t h thfs, we have prepared modules 5-11
dealing with differing aspects of instruction, Module 5 concentrates on the
analysis and writing of physics problems and test questions. As you read the
examples we have selected, keep in mind the characterisrfcs of concrete and
formal thought described in Module 2. A matter that we f i n d difficult t o resolve
concerns how to give all students, regardless of the reasoning patterns they use
i n i t i a l l y , practice in problem solving. Furthermore, evaluation through t e s t s
should give a l l students an opportunity to show what they have learned in physics
and with respect to formal reaaonhg patterns. The article 'Thydics Problems and
the Process of Self-Regulation" by Anton E. Lawaon and Warren T. Waolamn in Module 11
describes how problems could be used to advance students' reason5ng.

Objectives
To assist you in classifyiag physics problems (homework or test) as
concrete'' or "f 0-1.
I'

I*

To assist y o u in writing physics problems that are "concrete" or "formal,"
as needed.

'

This module provides for a sequence a£ activities in which you w i l l study
twelve physics probfems. The f frst four serve as background for our explanat ion
of how a problem's demand for concrete or formal reasonhg may be i d e n t i f i e d .
The last eight are examples to which we and you can apply the criteria. Please
find a partner wfrh whom you can work and exchange i d e a s during thfs module.
Then use the activities 2x1 the attached instructional materials i n the order
given.

Module 5 Instmctional Materials

The f i r s t problem we are presenting here has been given to students in an
engineering physics course, and some of t h e i r solutions are reproduced. on the
next page. The students had not covered lens optics In their course, so t h a t
they had to rely on general problem-solving strategies rather than on a memorized
equation. Note the extent to which students A and D engaged in self-regulation,
beginning to advance to a higher level of reasonfng because of dllscrepancies they
perceived in thePr first results. Students B and C did nothing further,
apparently satisfied with thefr accomplishment and oblfvious to the inconsf stencies and d k s i o n a l errors.
Problem 1

(a) The focal l e n g ~ hof a convex
lens fs the distance from
the lens where l i g h t from a
d l s tant source comes t o a
focus after it passes through
the lens. (See Figure 1. )
The focal lengths of two
i d e n t i c a l , thin, convex
lenses are the same and rneasured to be 20 cm each
(F1=20 cm, F2=20 cm). The two
lenses are placed one over
the other as shown in Figure
2 and taped together at their
edges only. The focal length
of this cambination, F,, is
20 cm, Write an equation
that glves the fecal length of
a lens combination that consists of t w o lenses having
identical focal lengths.

Rgun I

€3

nqum 2

(b) One of the 20 cm focal length lenses is replaced by a lens having
a focal length (F3> of 5 cm. The focal length of the resulting
combination is measured t o be 4 cm. Write an equation that can
be used to calculate the focal length of a lens combination
that consists of two lenses a £ unequal focal lengths.

Answer -

Answer (b)

(a)

'-A

However, s ce the same princfples are
acting &en the lenses are identical
and when they are dffferent , the

Student A:

equations for the two systems should
be t h e same. So 1 really don't know
how to derive the equation.

Student B :

Student D:

Y

Y-

Now please write out solutions to Problems.2, 3, and 4 , making a sketch and
carefully s t a t i n g the equations (def fnieions, laws, princfples) that are the
starting point of your procedure.
Problem 2

A t what distance from the eartht s center would a standard k f f ogram
weigh 1 newton? A t what distance would a body with a mass of
1 gram weigh 1 dyne?

Problem 3

An unbalanced force of 5 . 0 newtons on an object produces an
What fe the mass of the object?
acceleration of 20 meters/sec2

.

Problem 4 An inductor made of copper w i r e has been wouad on a long cylindrical
form of cross-sectional rea 10'~m~.
The f i e l d a t the center of the
inductor is O.lwebers/m when the current is 4.0 amp, The resistance
of the winding is 25 ohms and its inductance fs 0 . 2 henry. How long
fs the windLng on the form?

9

2. Criteria for Classifying Problems as Toncrete" or 'formal"
You have probably assessed the three problems t o be of qufte differing
d i f f i c u l t y , w i t h 53 the easiest and 84 the hardest. How would students react to
them? Problem 3 can be solved by dfrect s u b s t i t u t i o n into Newton's second law
which relates force, mass, and acceleratfon. A student who uses concrete
reasoning patterns and has memorized the terminology and the law should be a b l e
to do that, even though he does not understand a l l the ramifications of Newton's
l a w when a p p l i e d with varfous kinds of boundary conditions. We, therefore, c a l l
Problem 3 a "concrete" problem.

Problem 2 is more d i f f i c u l t even if the student has memorized the form of
t h e l a w of gravftation in terms of the acceleration of gravity at the earth's
surface, which i s not mentioned i n the problem statement. Coordinating t h e
law of gravitation w i t h the definitlun of wef ght and the conditions at the
earth k surface xequires f o a l thought; hence we consider Problem 2 to be a
II

formaltt problem.

Problem 4 would strike the concrete thfnker as completely impossible, since
the length of the winding is usually not s t a t e d e x p l i c i t l y in formulas f o r
inductance and magnetic field that he can memorize. To solve the problem, the
student has to realize that the magnetic field depends on the densfty of windings
while the inductance depends on the total nu&er of windings. S h c e both the
field and the inductance are given, the length can b e f o m d . The resistance,
which depends d i r e c t l y on the length of wire, according to a very popular formula,
is useless here, because xesistTvity, w i r e diameter and farm shape are not given.
From these three problems certain patterns are visible, and we s h a l l now
expand them to formulate a classification f n t o "concrete" problems (solvable by
concrete reasontng patterns through straightforward use of a learned
definition or equation) and "formal" problems (solvable 'only after an overall
analysis and some improvisation). Here are some clues f o r d i s t i n g u i s h i n g between
the t w o types:

Clues for "concretefF problems --affirmative answers to:

Cl.

Can I use a formula to solve the problem?

C2.

Could 1 observe the variables in the problem directly?

C3.

A r e t h e calculations simple, not requiring proportions, graphical
interpretations of abstract variables, o r choos5ng among models or
theories?

C4.

Are the given data necessary and sufficient?

Clues f o r

farmall' problems--af ffrmat i v e answers t o :

"

Fl.

Do I need to combine formulas or derive a new one?

F2.

Do I need t o introduce variables in addition to the ones given or
asked about?

Do I need to decide which approximation or theory fs appropriate t o

F3.

the conditions of the problem?

F4.

Do I need t o select relevant data fiom the e%trmeoua or be
concerned that the probxem m i g h t admit no solution or more than
one solutf on?

F5.

Do I need an overall plan before I can start wlth an equation?

Keep these clues i n mind as you examine Problem 5 t o 7, which w i l l .
serve to illustrate the classification scheme further. We suggest that yo11
not spend time now a c t u a l l y working o u t solutions.

Problem 5

What is the displacement af a car that travels at a steady speed
of 40 milesbour for three hours on a straight road?

Concrete

Problem 6

--

a l l the items above, especially €1.

A space capsule travels along a straight line from
the moon. Considering only the earthlmon system,
distance from the earth is the gravitational force
equal t o zero? Introduce symbols for astronomical
distances.
Formal

--

especially F1,

the earth t o
at what
on the capsule
data such as

F2, and FS.

Problem 7. Find the momentum and energy of a 150-grain 30-06 b u l l e t with a
s p e e d of 2500 f t l s e c . How f a s t m u s t a 200 lb. deer move to have
the same momentum? (MOO grafna = 1 lb.) ,

--

Formal
"yes" on C2 and C4, but also 'ho" on C3. The grainspounds conversion leads us to this clasaification, but we admit
that the problem may fall between the two t y p e s ,
Now classify the fallowing problems using the clues descrfbed earlier together
with any criteria that you have developed. Please m f t e your answers and reasons
and compare them with your partner's.

Problem 8 A man On a saflboat is stranded 4n a dead calm. He wishes to reach
an Island waose shore fs at a distance D from h i s location,
(a3

Suppose he tries t o propel himelf by throwing an object of mass m off the
boat. In what direction should he throw it? Make a diagram.

(b)

Suppose t h e boat and its content have mass m and t h e man throws the object
at speed v; how long would it take him t o reach the Island? (Neglect friction. 1

(Circle one)

Concrete

Formal

Reagons (you may refer t o the items by ntrmber) :

Problem 9

A cue strikes a bf lfard bdl, exerting an average force of 50 newtons
over a t,lme & 10- seconds. If the b a l l has a mass of 0.20 kg, what
speed does it have after impact?

1

(Circle one)

Concrete

Formal

Reasons (You may refer to the items by number):

Problem 10 At the instant a traffic fight turns green, an automobile starts w i t h
a constant acceleration ax of 5 ft/~ec.~. At the same instant a truck
travelling with a constant speed of 30 ft. i s e c . overtakes and passes
the auto. How far beyond the starting point w f l l . the auto overtake
*
the truck?

(Circle one)

Concrete

Formal

Reasons (you may refer t o items by number):

Problem 11 Six joules of work fs done when a charge 1s moved through a potent.ia1
difference of 5 - 0 volts. How large is the charge?

(circle one)

Concrete

Reasons (you may refer t o item by number):

Formal

Module 5 Review Questions

1. The problem that follows has several parta, With your partner, classify
each part as "concrete" and/or "formal"; explain how a p a r t m i g h t have either

classification, depending on which formulas the student haa memorized.
Problem 12 A car moving with constant acceleration covers the distance
between two points 180 feet apart In 6.0 seconds. Its speed
as it passes the second point 5s 45 feet/second,
a.

What was the car's

average speed between the two points?

b.

What was the carts speed at the ffrst polnt?

c.

What was the car's acceleration?

d.

A t what distance before the first ,point was

the car at rest?

"Concrete" pares and procedures :

!'Formal" parts and procedures:

Look back a t Problem 4 or 6 , which were c o k i d e r e d t o be "formal," and
rewrite one of them jofncly with your partner so it is accessible to a concrete
thinker. If you determine t h a t t h i s task is fmpossible, please state your reasons.

2.

Module 6 Analysis of Learning Materials
Introduction
Module 6 .contfnues with the applfcation of the concept of developmental
s t a g e s in your physics reachtng. The module concentrates on the analysis of
physics t e x t s and f i l m loops, which provide important instructional inputs f o r
students. &a you read the excerpts we have selected for your review, keep in

mind the characteristics of concrete and formal thought explained in Module 2.
Also, remember that a l l students, regardless of their developmental stage, w i l l
find t h e t e x t easier and w i l l understand a new topic in a more broadly-based way
Of course,
if they can progress gradually from a concrete view of the subject
some students will progress further than others in grasping a l l the implications
and subtleties contained in their readlng.

.

,

To assist you in c l a s s i f y i n g text passages and film loops as to their
requirements f o r concrete and formal reasoning patterns.

! h i s module includes four text passages, two film loops and a review item
r e a s m h g patterns. We have highl i g h t e d certain features of these excerpts to i n d i c a t e what makes a passage more
or less accessible t o t h e use of concrete reasoning o n l y . In conclusion, we have
l i s t e d criteria that you may use to evaluate physics texts or to h e l p you prepare
instructional materials of your own. Please choose a partner w i t h whom you can
Work and exchange ideas durlng the module. Then use t h e activitJes in the
attached instructionaX materials in the order given.
t o be analyzed f o r their demand on a student's

Module 6 Instructional Materials
1. Excerpts A and B: Couiomb's Law

The first two excerpts w e have chosen deal with Coulomb's law. Since the
mathematical formulation of Coulomb's law makes use of direct and tnverse
proportions, formal reasoning is undoubtedly required for full comprehensfon.
Nevertheless, a careful explanation that takes into account concrete thinking
patterns can h e l p the concrete or transitional students, present in
substantsal numbers in high school and college classes, grasp some of the
underlying relattonships among force, distance, and magnitude of charge, a t
least qualitatively. The formal thi&er is also g o i n g t o be helped t o a
richer understanding, achteved more easily, by such an explanation.

An important matter not identifiable from the excerpts is the student's
concept of force. If force w a s deftued In terms of actions and examples
(deformation of a spring or rubber band, bending of a beam, weight), the
student at the stage of concrete thought will have a chance to enlarge his
understanding through the electrostatic application, If force was defined
in terms of other concepts (mass and acceleration), no presentation of
Coulomb 's law wf 11 be underst andable in terms of concrete reasoning patterns
fn the margins next t o the t e x t passages we have identfffed items that
requfre i d e n t i f i a b l e patterns of reasoning on the part of the reader. In
our opfnfon, Excerpt A makes an effort to communicate by means of concrete
patterns of reasoning, but Bcerpt B doea not, Please read the two excerpts
now, discuss their content and the marginal notes with your partner, and
then continue on t o the next excerpts.

Excerpt A

Electric Charge and Electric Force
In an electrically neutral body the effects of
positive and negative electric particles cancel.
A positively charged. body contains uncanceled
positive particles, and a negatively charged
hody contains uncanceled negative particles.
Thus the charge of a hody depends on the uncanceled excess of positive or of' negative par-

cxccss of' positive or o f negative eIcctric particles

on each body. Just how does the force depend
upon the excess of electric particles? To answer
this question we need a scheme to divide the
excess of particles in a known way-in haIf, in
thirds, etc. Suppose we touch a charged metal
sphere with an identical uncharged sphere (Fig.
27-2). Then the electric particles will move
around unril they are shared equally by both
spheres. Each sphere will have half the original
charge.

Dependence on charge
separation :
Explained Itn detail in
the pre cedlng sect i o n ,
which also f l l u s t r a t e s
t h e design and a c t i o n
of t h e t o r s i o n balance.

Charge sharing:
Reference to a sphere
with eight positive charges
by means of a diagram. Note;
however, the unphysical concept i o n suggested b y t h e arrangement
of charges Iln f i g . 27-2b.

' The sharing of electric charge.

When a chorged sphere
is touched to a n identical uncharged one, the excels of
electric particles divides equally. The fmal distribution of
charge must be symmetrical. as shown in (c).

What happens to the electric forces when
charges are shared? We mzasure the forcc of
repulsion between two charged spheres A and
C' at n certain separation. 'T'hen we h'alve the
charge on A by sharing it with an identical
%$here B. The force of repulsion between'A
and C (still at the same separation) is also cut
in half. Furthermore. we get the same force
when ,-I
15 replaced by 8 , the identical sphere
with n l~irhit shared its charge. Apparently,
charge and force are proportional. as we might
have guessed.

Comparison of Forces:
Identifies importance
of keeping the same separation.

,

Such experiments giye us a way of comparing
charges quantitatively: ,Two charges are equal
if they experience equal forces at a given distance from any third charge. One charge is
twice another when it experiences. twice the
force. When a charge i s halved by charge sharing, the force exerted on it by a third charge i s
aIso halved. In general, charges are compared
hy the ratio of the forces exerted on them by
any other charge at a given distance. This ratio
does no! depend on the magnitude of the
"other" charge nor on the distance apart (Fig.
27-3). Equivalently, we can compare the ratio

of rhe forces exerted on the "'other" charge by
each of the two charges being compared.
Now let us summarize our knowledge in algebraic language. The electric force on a charge
q i s proportional to the charge: F a 4. When
this furce is the force of interaction on the
charge q by another small body of charge Q, the I
force i s also proportional to the other charge.
We can write this proportionality to both the
charges as F a qQ.
We now have a definite meaning for charge,
and we know how the electric force depends on
the charges. We can combine this knowledge
with C.oulomb's expefiments. They tell us that
the force is inversely proportional to the square
of the separation r between the charges. So we
arrive at the complete expression for the force
of interaction between two charges. The magnitude of the force on either charged body is

where the proportionality factor k depends only
on the units in which we measure forces, separations, and charges.

To compare two charges, A and 8, we place them in turn
at the same distance from. any other charge X, and
measure the forces. The ratio of the charges equals the
ratio of the forces: q A / q ~=
i FA/h#. What do you think is
ihc ratio of the farces exerted on X7

-

comparison of ,charnes:
Interrupts' the explanation
and %s therefore not
correctly placed for a
concre te-thinking reader
who is concentrating on
how the e l e c t r i c force
depends on the magnitude
of t h e charge.

~ ~ ~ i i clf
a ty
b ft o
point charges :
Bodies described as

'"small;"

,

Excerpt B

COULOMB'S LAW

The first quantitative investigation of the law of force
between charged bodies was carried out by Charles
Augustin de Coulomb ( 1 736- 1806) in 1784, utilizing
for the measurement of forces a torsion balance of
the type employed 13 years later by Cavendish in
measuring gravitational forces. Coulomb found that
the force of attraction or repulsion between two
"point charges," that is, charged bodies whose dimensions arc small compared with the distance r
between them, is inversely proportional to the square
of this distance.
The force also depends on the quantity of
charge on each body. The net charge of a body might
be described by a statement of the excess number of
electrons or protons in the body. I n practice. however. the charge of a body is expressed in terms of a
unit much larger than the charge of an individual
electrrm or proton. We shall use the letter q or Q to
represent the charge of a body, postponing for the
presenl the definition of the unit of charge.
In C'c.rulon~b'stime. no unit of charge had been
defined. nor had any method been developed lot
comparing a given charge with a unit. Despite this.
Coulornh devised an ingenious method of showing
how the force exerted on or by a charged body
depended on its charge. He reasoned that if a
charged spherical conductor were brought in contact
with a second identical conductor, originally uncharged, the charge on the first would, by symmetry,
be shared equally between the conductors. Be thus
had a method for obtaining one-half, one-quarter,
and so on, of any given charge. The results of his
experiments were consistent with the conclusion that
the force hetween two point charges q and 4 is
proportional to the product of thee charges. The
complete expression for the force between two point
charges is therefore

where k is a proportionality constant whose rnagnitude depends m the unitsin which F, q, g', and r are
expressed. Equation (24-1) is the mathematical statement of what is known today as Coulomb3 law:

The force' of arrracrion or repulsion betwen two p i n t
charges is directly proportional to the product of the
charges and inversely proporrional ro the square of [he
di-?lancebetween [hem,

4 p l i c a b i l i t y to point charges :
tI

Point charges1'ident i f i e d as having small
dimensions compared to
the distance of separat i o n , another ratio to
be taken i n t o account.
Dependence on charge separation :

Summarizes the result
fn one sentence, without reference to
s p e c i f i c examples at
thfs point.

Charge sharing:

Abstract reasoning
and general conclusion o n l y .

Cornpatison of forces:

Summarizes propostiona l i t y without reference
t o separation.

2. Excorpb .C and D: Kinetic Enemy
Study Excerpts C and D w i t h your partner, taking note of the marginal comments
as you d i d before. Evaluate t h e i r demand for concrete or formal patterns of
reasoning, then compare with our evaluation on the next page.

Excerpt

C

14-6 Kincfi~.
energy
You probably h2r.e learned that the distance required to stop a car
increases fourfold when its speed doubles. Have you ever wondered
why? ,When a bicycle rider approaches a hill. he usually pedals xi
fast as he can so that he will get to the top of the h i 1 more easily. Just
how far up will his speed carry him? In both these examples. there i s
a transfer of energy from kinetic energy to another type: thermal
energy.of [he brakes, or gravitationalfield energy of the bicycle, rider,
and eanh syslem.
As we have said in Chapter 4, kinetic energy is the energy stored in
moving objects. Thus, the kinetic energy of the car determines how
far it will advance'as the brakes bring it to a stop. The bicyclist maximizes his kinetic energy as he approaches the hill.
When a force acts on a panicle, its velocity or momentum changes,
and usually its energy changes also, In this section we will derive a
mathernatica1 model for the relation of kinetic energyto speed. We will
show how this relation can be used in conjunction with the law of conservation of energy to predict the motion of objects under many circumstances. such as the car coming to a stop and the bicycle moving
uphill.

nct fmr

KE
W
F

displurm*~en/component
along the force
direction
'
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kinrfic energy

work

1

position relutivr to starfing
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s
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rlapstd time

m i o n 14.18
mass

M

v
t

&rimtion.
Instead of constructing the model in the light of experimental results. we will derive it from Newton's theory. Imagine a
particle at rest (zero speed, zero kinetic energy) that is acted upon b y
a constant net force until it is moving with the velocity v. The kinetic
energy of the panicle is, according to the law of cansewation of
enezy, equal to the work done by the net force (Eq. 14.16). TO find
the w d , we have to calculate the distance through which the partide
moved while it was being accelerafed by the action d the force.
.This problem is very similar to the problem of free fall solved in
Section 14.4. There, too. a constant Force speeded up a particle that
was initially at rest. The principal differences between that and the
pmsenl tasks are that now the force can be any force (not only the
force of gravity), and the motion can occur in any direction (not only
verticelty). Still, the motion and the force are in the same direction,
because the particle starts from rest (Fig. 14.20).
The relative position of the panicle is equal lo one hall of the velocity
times thc time (Eq. 14-17 from Eq. 14.10). The net force also can be
related to the actual velocity [cqud to the change of velocity) and to
the elapsed time (Eq.14-18 from Eq. 14-5). Since the force. the velocity, and the relative position are dl in the same direction, the component of the displacement along the force direction is equal to the
magnitude of the relative positjpn (Eq. 14-19). When the formulas are
combined Lo calculate the work and therefore the kinetic encrgy, wc
obtain a mathematical model (Eq. 14-20),

sl&rking
point

FEgurc 14.20 The kine~ic
mergy of Q particle is eq1111to
thr work done by a constmni
force that accelerates ?he
purticlefmnt zura vvIoci?y to its
actual v~Ioci@.Thc JOKP
requiwd and the position
relntive to the starting point
rearlwd h.v the parricle ore
r~lulrdm Ntr vrloci~yby
Eqs. 14-17 and 14.IIY.

Tvo f a m i l i a r examples,
described w i t h reference t o ki~eticenergy
Feedback :
The c o n c q t of k i n e t i c
energy has evidently
been introduced earlter,
though not related t o
the mass and s?eed of the moving
Introduction of
a net force:

Anticipation o f r e l a tion between kinetic
energy and speed
Selection of a
constant f o r c ~ :
Reference t o Newton'g
fheorp, b u t no rationale
far constant force. ,

Introduction of

work
_
.:
Reference t o energy
eonservatf on
Algebraic
derivation:

Leans w earlfer treatmeat of free fall frm
rest which. was illusrrat e d with stroboscopic
photographs and tables
of time-distance data;
the discussfon paraphrases the equations
very concisely and without new examples; keeps
direction of motion .
general
Final
Conclusion:
The specific form of the

speed-kinerfc energy
relation is exhibited

Excerpt I)

~ o m p l t t * l 7 abstract statement about forces, Bbjects,
and accelerations.

Feedback:
7-5

Kinetic Energy and'the Work-Energy neorem

Reminder of behavior o f

In our prcviotts cxrtrnples of work done by 'forces, we dealt k t h urn&
~ekratedobjects. It1 such cascs thr resnlianq fume act in^ on the object is
zero. I R 11s
~ SUPPOSC no\v that Ihe resnllant forrt acting on an object ia
mf xro, 10 1 1 1 ~tlltr
t
ohject is occeler.atcrl. The toriditions arc the same in a11
r~spcctsto those that mist when sirtgtc unbrrlanccd force acts on the

object.
The sinlpl~stsiituatiorh to corlaidcr i s that of n um&ant reeulianlforce F.
Such la forcc, arfi~lgon a particlc of maas m, will p d u c c a cotista~it
a~crleratiot~
o. Let us choose t h p I-fixis to be in t h co~nnlon
~
direction af F
and a. \'hat is the work done by t,lhs force on thc particle in causing a
diaplacen~~ut
z? Mtc have (for co~istar~t
accclcration) the rebliona
,

amL
I

+

ug

t

unaccelerated objects to
s e t the stage f o r now
doing s o w t h i n g else.

df

introduction
s n e t force:

Reminder of relation bet-

ween force and acceleration
Selection of

force:
-

'

a constant
,

Implied reference to
Newton's law, but no
rat ionale for constant
force.

and
t

, ,

tr+va+
-,-

2

b*

which are Eqs. 3-R2 and 3-14 respectively (in which we have dropped the
subscript r,far convenience,and c h m n xo = Q in the b t equation). Here
vo is the particle's s p e d at t = 0 and u its speed at the time t. Then the
work done is
IF' = Fx = maz

Introduction of work
concept :

Bo rationale far suddenly
askfng about work
Algebraic derivatfon:

We call me-half Ma product o j fie mass of a bady anrd lhe 8guare of its a p e d
the kinetic m r g y of the Mu. If we represent kinetic e n m u by the aymbol

X, then

K

-

+vt.

(7-12)

We n~aythen state Eq. 7-1 1 in thia way: The work dune by the resultantforce
ocling ma a pariicIc is quai lo ih charage in fhe
. .kinetic mergy of the pmla'tle.

motes r e s u l t s from motion
in one dimension with con-

stant acceleration which
was illustrated w f t h timedistance and time-speed
graphs: specializes to
x-axis, but drops subscript.

Final conclusion:
The formula resulting from
the algebraic operatloas is
used to define the kinetic
energy.

In our opfnion, the first half of Excerpt C can be understood by t h e use of
concrete patterns sf reasoning and wfll therefore give a l l readers a b e t t e r understanding (gut-feeling) o f energy relationships. In spite of being intended f o r very
different readers than Excerpt D, the remainder of Excerpt C is discouragingly
similar to D. S t i l l , the reader of C can amit t h e section e n t i t l e d "~erivation" and
come to grips w i t h kinetic energy in a q u a l i t a t h e way; the reader of D gains at b e s t
a very formula-based n o t i o n of k i n e t i c energy, w i t h 40 idea how t h i s "energy'ys
related t o the energy he has met in h i s every-day life, chemistry courses, e t c .

3. ~ommunlcatin~
by means of Concrete Reasoning Pattern
By referring t o the characteristics of concrete reasoning patterns d e s c r i b e d
in Module 2, you can construct a list of items that will help you communicate
at t h e concrete l e v e l . You can also review the features of formal reasoning
patterns and then take special. care to avoid these,, or to call attention to
those elements of formal thought that are used in the discussion because they
appear unavoidable

.

You can make a presentation more concrete by:
.

I. Beginning with concrete situations.
2.

Illustrating the arguments w l t h spec5fic examples.

3.

Providing "action models" or procedures that enable the student: to work'
out an answer or verify a conclusf on through - concrete act ions (% which
he may o f t e n fmagine himself) rather than through deductive or
algebraic reasoning.

4.

Providing a clear overview of a complicated explanatton in advance,
indicating the purpose and the principal s t e p s .

5. Making clear references to formal operations when these are used:
Identlfy variables that axe held f i x e d whtle others change;

a,

b

.

State

assumptions that are made;

c.

Paraphrase equations fn words, and don't w e equations as
principal. p a r t s of a sentmce, "E = m c 2 is a consequence of
Einstein ' s Relat ivft y Theory ;'I

d.

Use diagrams to illustrate steps of the seasoning;

e.

Enumerate some s p e c i f i c instances when new cfasses or categories
are defined.

6.

Proceeding directly from known ox previously e x p l a i n e d ideas to new
11
ones; don't start with 'Tet us assume that
or "It is

.

convenient to

7.

Providing pictures of apparatus that is referred t o .

4. Film Loops

....
fl

,

...

"

After you and pour partner have completed your work an the t e x t passages, go
t o one of the f i l m 100p projection stations in the module area, You w i l l 'find
two film loops, (1) "Superpositton of Pulses on .a Spring" and (2) "Conservation
of Energy." Please v i e w them %a the order 2-2, and read the f i l m notes for
each one so you can evaluate a student's reactfon to them, Determine the loops'
s u i t a b i l i t y in terms of their demand for concrete and formal reasoning patterns
on the part of the viewer; use your experience w i t h the t e x t passages as
b a s i s for your analysis, Then read our comments on the next page. If you
w i s h , view the loops a second time t o examine their scenes more c l o s e l y .

5. "Superposition of Pulses on a Springt'

a

This film loop.would ordinarily be used by a student who had been introduced
t o the superposftion p r i n c i p l e An class discussion, or who had been asked to read
about it in the text. The film does not attempt t o provide a discussion of the
principle, but only exhibits the phenomenon of superposition.

It w i l l . b e apparent to you that t h i s example caa be qu.ickly understood by a
concrete operational thlnker. The phenomenon of superposition is clearly shown
at normal speed and in slow motion. Various aspects of the process that: mfght be
overlooked if only a s h g l e spring were used are highlighted by the Ingenious
technique of sending pulses along three identical sprfngs, supported side by side.
Note t h e way in which the demonstration i s presented, proceeding fxom the simple
to the more complex aspects of the phenomenon belng illustrated. (For example,
the longitudinal case followed the transverse illustration. )

Observe that even if a student overlooked the f i l m n o t e s , he would s t i l l
derive a considerable amount of informatian from the film because of the direct
way Tn d f c h the phenomenon i s presented. Since this f i l m requires no formal
reasoning operations t o be performed by * the viewer, ft may be classified as
suitable f o r concrete thtnkers.
6 . ttCanservation of Energy"

This film came to our attentf-on when a graduate student who was using it with a
group of freshmen in a physf cs course for non-science majors complained that the
f i l m d i d nor contain enough information for the viewer to obcalln the results
quoted. The f i l r n shows a glider being accelerated along an air track. TChe
captions assert that one can s h w from the data provfded that the work done on
the glider is equal to the change in the glider's kinetic energy. Can you
i d e n t i f y the problem t h a t the graduate student: was having? How mfght you modify
the film t o m a k e it at least partly understandable by the use of concrete
reasoning patterns? (Hint: re-read our comments about text excerpts C and D.)

Module 6 Review Queatlons

Excerpt E

Excerpt E is presented for your reading and analysis. A t i t s
cqnclusion on the next page we have posed four questions
.. . C
related t o the sect ions numbered

Several times we have used thk phrase *'uniformmotion.''
Precisely what does this mean? Consider the motion of an
air puck on a horizontal surface. Figure 6-2 illustrates such
a puck moving to the right. The circles represent positions
that the puck occupied at different times as it moved. These
positins might have been determined by examining suc- '
'Time'(sec):

0

1

2

in the margin.

3

air mouing to the right.

cessive frames of film taken by a motion-picture camera,
As we see from Figure 62, the distance traveled by the
puck in each 1.0-sec interval is the same, namely 20 cm.
Assume, now, that the speed of the camera is doubled. The
time between successive frames would be reduced to
13.5 sec. If the puck is engaged in uniform motion, then the
distance between any two successive positions of the puck
would be 10 cm. If, for any eq~laltime intervals we choose
the distance intervals are also equal, the; the motion is
uniform.
The speed of an object in uniform motion is defined as
the ratio of a distance interval to the corresponding time
interval. This can be written as an equation:

speed = distance interval
time interval

I

Usually scientists prefer to write such equations in symbols.
The symbol commonly used for speed is v. The u really
stands'for velocity. To specify the velocity completely, you
must h o w not only the speed but also the direction of the
motion. Until the direction
... of mation assumes more importance in our discussion, we will use-the two words interchangeably. The distance interval can be thought of as the
difference hetween two readings of position, x, read from
a meter stick at rest parallel to the path of the object, and
the time interval can he fho~q$f of as the difference between two readings of time, t, read frrrn~a cloc:k. The
symbol A before a quantity means a change in that quantity,
so Equation 6- 1 .iyrn!mlically becomes

..
.

If the motion is not uniform, it is still possible to cEefine
an amage ueEocfty. Take any distance intern1 and divide
by the corresponding time interval:

-2

Equations 6-2 and 6-3 are very similar. The difference is
that for uniform motion, the speed calculated from Equation 6-2 is independent of the interval selected, whereas
for nonunifom motion, the average velocity calculated
from Equation 8-3 may come out to be a large number
for one particular interval and a mall number for a different interval.
Please d i s c u s s your answers to these questions w i t h your partner and/or ,other
workshop participants. You might compare w i t h the items on page 6-8 and the reasoning
patterns d e s c r i b e d Tn Nodule 2. Our i d e a s are b r i e f l y described at the bottom of t h e

Paw
1.

What reasoning pattern is required by the opening of the excerpt, l t e m I? How
might the openfng have been made more cmcrete? How might it have been made
more formal?
.

2.

What level reasoning pattern is requfred to follow the generalization from the
original example intraduced tn Item 2? Is this necessary t o d e f h e uniform
m o t i o n ? Does it go far enough to d e f h e uniform m o t i o n ? Could it have been

done more clearly?
3.

How does I t e m 3 h e l p the reader? Should the text have given more emphasis to
the directional requirements on uniform ma tlon, p o s s i b l e in connection with
l t e m 2 ? Should t h i s explanation of the synbol v have been omitted?

4.

In I t e m 4 , t h e average velocity i a defined by an arithmetic procedure. Wht
l e v e l of reasonfng pattern is involved in t h i s d e f i n i t i o n ? What l e v e l of
reasoning pat tern is fnvolved 3s 'the explanat ion that relates this d e f i n i t i o n
to t h e case of mi form motion? How we21 is the reader prepared for t h e transition
from uniform to non-miform motion?

5.

C a n you spot any sections that: require formal reasoning patterns outside the
numbered items? Explain your reasons and suggest other ways of handling the
material. Do you have any comments on the overall organization of Excerpt E?
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1. An Approach to Physical Science! 'Phydical Science for Nonscieace Students,
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Module 7 Self-Regulation

How can students be made mre aware of their own reasoning? T h i s question
i d e n t i f i e s one aspect of formal thought. It must be answered if students are
to proceed t o formal thought by self-regulation, the process whereby an
individual advances from one stage of reasonfng t o the next. We have alluded
t o self-regulat ion in several of the earlier modules, but concentrated on
the characteristic reasming pat terns assocf ated with each stage. In thfs
module we shall describe self-regulat ion in detail.

Objectives

.

To assist you in describing self-reguhtlon.

Join with a group of four t o efght other participants for t h i s entire
module. The introductory group activity w i l l be followed by individual
reading of an essay on self-regulation. In conclusion, we suggest a discussion
with your group of the concept of self-regulation and some of its implications.

Module 7 Instructional Matedals
1. Explamtlon

In an attempt to simulate. the experience of a student using concrete
reasohing patterns in a physics class that requires formal thought, we
have constructed a puzzle that requires you to make drawings while looking
into a mirror. In our experience, only a few permna can make drawlngs
under these condit5ons w i t h . some facility, most have i n i t i a l dffficulty
but can teach themselves, and a few have serious blocks that appear to
prevent them from mastering the skill.
Join with your group of partfcipants to use the mirror puzzle w i t h
pages 7-3 and 7-4 (either fumfshed separately by the workshop or torn
from theae instructional materials). Take turns w i t h your colleagues
to draw the patterns suggested in items A, B, and C. Try t o became
conscious of your own technique while you are drawlng and observe
carefully while pour culleagues are working t o identify t h e i r Learning
strategies. A f t e r each person's turn is concluded, the "observersq1
might tell hfmirhat they thought he w a s trying to do, and he could then
descrfbe how he perceived his own efforts.

After everyone from your group has used the mirror puzzle, exchange
i d e a s regarding your efforts and d l £f i c u l t i e s , Did your thinking
patterns change while'you were using the puzzle? What feedback from
your actions w a s especially helpful? What new psocedurea d i d you adopt?
*at errars persisted in spite of your best efforts? What direction
and/or shape of line was easiest t o draw while looking into the mlrror?
Which was the most d i f f i c u l t ? Did right va. left-handedness seem to
affect the result? Could you do better with your eyes closed than open?
,

Please s t a y with your group as you t u r n to page 7-5 for the essay on
self-regulation. The concluding discussion wf11 f nvolve you and your
colleagues.

2. Essay. Self-Regulation

Self-regulation is the second key concept in Plaget * s theory, supplementing the concept of stages of intellectual development Introduced
2n Module 2.
Self-regulation is the process whereby an individual
advances from one stage t o the next, at least w i t h i n one realm of
ideas.
According to t h e theory, each stage represents a relatfvely s t a b l e
s t a t e of mind in which feedback derived from a person's thoughts and
actions supports the reasoning patterns characteristic of that stage.
These patterns form an interrelated system of understandings and
operations called ment a1 structures. When you approached the mirror
puzzle, you were using structures based an direct visual feedback from
your experience without mirror. Your responses to the reflected images
may have been at f i r s t happropriate, making you. draw l i n e s in the wrong
directions. In other words, you intexpreted t h e new experience in
terms of your old structures, an action for which Piaget uses the term
assim%latf on. Usually such assimilation results i n success
you
don't o f t e n use a mirror t o write
but sometfmes it: does not.

--

--

As another and very different example, consider t h e relationship of
p i z z a price to p i z z a size. A c h i l d using concrete reasoning patterns
will expect to pay more for a large p i z z a than for a small one, but he
wilpnot connect the size to the price quantitatively. When asked
about the prztce of a sixteen-inch p i z z a compared t o an efght-inch one,
he will p r e d t c t that it costs twice as much, "Because it ' s twice as big. "
Imagine h i s dismay when he flnds that the Large p i z z a c o s t s four times as
much! How can that be explained other than i n t e r n of extortion by
the p i z z a parlor proprietor?

Just as in your encountkr w i t h the mirror, extended interactions with
the environment are l i k e l y to lead to contradictions, i.e. situations
in which t h e 5ndfvidual's patterns of reasoning lead to expectations
that are not confirmed by what actually happens. Then the stable state
of mind is upset and a change in the mental structures must be brought
about, a change Piaget c a l l e d accomdation, The process leading from
a s s i d l a t f on to accomodat ion i s c a l l e d self -regulat ion.

Self-regulation is an active process whereby a pe-rson searches for new
reasoning patterns and new relationships t h a t w i l l resolve the contxadict i o n s he has encountered. A very important aspect of self-regulation
leading to formal thought i s awareness of one's own reasoning. You were
engaged $n "self-regulation" with respect to the &rror puzzle after you
recognized your difficulties and were attempting to control your hand
movements, perhaps by thinking of the line's appearance on the piece of
paper as i t would appear without mirror intervention, O r , you might have
distinguished between the. need to draw t m a r d your hand rather than away
from it. Whatever the specific method, when the changes required are
not t o o great, then the individua2's further investfgations and
experiences are likely to lead h t m to reorganize h i s patterns of
reasoning i n t o appropriate new structures. Confirmation of these new
structures through further experiences -- occasLons for assimilation -will maintain the new s t a b l e s t a t e u n t i l additional contradictions are
encountered.

,

If the ~ q d changes
~ d in x n t a l structures are great, however, a person
may be e s p e c i a l l y susceptible to the influence of peers, teachers, or
parents who can suggest u s e f u l avenues for inves tigatfon ox may even
descrfbe a more appropriate patzern of reasontng. " I t q sthe area of the
p i z z a that determines the price, and the area varfes as the square of
the diameter.'Quch
direct teaching, however, i s usually not effective
unless the learner has had prevlous experiences with ideas such as area
and square, and can subsequently test them against h i s own observations.
He must g e t encouraging feedback from the environment t o make sure that
the interplay of thought and action, an essential part of self-regulatfon,
continues u n t i l the new mental structures are firmly established.
Unfortunately, PIaget % theory becomes murky as concerns more details
about the process of self-reguf ation and the nature of effective teaching
program that allow self-regulatfm to be i n i t i a t e d and completed. An
individual who uses formal seasoning patterns in some areas of experience
is more i i k e f y to engage in self-regulation fn a new domain because he is
aware of h i s a m reasoning, can recognize h i s shortcomings, and caa
search more effectively for new structures. To be helpful, a teaching
program m u s t strengthen these tendencies and d f scourage unquestsoning

acceptance of poorly-understood principles and procedures. In the next
three modules we s h a l l present more speciff c suggestltons about how physics
inst ructim can be adapted to facilitate self-regulation.

Discuaslm
Join again with your group to discuss the concept of self-regulation in
the ll&t of your teaching experience and what you gained from the earlier
modules. You might assume that only a few of your students have formal
m n t a l structures for d e a l h g with physics content, that more of them
have such structures for dealing with algebra or geometry, and that some
have no formal mental structures at all.
Suggested quest fans :

1, How wfll. the varfous groups of students respond t o t e x t passages
lfke those analysed in Module 6 ?
2.

Bow w i l l . the various groups of students respond t o problems like
those d e s c r i b e d in Module 5?

3.

How may the various groups of students be h e l p e d t o initiate
self-regulation in *gard t o Newtonian mechanics?

4.

How m y the oarfaus graups of students be h e l p e d to initiate
self-regulation w i t h respect t o electric1ty?

5.

What role m j t g h t the physics laboratory have ih contributing t o
self-regulation of the various student groups?

Module 8 Learning Activities for Self-Regulation
t nt roduction
It is q u i t e clear from the earlier modules in this workshop t h a t a
teacher's awareness of students' p a t terns of reasonZug will i n f h e n c e h i s
choice of subject matter, l e v e l of presentatfon, selection of text, and
assignment of homework problems. We ahaU now describe some ways in which
the learning a c t i d t i e s can be planned so as to enhance the opportunities
f o r self-regulation after a student is introduced to a new idea.
On the basis of PPfagetts developmental theory, concrete learning
activities play a central role in the improvement of a student's reasonfng.
The p h y s i c s laboratory, therefore, is an especially important part of
instruction. Does it make any difference what kind of laboratory exercise
we ask a student to perform? We believe that the answer is y e s , and we s h a l l
describe what we have learned from Piagetvs work that is applicable to labs

We have c a l l e d he resulting pattern of
instruction a t 1l e a n i n g cycle," since it may be used repeatedly for each
successive t o p i c or lab session in a course.
and other aspects of teaching.

Objectives
To enable you to describe the "learning cycle" approach t o teaching.

To a s s i s t you in deslgning labaratory activities that encourage selfregulation.

T h i s module provides for a laboxstory investigation of physical pendula
Please
and two essays : on the learning cycle and on the p h y s i c s laboratory:
carry o u t the activities In. t h e order described in the attached 5nsrructional
materials. We recommend that you f i n d a partner with whom you can compare
notes and exchange Ideas during t h i s module.

Module 8 Learning Activities for Self-Regulation
t nt roduction
It is q u i t e clear from the earlier modules in this workshop t h a t a
teacher's awareness of students' p a t terns of reasonZug will i n f h e n c e h i s
choice of subject matter, l e v e l of presentatfon, selection of text, and
assignment of homework problems. We ahaU now describe some ways in which
the learning a c t i d t i e s can be planned so as to enhance the opportunities
f o r self-regulation after a student is introduced to a new idea.
On the basis of PPfagetts developmental theory, concrete learning
activities play a central role in the improvement of a student's reasonfng.
The p h y s i c s laboratory, therefore, is an especially important part of
instruction. Does it make any difference what kind of laboratory exercise
we ask a student to perform? We believe that the answer is y e s , and we s h a l l
describe what we have learned from Piagetvs work that is applicable to labs

We have c a l l e d he resulting pattern of
instruction a t 1l e a n i n g cycle," since it may be used repeatedly for each
successive t o p i c or lab session in a course.
and other aspects of teaching.

Objectives
To enable you to describe the "learning cycle" approach t o teaching.

To a s s i s t you in deslgning labaratory activities that encourage selfregulation.

T h i s module provides for a laboxstory investigation of physical pendula
Please
and two essays : on the learning cycle and on the p h y s i c s laboratory:
carry o u t the activities In. t h e order described in the attached 5nsrructional
materials. We recommend that you f i n d a partner with whom you can compare
notes and exchange Ideas during t h i s module.

Module 8 instructional MaZeriats

To help you and your partner approach thfs module in an inventive frame
of mind, we ask you to begin ~ 5 t hthe laboratory Lnvestigation introduced on thfs page. fa the module area you d l 1 f i n d the following
equfpment: support stands, timers, meter sticks, string, sprSrrg scales,
and various objects that may be suspended. Suspend one of the objects,
s e t it swingsng, and observe its motion, Then think of some properties
of the system t h a t you can vary, look for some other properties that
m i g h t be affected by the variations, and make measurements to determine
quantitative relationships that seem t o interest you. You may use
o b j e c t s in your possession fn.addition t o the ones provided.

Please record .your observatfons and data here.
reach.

State any conclusfons you

~ f t e about
l
ten t b twenty mfnutes, join with a group of other workshop
pasticdpgnts to' discuss some ways in which the above "exploration" might
be followed up in a student laboratory exercise,
Please turn t o the next page for the first essay.

2. Essay. The Learning Cycle
Suppose you are planning to b e g i n your course's section on geometrfcal

optics.

Would you b e g h it by:

(a) Listllng the assumption of the ray model. for U g h t , from which t h e

results of geometrical optics can be derLved?
(b) Arranging for a laboratory period in whf ch your students could
assemble light sources, lenses, mirrors, p l a s t i c blocks, and
glasses of water into optical. systems to observe h a g @ f e m t i o n
under various conditf ons?
(c) Reminding y w r students of thefr everyday experiences w i t h light:
and invite them to descr5be some of the properties of l i g h t that
are revealed by their observations?

(d) Bescrfbfng the transfer of energy by means of ehctromgnetic
radfation of various frequencies, and then specializing to the
v i s i b l e part of the spectrum?
(e) Providing a laboratory as fn {b), but making certain t h a t your
students could work with "pencils" of l i g h t , as emitted by a laser
or a source w i t h a good collimator?

(f Providing a laboratory where your students are assigned to measure
accurately the focal lengths af convergent and divergent mirrors and
t h h lenses on a carefully aligned o p t i c a l bench?

Certably, the resources available to you and the level of students will
influence your choice. Compare your reactions w i t h our comments on the
alternatives :
(a) This procedure I s frequently used because of i t s conciseness but
it is l3cely to be d i f f i c u l t for your students, especially those
using concrete reasoning patterns, to assimilate. They do n o t know
the basis of the assumptions and therefore cannot evaluate when and
how these are to be used.
(b) We would xeconmtemd an
great deal of freedom
as he gains practical
theoretically later.

approach of t h i s kind, where the student has a
t o use his am judgment and try out h i s own ideas
experience w i t h the objects he w i l l study
See a l s o (el.

- (c) In the absence of laboratory materials, we would recommend t h i s approach
t o connect the new jcdeas about l i g h t propagation with the student's
previous experience; demonstrations with student particjlpation would h e l p

(dl This rather theoretical approach would be inappropriate at the
beginning of the topic, because it highlights the wave nature of light
which is disregarded in geometrical optfcs except -Insofar as it limits
the applf c a t ions.
(e) SSnce l i g h t "rayst' play an important part f n geometrical optics, we

would consider this a very helpful, addition to the l a b . An ordinary
comb with coarse teeth can be used very effectively to d e a bundle of
light "rays" whose behavior can be followed.

(f1 This type of laboratory prevents the student from asking his
own questions and satisfying his own curiosity. The concept of
focal length needs to be def fned and understood before this lab
can be worthwhile. At a later time h the course it might be
qufte appropriate, though we favor a more open approach.
The preferred approach in (b) ox (el is an example of the "expl~ratfon'~
phase 5n the learning cycle which we recommend f o r the planning of
teaching activities. The entire learning c y c l e consists of three phases
that we call exploration, invention, and discovery. During explaration
t h e students learn through their own more or l e s s spontaneous reactions .
t o a new situation. In thfs phase, they explore new materials or ideas
w i t h minimal guidance or expectatof a p e c i f i c achievements. Their
patterns of reasoning may be fnsdequate t o cope w i t h rhe new data, and
they may begin self-regulation. The laboratory exercise opening t h i s
module gave you an "explorationt' experience,

During the "invent ion" phase, you define a new concept, fntroduce a new
p r i n c i p l e , or explab' a new kind of applfcation t o expand the students'
knowledge, s k i 11s , or reasoning. This s t e p should always follow expf arat ion
and relate to the exploration activities. It will thereby assist in your
studentsbself-regulation.
In the example of geometrical o p t i c s above,
for instance, alternative (a3 represents a p o s s i b l e "invention" phase,
perhapsfntraducedvia(c) a s m i n t e r m e d t a t e s t e p t o r e l a t e e ~ p l o r a t i o n
and invention. Do encourage individual students to "invent* part or a11
of a n e w i d e a for themselves, before you present it to the class.

hrllng the last phase of the learnhg cycle, "discovery," a student finds
new applications for the concepta or s k i l l s he has learned earlier, The
m e a s u r e k t of focal lengths of a variety of o p t i c a l systems (single and
multiple lenses, glasses of water) would be an appropriate discovery
a c t f v i t y to f o l l o w the introduction of geometrical optics. Other discovery
activities could involve the theoretfcal analysis of various optical
elements and systems for object-image relationships. The discovery phase
provides additional time and experiences for self-regulatfon to take place.
It also gives you the opportunity t o introduce the new concept repeatedly
to help students whose conceptual re-organization proceeds .more slowly
than average, or who df d not adequately refate your orf ginal explanation
to their experiences. Individual conferences wlth these students to
Identify their d i f f i c u l t i e s are especially helpful.
As another example of the learning cycle, we direct pour attentfon to

this essay, We d i d not begin fr w i t h a definition of t h e learning cycle,
but rather tried to place you in a situation of considerzng alternative
teaching strategies accordt,ng t o your own experience and preferences, to
be compared with our thoughts. That s e r v e d as "expLoratfon," t h e best we
a-ould thfnk of in the context: of this module. Next we described the
three-phase learning cycle, the "invention" in t h i s essay, with references
to your exploratory experience with the optPcs example. F i n a l l y , we
should like you to examhe, after the conclusion of thfs workshop, our
,
entire workshop plan, which is also formulated according to a learning
cycle. That examinatfon w S l , f o m a "discovery1' activity for you, we hope!

After concluding the essay, please discuss the following items wJth your
partner and/or other workshop participants and staff

.

I. Suppose you are teaching an introductory course in Newtonian
Mechanics, What "exploration" activity might be suitable at the
very beglmfng of the course? What "'exploration" activity might
be suitable to introduce the topic of rigid body rotation? Use
this space to write down some good ideas t h a t emerge from the
discussIon.

2.

Suppose you are teaching an introductory course on e l e c t r i c i t y and
magnetism. What might be the focus of some "invention" activities?

3.

What might be same "discoveryt' activities to foflow the item you
listed for #2? What might be some "exploratlon" a c t i v i t i e s t o

precede the items in #2?

Make notes of the ideas that are eqreksed.

4.

Most advanced physics courses are strictly '%lackboard and chalk. "
Pick a particular course with which you have worked recently and
suggest I t exploration" activities that might be introduced. Keep in
mind the f a c t that many of the students may not have assimilated all
the material that was covered by the prerequisites. Make notes
about ideas that are brought up.

5.

Do you see a relation between the learnfng cycle and selfregulation? How do you and your p&ner v i e w the relationship?

3. Emay. The Laboratory'and &lfiRegulut~on

Suppose you are asked to develop a laboratory exercise on the pendulum
far beginning general physics students. Rank the following procedures
in terms of how you perceive their u s e f ~ n e s si n encouraging selfregulation for the students; use 1 for the mst useful and 4 for the
least: useful,

.

Rank
A.

Provide the students w i t h a mass on a s t r h g . Initicate the
relevant vartables of the system and suggest that they verify
the square root relatfonshfp between the length of the string
and the period of bscflfatim.

B,

Provide the students w i t h a mass on a string. Supply a l i s t
. of posstble variables of t h e system, 5 , e, , angle of s w i n g ,
mass, length of string, acceleration of gravity, the period of
oscLllation, etc. Supply a l i s t of p o s s i b l e relationships
between varf ables , e. g, , the period o s c i l l a t im is directly
proportional to the mass, the length of s t d n g Ps directly
proportional t o the period, e t c , Ask the students t o identify
the relevant variables and the m s t appropriate relationships
between them.

C.

Provide the students w i t h a variety of periodlc systems, e.g.,
a cork floatlng on water, a baseball b a t swinglng by a hole
In Tts handle, a clock pendulum, a mass on a string, a uniform
m e t a l rod with pivot holes in it. Ask the students to i d e n t i f y
common variables of these systems and t o search for quantitat h e relationships between the variables.

D,

Z'rod.de the students wfth a mass on a string. Indicate that for
small angles of oscillation there is a relationsh3p between the
length of the string and the period of oscillation, Challenge
them t o discover it based upon their data and then compute the
length of strllng required for a 10 second period.

-

According t o our learning cycle model to fnduce self-regulation, an
introductory period of exploration or openness In a laboratory exercfse
is to be recommended, Hence, procedures B and C are superlor to A and D,
Furthermore, C is a more open and exploxatory procedure than B and may
encourage the student LO examine a number of a s p e c t s of a swinging
object .that you may not think are important or interesting, but that
appear important to h b , Procedure C enables the students to begin
where they are 5n t h e i r understanding of periodic motion and enlarge
their concrete experiences wfth such systems without having the instructor
kmpose h i s own reasoning un their a c t l p i t i e s . Hence, we believe t h a t C
is-the pre5erred
t o use.

Procedure B a l s o provfdes a good deal of openness whfle directing the
students taward varfables determfned by the fnstructor
A variant of thfs
procedure would be a good discovery activity. It tends t o focus the
a c t i v i t i e s of the students and make their efforts more efficient ff content

.

goals are important. Predfctlloaa and expectations in advance of the
experiments can be exploited t o produce some conrradictions in the
thinking of the students and start them en self-regulation. Extreme
cases not t e s t e d directly or concretely can also encourage s e l f - r e g u l a t i ~ f i .
Hence, we favor procedure D over procedure A. In f a c t , procedure A has
little to recommend it as fax as we.are concerned.

The social interactions that occur in the laboratory setting are
important far s t a r t h g self-regulation.
Test h g one's i d e a s against the
ideas of one's peers is a profitable way to spend some t h e during the
laboratory period. I n d i v i d u a l contact between the Instructor and the
student is p o s s i b l e in the laboratory. Such instructor-student dialogues
can be very valuable when the instructor asks the student to j u s t i f y h i s
r e s u l t s . Helplng students ta become aware of t h e i r own thinking is a
major function of the instructor if he wfshes to encourage h i s students
along the path of self-regulation.
Such common thinking tools of physicfsts
as checking the dimensions or mits of an answer, making an order af
magnitude estitaste, and seeing if the answer mabe sense at the extreme
values of the variables are a l l aspects of the self-regulation process
that can be learned as a part of laboratory activittea.

4. Labratory on Objects that Swingi

a-

In thfs exercise, we present a laboratory actfvtty arranged according to
the learning cycle i n t o exploration, invention, and discovery. The students
w e r e glven four pages, one with the title and instruction far exploratfon ( s e e
below), a second page organi-zed as data sheet, an 11 invention" page, and an
"application" (i.e. , discovery) page. Since the last three pages required
student recording of data or answering of questions, we are presenting them in
reduced format with the data, answers, and work of one p a i r of students.,
Please examine these pages and look for evidence of concrete and formal
reasoning patterns, self-regulation, and failures t o respond t o inconsistencies
. Then look at ~ u r
comments on page 8-12,

SWINGING OBJECTS
Purpose :

Examine the properties of objects that swing t o and fro when
suspended on a string.

Equipment:

Obj ecks, string, timer, meter s t i c k , and supports.

Explore the properttes of a swing that consists of an object suspended on a
string. What are the properttes of that system that you can vary? Measure
quantitatively these prepertles and the persiod of time required for t h e
object to make ten complete swings t o and fro.

When you are satisfied that you have examined a11 aspects of your system,
ask the fnstructor for the f m n t i o n page.

Please record all the activfties you pursue, even ones that may lead to a
dead end. You w i l l be evaluated on the completeness of your records as well
as the reasonableness of your conclusions.
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Comments an Student Work:
You w i l l . have noticed that these students s e t out systematically t o
examine the var5.o~~
properties of the system of a swinging object. They
carefully i s o l a t e d variables (mass, amplitude, length) , a formal reasoning

pattern.

Tfie students' graphical analysis at the end of the experiment,
however, does not show the self-regulation one might have expected. Graph 4
shows that a string of zero length would have a 0 . 7 0 second perSod, while
Graph 5 leads to the prediction of a 0 . 0 second period f o r a s t r i n g of 10.0
cm length. The inconsistency of these two inferences does not concern
the s t u d w t s , though they do assert that their result for the 10 second
p e r i o d contradicts common sense. The use of an analytical t o o l (plotting
pofnts) and applpTng it t o data (drawing a stxafght line) without selfregulation are character5stic of the step-by-step f ollowfng of instructions
characteristic of the concrete stage. Apparently t h i s laboratory activity
was not success£ul in leacWng these students to self -regulatfon with
respect to data analysis.
Discuss the follow3tng items with your partner if they d i d not come up

durltng your earlf er conversation:

1, What other instances of concrete or formal reasoning can you
i d e n t f f y in the students' work?
2.

What aspects of their work could you use to guide them into s e l f regulation? Point out the. discrepancfes ow other s t a r t h g points
you noticed.

3.

Think about some laboratory a c t i d t i e s of your students. Do they
reflect the learning cycle approach? Do they require the students
t o follow a "recipe?" How m i g h t they help to Initiate selfregulation?

:. Module 8 Review Questions
+

Please discuss these questions w i t h yoir partner after marking your answers.
Suppose you are asked t o design a laboratory exercise on the t o p i c of
Ohm's Law for beginning physfcs students, Rank the following procedures
in terms of how you perceive their usefulness for encouraging selfregulatf on on the part of the students, Use I fez the mast useful, 2 for
the next, etc. (For our answers, see the bottom of the page. )

selfreg.
A.

B.

C.

Provide the students w i t h a 1.5 v o l t battery, some known
resistors, and an ammeter. Ask them t o verify the V=IR
relationship.

Rank
-

-

cant ent

-

Provide the students w f t h same 1-5 volt batteries, some
known resistors, and an ammeter. Supply them w i t h a l i s t of
of the possible variables of the system: the number of batteries,
the number of resistors, the current, the length of connecting
lines, etc. Supply a l i s t af'posslble relationships between
t h e variables, e , g . , the voltage is directly proportional to
the number of resistors ia t h e circuit, the current is proport i o n a l t o the square root of the resistance, etc. Ask the
students to identify the relevant variables and the most
appropriate quantitative relationships between them.
provide the students with a variety of batteries, a
v a r i e t y of resistors includfng some s l i d e wfre type, and
a d t i r a e t e r . Ask t h e m to identify the variables of a

c i r c u i t and f i n d quantitative relat fonships between the
variables.

2.

D.

Supply the students with a battery, two known resistors,
a galvanometer of unknown calibratfw and several unknown
resistors. Ask the students to compute the resistances of
the &om
resistors.

E.

Supply the students some lengths of unlabeled metal wires
and a resistivity t a b l e . Ask them to i d e n t f f y the metals
by using Ohm's Law wd the definition of r e s i s t i v i t y .
Provide the necessary apparatus.

-

-

Now reread the list and rank the items according to their usefulness in
transmdtting content about Ohm's Law. Does this ranking agree w i t h your selfregulation ranking? If not, why da you think t h a t there is a difference?
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!:Module 9 Analysis of Physics Concepts
Introduction
Most physics teachers think about their courses in terms of topics covered,
concepts explained, and principles a p p l i e d h Our effort in t h i s workshop has
been to call your attention to another impartant dimensfon of physics teaching,
your students' patterns of reasoning. By t h i s time, you have probably concluded t h a t most phyaf cs courses are addressed primarily t o students who can use
formal reasoning patterns w f t h ease, and w e would agree with t h a t . Yet there
are also t h e students who use formal reasoning patterns only with d f f f i c u l t y
and in l i m i t e d areas. To help you analyze course content and present it in a
way that w i l l be understandable t o more of your students, we suggest t h a t you
classify physics concepts according to the reasoning patterns necessary t o
understand the meaning you wish t o comuuicate. Concepts m y then be called
If
concrete " or "formal," in malogy t o the stages of reasoning. This module
presents examples and explanattons of "concrete" and "formal" concepts.

Objectives
To a s s i s t .you in classifying physics concepts on the basis of the patterns
of reasoning needed to understand them.

We have arranged t h i s module in the form of a learning cycle b u i l t around
the d i s t i n c t i o n between concrete and formal concepts. Please find a partner
w i t h whom you can join in the activities, Then undertake the designated
exploration, inventton, and discovery activfties described En the attached
instructional materials, An audiotape to supplement the invention phase is
available; we suggest you listen t o it at a certain t i m e as i n d i c a t e d in the
t e x t , bur you may wish instead to proceed to some of the discovery activities
before listening.

Module 9 Instructional Materials
1. Explotatlon

Four concepts commonly introduced in an introductory physfca course are
Listed below. Determine from your teaching experience whether a student
could develop an initial understanding by the use of concrete reasonfng
patterns together with actual experience using s u i t a b l e mteria2s. Begin
by discussing each of the topics I f s t e d below with your partner and
b r i e f l y outlining t o one another the instructional experiences you would
provide for students at your i n s t i t u t i o n . Then fdenttfy in wrfring the
reasoning patterns necessary and laboratory experiences that could be
used. If you believe that a concept could be introduced at various
levels, use the simplest one here.
Interaction:

Electrical Conductor:

Ught Wave:

Please come to an agreement ~ 5 t hyour partner on each i t e m before continutng
te read.

2. Invention

In our opinion, ''interaction" and "electrical. canductor" can readily be
understood in t e r m of f d l f a r acttons, observations, a d examples. In
other words, these concepts can be derived from using concrete reasoning .
patterns. Such concepts are called concrete c o r i c e p t s ~The concepts of
"ideal gas" and "light wave" must.be understood i n term sf other concepts
(pressure, volume, electric field, etc. ) , functional, relationships (ideal
gas l a w , wave function) , in£erences , and/or idealizations. Those understandings are not the direct result of concrete experiences but are
theoretical elaborations that require application of formal reasoning
parterns. Such concepts are called f o m d + concepts. Many concepts, of:
course, have more than one mzaning and may theref ore be concrete or formal,
depending on their treatment. Thus, temperature as read on a thermometer
is a concrete concept; temperature as a measure 0 5 t h e average molecular
kinetic energy Js a f orma1 concept.
It may be good to mention at thts time that the concrete vs. forma1
distinction is not equivalent to the familiar concrete vs. abstract
distiactfon. All. concepts are abstract, abstracted from many s p e c i f i c
instances and concrete examples, Interaction i s abstract i n that ft i s
.
very general, applicable to all objects that 2nf luence one another,
regardless of whether they exchange energy or momentum, modify the
chedcal composition, or (if l i v i n g ) infect with a disease. The
abstraction process hvolved In the interaction concept, however,
depends on reasoning patterna appropriate to the concrete stage, and the
concept has been taught successfully to second and third grade children in
the . fr&&rk o f everyday objects and their Interactions.

The l i g h t , wave concept is also abstract, though more restricted i n
a p p l i c a b i l i t y than interaction. Y e t the meaning of If ght wave depends
essentially on Maxwellfs electromagnetic theory, which can be understood
only through the use of propositional reasoning, functional relationships,
abstract variables, idealtzed models, and other formal reasoning patterns.
We might add that the concept of electrical conductivity is a formal concept,
even though we considered electrical conductor concrete because ir could b e
identified by direct empirical criteria.
'

Please listen t o the audiotape on Self-Regulation and Physics Concepts now.
Far your convenience, the s c r i p t is included at the end of these instructional materials.

To - a l l o w you to appLy your present understanding of the dlstinctfon between
concrete and formal concepts, we have constructed a list of items we should
like you t o classify. Discuss each i t e m with your partner to help you
clar$fy your ideas, but record your own views if the two of you d i s a g r e e .
To help you justify your classifications, we have included here a
s l i g h t l y e d i t e d version of the concrete and formal reasoning patterns
originally given in Module 2.

The formal reasmhg patterns most frequently r-equiied for the understanding of physics concepts are:

F1,

understands concepts defined i n terms of other concepts or
through abstract relationships such as mathematical l5mits.

F2,

imaghes a l l possible combfnatfons of conditions even though
not a l l may be realized in nature,

~ 3 . separates the effects of several variables by holding a11 but
'

,

one constant.

,

F4.

uses theorfes or ,ideal%
zed

F5.

recognfzes and a p p l f e s functional relationships, such as
direct and inverse proporti-on.

models.

The concrete reasoning pat term most frequently requfred for the understandfng of physics concepts are:

C1.

understands concepts def b e d in terms of familiar actions and
examples.

C2.

applf es consarvation reasoning.

C3.

establishes one-to-one correspondences and arranges data in
hcr&aaing or decreaskng sequence,

C4.

makes simple classifications and successfully
to subsystems, classes t o subclasses.

.

*

relates system

,

"

The dfffereaces between these reasoning patterns might be surmnarized as .
follows: the concrete patterns employ simple op'erations a p p l f e d t o real
objects and experiences, but not t o relationships, hypothesized objects,
or postulated properties. A concept can usually be considered concrete,
therefore, if one can grasp fts meanfng through direct experience. If
a concept derivea its meanfag principally from its position w i t h i n a
theoretical system, it has to be classified as formal,
Here are the concepts for your exercise. We have h c l u d e d answers for
the f i r s t two items t o illustrate how you might refer t o the above lists
of reasoning patterns when you give your reasons.

Can cept

C or F

Reasons

1, Pressure

C

Defined operationally through a barometer
reading, wf th pressure dif f etences
defined by a manometer (Cl) , Pressures
can be compared ( ~ 3 )but not used to
calcdate gas volumes or -forces exerted
on contaher surfaces.

Pre saure

F

The usual definition, force per unit
area, depends on the force concept (PI)
and on proportions (F5).

Pressure

F+
-

Pressure is the time-average effect of
molecular bonibardment of the containing
surface (Fl, F4, F5)
This concept
derives Zts meaning from the kineticmolecular theory, a theoretfcal system
in modern physics.

.

Can be observed easily and is familiar
(C1). Correspondence of obstacle shape
and shadow shape can Be established (C31,
as can qualitative size relationships.
Shadow

'

Shadow

F'

F+
-

Ratio and proportions are used to d e s c r i b e
size relations of obstacle and shadow
in terms of l i g h t source, o b s t a c l e , and
shadow p o s i t i o n s IF3, F5).
The concept of shadow is q u a l i f i e d by
the diffraction of l i g h t according t o
the wave theory (F4).
T h i s concept's
meanhg is affected by the theoretical
system of the electromagnetic theory
o f . I f g h t . (Note: introduction of the
quantum theory would escalate the
conceptual level another step.)

'

3;

Temperature

4.

Vertical.

5.

Latent heat

6,

Wave

interference

-

If yau have reached the conefusion that many physics concepts, though n o t
necessarily a l l , can be interpreted on either the concrete or formal l e v e l ,
then you will be able to relate t h i s activity t o teaching through selfregulation. As was explahed on the audiotape, learning that begins with
a concrete version of a concept f s l i k e l y t o make a more secure connection
with the atudent 's prevlous understandings and precanceptions, After he
encounters some Ismitations of this concept
for instance , the d i f f i c u l t y
of making quantitative predictions from pressure defined concretely in
terms ef a barometer reading
he can extend its significance t o t h a t
of a f omal concept through self -regulation.

--

--

Please look back at the above concept list now, and do the f o l l o w h g
together with your partner: for each i t e m that you classified on t w o or
more levels, thtnk of an actLvity t h a t would bring out the shortc~mingsof
the concrete version and thereby i n i t i a t e self-regulatf on.

Module 9 R d e w Questions

Please work on these items together with your partner.

1. Name

t w o physics concepts that can only be understood by use a5 formal
reasoning patterns (i.e , they Rave no "concreten'version).

.

2.

Name two physics' concepts for which you can i d e n t i f y thfee or more
levels of meaning, Briefly define each level.

3.

Select one of the concepts you have named in #l or 2, or a concept
mentioned earlier in this module, and briefly work out a learning cycle
of exploration, inventfon, and discovery that rnfght be b u i l t around it,

4.

Compare the iearn1ng activities that m i g h t be used for a formal concept
with those that: mi-ght be approprf a t e for a concrete concept (or the
concrete version of the same physical quantity).

-

Module 9 ~idiotijje"self-~e~ulationand Physice ~oneepts"
A Co?versatian between Robert G. Fuller and John W. Renner

Robert Karplus:

This is the audio tape accompanying Module 9 fn the Workshop
on Physice T e a c h i n g d the Development of Reasoning. The
workshop was prepared under the auspices of the American
Association of Physics Teachers w i t h partfal support from the
National. Science Foundation. The speakers are Bob Fuller,
who is a little confused, and Jack Renner, who helps to
explain.

Jack Renner:

How are you doing?

Bob Fuller:

Well, I'm a b i t confused, These last two modules had
something to do with the concept of self-regulation and
I'm not sure I understand it. Think you could help me a
little b i t ?

Jack Renner:

Well, that is a confusing concept, and you know, it ts so
important'for an9 teaching activitkes that are based on the
fntelhctual development theory of Piaget that maybe Z should
take a few misutes t o run over its meaning with you. Think
of it like this, Whenever a student encounters an unfamiliar
o b j e c t , unfamiliar situation, or new event in short, has a
new experience he interprets that new experfence in terms
of hfs exfating patterns of reasoning, which form a system of
understandings and operations called mental structures.
Assimilatfon is Piaget ' s term. If the new experience fs
oufficiently complex and unfamfliar t o the student, he will
o n l y understand it in terms of what he already knows and
will not develop an appreciation of the entire m e a n i n g the
teacher had intended. Development of a greater depth of
understanding requires a change In the student's mental
structures, a change Piaget calls accommodation. To change
the- structures, the student must have extensive exploratory
experiences as was explafned in Hodule 8 . After an appropriate
mental reorganization or accommodation, the intended impact
of the new experfence canbe more full9 felt. The process
leading from a s s h i lat ion t o accalmaodation is self-regulation.
After accommodation the student is in the position of reinterpreting h i s other knowledge in terms of the new mental
structures.

-

-

Bob Fuller:

Oh, f see, You start by assimilating into ywr present
srkuctures, then through self-regulat ion, you can accommodate
t o the new experfences. Sounds lib some kiad of new jargon
t o me,
I wander if you could g i v e me some more s p e c i f i c
example, maybe taken from physics.

Jack Renner:

All right. The first physics course I ever had waa in college.
I remember the fastructor very well, Dr. Tom Bedwell, who was
a superfor instmcter, and he r e a l l y drove home the concept
of velocity, Velocity is the change of distance with respect
t o time, Thought I, "Btg deal! That'a speed. Just exactly

Vectors are not impottant
to the speedmeter of my model^." (That klnd of dates'me,
doesn't it?) I promptly forgot a11 about the direction
aspect of velocity.

what you read from a speedometer.

Renner (contad]:

Next, we encountered acceleration through an experience in
the laboratory wlth a spark-gap device. That apparatus was,
as I remember I t , a free-fall apparatus and it del5vered to me
a nice tape that I could use to see chat t h e carriage fell
farther each successive unit of time. Therefore the carriage
had to be travel fng faster and the v e l o c i t y had t o increase
durllng each interval of t h e , I cauld then appreciate the.
concept of acceleration, t h a t is, a change of velocfty w i t h
respect to time. I know my reasoning was, a t b e s t , early
formal operatiorial and t h a t ratio of a ratto gave me some
trouble; but fn a short time f was saying centimeters p e r
second p e r second j u s t like everyone else. The h o l e s in the
tape made by the spark provided the concrete experfence that
l e d me to change my mental structures. Notice, Bob, that
once again I did not pay any attention to the vector aspect
of acceleratfon. Nor d i d the experience require t h i s ro b e
done! I had achieved self-regulation without it, I thought,
and t o a degree, I had.

Then the roof fell in, Uniform circular motion!

.

Speed is
constant and the abject fs accelerating. Impossible, said I.
When the speedometer on my Model A reads constant, I am not:
accelerating, The patient instructox then reinforced the
Idea of velocity to a thoroughly codused physics student.
3: discovered that velocity and acceleration were completely
different than 1 had thought them t o be. My entire mental
structure regarding velocity and acceleration had to b e
changed, I had to undergo a completely new self-regulation.

Now, when the instructor drew arrows over the V and A
symbols, those arrows really meant samethhg to me and l e d
me to an entirely new set: of understandings about Newtonian
mechanics. I had f i n a l l y changed my mental structures, the
ultimate outcome of self-regulation (it was a lengthy and
uncomfortable process, yet essential for my understanding).
Bob Fuller:
,

Jack Renner :

Oh, y e s , I thfnk I've had similar experiences w i t h selfregulation as a physics student myself. Now let me ask you
a question that's really got me confused. I picked up t h i s
module that says something about analyzing physics concepts
for formal and concrete concepts and now 1 f i n d at the
beginning all of t h i s introduction to the idea of selfregulation. What has that got to do with it?
That's a Very good question, The basic answer to that
.
question is that, in order to initiate self-regulation, you,
the physics teacher, must do something with the physics
subject matter. Think back to w h a t I said earlfer about how
self-regulation starts. The student a s s h f l a t e s the outcome
of a new experience t o h i s present mental structures. If
these mental structures are based on concrete reasonfng

Renner (cont'd):

.

patterns, and thestudent Ps.pxesesltedwithcmtent that
requlrea formal rhqught, he is in trouble, Without the aid
of concrete experience and the opportunity for selfwegulatfan, he will resort to rote memorization and learn
a recipe. So you must b e g i n with concrete concepts.
Learners ~ 5 t hconcrete mental structures need exploration
experiences that w i l l lead them t o comprehend concrete
concepts. Data from such exploration plus the introduction
of new concepts may then initiate self-regulation that will
u l t h a t e l y make the student think about the world tn a
formal way.

Bob Fuller:

Oh, I see; so a b i l i t y to be able t o analyze physics concepts
into concrete and formal categories might b e very,helpful
for me as a physics teacher. What then fa a concrete
concept or a formal concept in physics?

Jack Renner:

Well, Bob, a concrete concept is one about which the student
can develop understanding through exploring concrete obdects,
concrete events, and/or concrete situations, Those explorations must produce concrete information that can be used to
Introduce the concept, In other words, for a concept to
be concrete, the learner has to be a b l e t o develop understanding of it through actual experience. Consfdex the
series circuit. A student can actually observe t h e fact that
the elements kn the series circuit are connected each one t o
the n e x t , and that: if you follow from me element t o the next,
y w w i l l come back to where you started,, An aspecr of the
series circuit is that anything m o v i n g in the c i r c u i t , moves
through or over every element, Furthermore, if you. define
an ammeter as a black box that measures what fs moving in
the circuit the student can insert the rumneter tn the
circuit at any one of several places and observe the same
reading throughout. Thus a series circuit can actually be
experienced, Many concrete discoveries can be made with
the seriea circuit concept.
Temperature, Bob, is another concrete concept if it is
related to hot and cold, which can be experienced, and can
b e measured with a thermometer. So, a concrete concept is
one of which the student can develop an understanding through
,

direct experience.

Bob Fuller:

Oh, I get it, Jack, that seems fafrly easy. Then just about
anything I cover in the Introductory physics course is
probably a concrete concept.

Jack Renner :

I wfsh that were true, but it isn't, Consider the idea of
gresaure, Now that's a common concept that we always have
in physica courses, Pressure is normally defined as a r a t i o ,
force p e r unit area, To understand pressure, the student
muat understand force and area. While a s h g l e force can
be experfenced, generalfzhg the i d e a so force can be
thought of as acting on me unit of area requTres the student
'

to use a formal reasoning pattern.

Hence pressure vfened in

Renner (conttd):

this way i s a formal concept. Preaaure viewed as the
reading of a barometer, however, is a concrete concept,
just as temperature defined as a thermometer reading was

,

a concrete concept.

Bob, the nuclear atom is another formal concept. For it to
have meaning, the student must grasp the theoretical
constructs of plus charge, miaus charge, electron, proton,
and neutron. None of those can be apewienced; none is
based upon experfence,
Bob Fuller:

Oh, I see, Jack; so that really means that a l o t of the
concepts we use fn the basic models we use tn physics are
formal concepts.

Jack Remer :

That's right. A f0-1
concept fs one that has meaning
because of ft e position within a hypothetical deductive
system. The concept of l i g h t polarization, for example,
has meaning only in terms of the wave theory. Temperature
viewed as mean molecular kinetic energy is a formal cancept
deriving i t s meaning from the kinetic molecular theory.
Often teachers t r y to make f o r m 1 concepts concrete by
introducing a tangible model, such as styrofoam b a l l s for
atoms, b a l l bearings for molecules, water waves for ltght
waves.
Yet many students only learn about the model from
such an experience. They do not construct the related
system of postulates and deductions, and do not recognize
the relationship of the theory to the concrete materials
used to represent the idealized e n t i t i e s of the theory.
Examples and careful explanat5ona do help t o clarify
concepts, but models and examples do not of themselves turn
f orma1 concepts into concrete concepts

I

.

Bob Fuller :

Now you've got me scared, Jack. What am I going to do
w f t h a course fa. which 1 have students who are s t i l l using
concrete operational mental precesses?

Jack Renner:

Well, students wfth concrete mental. structures cannot
properly assktllate f o m l concepts. Therefore, and this
we believe to be the primary message of this module, thase
students can inftiate self-regulation only if they have
concrete experiences and the opportunity to begin with an
understanding of concrete concepts in the topic to be
mastered. After they reflect on rhe meaning of their
experiences, self-replatian will lead them to b u i l d the
formal m e n t a l structures w i t h which they can then assfmilate
the necessary formal concepts.

Bob Puller:

Oh, I see. W e l l , thank you very much, Jack. I am eager t o
go home and try these ideas out in my physics classroom.

~ a c kRenner :

Glad to h e l p .

Robert Karp l u s :

ThPs is the end of the Module 9 audfo tape. Thank you very
much for listening. Please rewPnd the tape back to the
begfnnfng so another workshop participant can use it. Goodbye.

Module 10 Teaching Goals and Strategies
lntroductlon
Most physics classes include students who use concrete reasmfng patterns
formal reasonfng patterns on others. Most likely their approach
to a new kind of problem will Include a mixture of techniques derived from
their previous learning, their awareness of their own reasoning, and their
a b i l i t y to engage in self-regularion. Obstacles to their success may stem from
rmtsconcepttrfons they formed as a result of poorly a s s i d l a t e d prior learning
experfences. So what? What does that t e l l me about the goals and strategies
f d g h t chaose for my teaching? h this module we shall pursue the implicatlons of the students* needs to begin learning by using their exlsting mntal
structures, but to form new ones through self-regulation as part of t h e i r
progress. Since thf s module outlines the last workshop actfvitfes, w e invite
you to brfng up during the discussiw any related matters about which you have
questf ons.
on some occasions,

To assist you in selecting teaching strategies that will encourage selfregulation on the part of your students*

To assist you in balancfng course goals aimed at content with those a i m d
at improved reasonfng.

Please find a partner with whom you can discuss some of the pofnts raised
while you read the two essays fn the attached instructional materials, After
you complete the reading, join a discussion group to compare your ideas concerncng

course goals and teaching strategies with thoae of other participants and
workshop s t a f f . For your reference, w e have included a brief recapitulation
of t h e major tdeas proposed in the workshop.

Module 10 instructional Materials
1. Essay. Teacfitng Strategies

for Self-Regulartlon

How can you emphasize learning and progress in reasoning through selfregulation for your students? Though we cannot offer a widely-tested
prescription, we can descrLbe some s t e p s we have found useful.

1.

Plan your teachhg t o start wfth more concrete (operational) def i n i t l o r i s
of the important concepts and gradually introduce more formal meanings,
Introduce new concepts and d e f i n i t i o n s with the help of concrete
examples, demonstrations, and experiences for your students. Forces,
for instance, can be illustrated with sprfngs, bow-and-arrow, magnets, friction, and plumb lines. Waves can b e i l l u s t r a t e d by a r i p p l e tank,
a s l h k y , and a long elastlc rope. A Cartesian coordfnate system can
be represented by three dowels t i e d together and marked X, Y, 2. A
balloon can be used to represent a Gaussian surface, a pencil the normal
vector, and a pen the electric f i e l d .

2.

Regardless of the t e x t you use, become aware of f t s s tsengths and
weaknesses by reading it carefully to identify the demands for
reasoning it places an fts readers. We have often been amazed when w e
d i d that!

3,

Use the learning cycle t o organize laboratory activftfes and discussion
sessions by always beginning w i t h a task the atudents can define and
organize p a r t i a l l y for th~mselves. (Askhg, '"0 you have any
questions?" is not such a task, but descr5bhg a sfmple physical
situation . and challenging students t o pose a problem derived from 5t
is o n e . )
,

4.

Supplement the text by remarks in the lectures or 3x1 study guides that
w i l l especially help students ~ 5 t hconcrete mental structures.

5.

Propose unlikely observations, unsatisfactory hypotheses, or incorrect
conclusions t'tongue-in-&eek'' and challenge your students to evaluate
these. A good example is the "capillary sprinkler": after students
learn to compute t h e capillary rise of water in a tube, describe a
tube that fs t o o short for the rise derived from its diameter
what
w i l l . happen to the water at the top?

--

6.

Encourage students t o tnteuact with one =other during discussions,
laboratories, or problem-solving sessions. Students can learn a great
d e a l from one another during group efforts at school ox at home, supervfs e d or unsupervl s e d . Students u s h g formal reasonfng patterns serve
as role models fox the more concrete thinkers, while the latter w i l l ,
challenge, through their questions and d i f f i c u l t i e s , the explanations
and ideas provided by the t e x t or t h e i r more advanced colleaguesm
short-curs In reasoning.

7.

Allow students who have made a mistake to present thefr complete incorrect procedure for analysis by t h e i r classmates. Change the emphasis
of pour teaching from the "right answerH to an understanding of t h e
r~thod.

8.

'

9.

In conversation during discussions, office hours, or tutorial sessions,
c a l l your students* attention to their own reasoning. You m i g h t ask
them to explain or justify their conclusions, predictions, and inferences
regardless sf whether these are correct or incorrect. "Are you sure of
t h a t ? " "What is the, evidence?" "Could you explain that to me?" "Is
thexe another way of t h i n k k g about that problem?" are questions that
mfght be asked of a group or of an i n d i d d u a l student.
When you select.problems for an assignment or test, keep fn mind t h a t a
problem snakes demands on physics knowledge and on mntal structures.
Use. "I,Q.T~s~" t y p e of problems, in which complicated and ingenious
reasoning overshadows the physics, only as supplementary material for
the more advanced students,

10. A s s i g n specially constructed problems that encourage students to
evaluate thefr own reasoning as described in Module 8, Encourage
students to come to office hours or tutorial sessions for a review
of thefr work on these problems so they may receive i n d i v i d u a l
assistance that can h e l p i n i t i a t e self-regulation. If necessary, reduce
t h e staff-assigned to discussion sections, whfch rarely meet t h i s need.
11.

U s e your students' performance on their physics activities to assess
t h e i r reasoning patterns with respect to physics. While the t a s k s
presented in the first f e w modules af this workshop have been designed
for standardized interpretatfw of the results, w e do not recommend
their use to you unless you are fnterested in conducting research in
thfs f i e l d and w i s h to compare your observations w i t h those made at
other institutions, If that is the case, please cwsult some of the
references Iln Module 11 for a descrfption of research studies. If
that is not the case, you will get suff icfent insight into your
students ' mental structures by listening carefully as they respond to
t h e i r physics problems o r ask questions 5n your lectures. Please keep
in mind that you are concerned less w i t h whether their answers are
right or wrong, and more wtth t h e i r procedures f o r fllnding it*

In a d d i t i o n t o these specific approaches we urge you to become more aware
of your own linteraction wfth your students. Do you tell them a l l the
it
answers" and expect them t o give these back t o you on a test? hot
recamnded) Do you reveal that you are sometimes unsure of how to proceed
but use certain techniques for identifplng and evaluathg alternatives?
(Recommended) Do you t r y t o recognize the misconceptions that may. b l o c k
their .under$t a n d h g {emg treating energy as vector, ,not distinguishing
the integrals over e l e c t r l c f i e l d in Gauss's l a w and t h e d e f i n i t i o n of
p o t e n t i a l ) ? (Recommended)

.

Discuss a few items on the above list with your partner and then list below
some teachTng techniques that you have used to further the reasoning
patterns of your students.

2. Essay. C o u m Goals: Content or Reasoning
It would be much easier t o teach students who already apply formal
reasonbg patterns in their physics studies than t o teach students who need
to experience self-regulation first. And y e t , the instructor who intends to
cover new material must expect t o allow for self-regulation if he wishes
the students to come to a good working understanding of the new ideas. How
much time w i l l be needed depends on the level of t h e course and preparatfm
of the s t u d e n t s LESS time w a l l be needed in an advanced course whose
students have formed some of the formal mental structures previously. More
t h e will be needed in an htroductory course whose students are less
experienced and may include a small number with no formal mental structures at

all.
Ln view of these cansSderatfons, we should l i k e t o rephrase the question
in t h e t i t l e of t h i s essay to "~ourgeGoals: Content With or Without
Reasoning?" The reasonwg patterns are closely related to the subject:
matter .you s e l e c t . Usually physics teachers have d e f i n e d course goals
exclusively according t o t h e major t o p i c s covered, w i t h a great deal of
freedom for the h d i v i d u a l instructor as regards emphasis and elaboration
of details. Now you have t o consider including goals related to your
students' reasoning, Are these compatib I@ with all the con tent goals ?
A r e t h e topics f n your course sequenced in order of increasing use of formal
mental- structures? Is there s u f f i c i e n t opportunity for concrete experience
in the laboratory? Are there provisions for making students aware of their
own reasoning so that they can initiate self-regulation?

3. Dbcusslon
Please j o i n with a group of participants and workshop staff to discuss
some of the following questions. On the next page we have a recapitulation
of the major points presented in this workshop for your quick reference.

1. Have you any indications of concrete reasoning patterns used by students
in your courses? Describe some of your observations.
2.

Do you feel a need t o make the development of reasoning, as d e s c r i b e d
in t h i s workshop, an important course g o a l to which you w i l l subordinate aome ather goals? If wa, what kfnds of changes will you make?
How could you tell your students about thfs goal?

3,

What p o s s i b t l i t i e s are there withfn your courses for helping your
students b u i l d formal mental structures?

4.

What contributions can the traditional physics lectures make to
self-regulation and the buf-lding of formal mental structures?

5.

What contrtbutions can the physics laboratory in your course make
to self-regulation and the b u i l d f n g of £ o m 1 mental structures?

6.

What contributions can discussion sections or offfce hours in your
course make t o self-regulation aad the building of formal mental
structures ?

7.

How might new course formata, such as Keller plan or Audio-Tutorial
be particularly appropriate for s r i d a t 5 n g self-regulation and
b u 5 l d h g formal mental structures?

4,

RecapLtulatioa of Major Ideas

1.

p G g e t V s theory describes two stages of logical reasoning in human
5ntellectual development, the stage of concrete thought and the stage
of formal thought, Earlier stages i d e n t i f i a b l e in the behavior o f
very young children may be called pse-logical.

2.

Each of the two stages is characterZzed by certain reasoning patterns
that reflect the mental structures used by the indfvidual to c l a s s i f y
observations , interpret data, draw conclusions, and make predictions.

3.

The two stages are idealfzations, i n that most persons after age twelve
use formal reasoning patterns under some conditions and concrete
reasoning patterns under others, The latter is likely t o occur whenever
the s u b j e c t matter fs unfamilfar, as is the case far a student beginning
work in a new academic d i s c i p l h e . The former is likely to be the
case for an experienced worker in the academlc discipline,

4.

The process whereby an 5ndivfdual advances from the use of concrete
reasoning patterns in an area of knowledge to the use of formal
reasoning patterns is called self-regulation, Self-regulation begins
with one's awareness that the concrete reasoning patterns are inadequate
and proceeds through direct experience w i t h the phenomena supplemented
by the introduction o f . t h e related organizing principles and major
concepts ,

5.

A person who has only concrete mental structures is l f k e l y t o proceed
through self-regulation in a new subject much more slowly than a person
who has developed some f o w l mental structures in connection with other
studies. The latter person benefits from the p o s s i b i l i t y of transferring the formal meutal structures t o t h e new area, especially if the
new and o l d are closely related as is the case w i t h mathematics and
certain topics in physics,

6.

Some students who are requlred t o learn formal-level material in a
subject Iln whfch they have so far developed only concrete mental
structures -- or p o s s i b l y no mental structures at all -- may draw on
t h e i r own experience i n related areas and their awareness of their
own learning problems t o go through self-regulation spontaneously.
Other students, with less experience or self-awareness, are not l i k e l y
to experience self-regulation; instead, they will memorize certain
prominent formulas and procedures, but will apply these unreliably.

Module 11 Suggested Reading
Introduction
This module contains reprints of several articles related to the ideas of
stages of development and self-regulation and a bibliography of books and a r t i c l e s
that you may wish to study after you complete the workshop.

To pravtde you w i t h examples of applfcations of the instructional techniques
that you were introduced to in the workshop, and t o make available a bibliography
t h a t you can use for further study.

If you would like further background information on Piaget's theory a s related
to physics instruction, read one or more of the three reprlints selected from AJP
acd TPT t h a t are included in the instructional materials for this module. If
you would like additional information on Plaget ' s theory tn general, read t h e
article by Piaget r e p r i n t e d here or consult the books and articles l i s t e d in the
bibliography -- most are available in paperback and many can be obtained in any
college or universTty books tare.

This module contains the following materials:

1.

Reading list a £ suggested books and articles.

2.

Joe W, bi&nnon and John W. knner, r re Colleges Concerned w i t h
Intellectual Development?" American Journal of Physics 39, 1047 (1971).

3.

John W. Renner and Anton E, Lawson, "piagetian Theory and Instruction i.n
Physics, " Physics Teacher g,
165 (19 73)

4.

John W. Reaner and Anton E. Lawson, "Promoting Intellectual Eevelsp=nt
Through Sc fa c e Teaching, " Physics Teacher 11,273 (1973).

5,

Jean Pfaget, ~ournal'ofResearch in Scfence Teachfng Vol. 2,
pp, 176-186 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .

6.

Anton E. Lawson and Warren T. Wolman, "Physics Problems and the
Process of self-~egulation" The Physics Teacher 13, 465 (1975)

.

.

Module 11 lnstiiictional Materials
Books

-

,

1.

Anderson,DeVito,Pyrli,Kellog,iCochmdo~erandWeigand,Deve~oping
Through Science, Prent ice-Hall , N. J 1970.

.

Glil-dren ' s-inking

,

2.

~ u t hM. Beard, An Outline of Piaget's Developmental Ps)tcholdfy for
Students and Teachers, Basic Books, Inc., N.Y. 1969.

3.

David Elkind, Children and Ado1 escence, Interpretive Essays on
Jean Piaget,
-- Oxford Univ. Prcss.

4.

Mchard I. Evsns, Jean P i w t :
N.Y. 1973.

5.

H a n s G. Furth, Piaget for Teachers, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
M.J. 1970.

6.

Herbert Ginsburg and Sylvia Qpper, Piawt 's Theory of Intellectual
Development, Prentice-Hall, f n c . , Englewood C l i f f s , N . J . 1969.

7.

Rf chard M. Gorman, discover in^ P i a s t , Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, 1972.

8.

~ z r b e lLnhelder and Jean Piaget, The Growth of Logical Thinking from
Chfldhood r b AdblcsCetlce, Msf c Books, N.Y. 1961 (There is a paperback
classroom e d i t ion of t h i s book)

9.

The Man and His Ideas, E.P. Dutton, Co.

John L. Phillips, Jr. , The Ori-s
of Intellect : Piaget 's Theory,
W. H, Freeman and Co., San Francisco, 1969.
Norton & Co., New York, 1970.

10.

Jean P i a g e t , ~ e n e t i cEpfstemology, W.W.

11.

Jean Piaget , The Psycholopy of Intelligence, Littleffeld, Adams , & 'CO
Paterson, N. J. 1968.

12.

.,

Jean Piaget, Six Psychological Studies, Vintage Books, Random House,

N.Y. 1967,
13.

Jean Piaget, To Understand is To Invent, Grossman Publishers, N.Y.

14.

John W, Renner, Robert F, Bibens, and Gene G , Sheperd, Teacbfng Science
2n the Secondary School, Harper and Row,' N.Y. 1974, Chapter 4 .

15.

M. F. Rosskopf, L, P. Steffe, and S. Tkback, E d s . , Psagetian CognitiveDevelopment Research and Mathematical. Education, Reston, V a , : National
Council of Teachers of Hathematics, 1971.

1973.

Selected Artitles

1.

Entire issue, Journal of ksearch i n Science Teachfng, Val. 2, 1964,
(Articles by Piaget, Karplus, Ausubel.and Duckworth).

2.

Arnold 8. Arons, "Anatomy of an Introductory Course in Physical science,"
Journal of College Science Teachhg, A p r i l 1972.

3.

Arnold 8. Arons, "Toward Wider P u b l i c Understanding 0 5 Science," American
Journal of Physics, 41, 769 (1973).

4.

Arnold B. Arons and John Smith, "Definition of Intellectual Objectives
in a Physical Science Course for Preservice Elementary ~eachers,"Scfence
Education, 58, 3 , pp. 391-400, 1974.

5.

B. S. Craig, "The Philosophy of Piaget and its Usefulness to Teachers of
Chemistry," J. Chem Ed., Dec. 1972, 807-809,

6.

David Elkind, " ~ i a g e tand ScXence ducati ion. " Science and Children, Nov. 59 72.

7.

Elizabeth F. Karplus and Robert Karplus , "Intellectual Development Beyond
Elementary School I: Deducttve Logic," School Scfence and Mathematics,
LXII, 5 (May, 1970) pp, 398-406.

8.

Robert Karplus and R i t a Peterson, "Intellectual Development: Beyond
Elementary School 11: Ratio, a S~rveg,'~School ScSence and Mathematics,
70, 9 @ceder, 1970j, pp, 813-820,

9.

Edward G. Palmer, "Acceleratfng the Child's CognStfve Attainments Through
t h e Inducement of CognStlve Conflict : An interpretation of the Pfaget ian
P o s i t f on. " Journal of Beseafch 5n Science Teaching, '3, 318-325 (1965).

10.

~ e a nPiaget
*
, "Intellectual Evolution from Adolescence to Adulthood, "
Human Demlopment , 15, 1 (19 7 2 ) .

Tenn.) cost approx. $2000. An alternative choice might be
to purchase a PDP/8E with high-speed paper tape reader
(total cost, approx. $11 NO), or equivalent from another
manufacturer.
Teaching Computing in Universities (Her Majesty's
Stationery Ofiice, London, 1970); Ph,ys. Bull. 21, 482
(1970).
A survey of four computer dictionaries gave no definition for minicomputers. From The New York Times,
5 April 1970, Sec. 3, p. 1:

M a x i Computers Face Mini Conjlict, by William 13.
Smith.
Mini vs Maxi, the reigning issue in the glamorous
world of fashion, is strangely enough also a major
point of contention in the definitely unsexy realm of
computers,
The definition of a minicomputer depends on to

whom you are speaking. Descriptions range from
electronic ca~lculators to the IBM System 3 that
sells for $42 000.
A consensus opinion would probably include as
minicomputers machines that cost less than $25 000
and that include some t,ype of input-output device
such as a teleprinter, a memory of about 4000 wards,
and circuitry capable of performing calculations
under the control of stored programs written in some
form of higher-level comput,er language such as
FORTRAN or BASIC.
The major manufacturer of minicomputers is the
Digital Equipment Corporation. Other major makers
include the Hewlett-Packard Corporation, the Data
General Corporation, Varian Associates, Honeywell,
Computer Automation, Irtc., Motorola, the Raytheon
Corporation and Mini-Computer Systems, Inc.

Are Colleges Concerned with Intellectual
Development?
JOE W. McKJn'NON

Oklahoma City University
OkZuhoma City,Oklahozna 73206
JOHN W . R E K N E E
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73069

IIYTRODUCTION

Are colleges and universities making irladeyuate
ev'aluations of student ability to think logically?
Is the unrest today in many universities caused by
student evaluation of problems ba,sed upon emotion rather than logic? Do student claims that
(Received 14 December 1970; revised 8 March 1971)
curricululns are irrelevant, trivial, and inadequate
in terms of the magnitude of the problems facing
T h e assumption i s often made by college professors tha.t mankind today have substance, or are these
incoming freshman students think logically. Using tests students unable to evaluate logically the structure
designed by the Swiss psychologist J e a n Piaget to evaluate
logical thought processes, the authors found that 66 of 151 and necessity of those curricula? These questions,
freshmen exhibited characteristics of tlze concrete opera- together with suspiciorls voiced by various
tional thinker, vihile another 39 did not meet the criteria professors of science about the inability of their
for formal operations. Professors further compound the freshman students to think logically about the
problem by failing to recognize the kinds of experiences szrnplest kind of problems, led the authors to
incoming freshmen students must have to move toward
more logical thoughb. X c K i n n o n , using a newly developed question whether or not most college freshmen do
inquiry-oriented science course based u p o n Piagetian think logically. This doubt about the ability of the
criteria, found a highly signiJicant difference between entering freshman to think logically led to the
those students who were exposed to tlze course and like following liypotllesis: Tht: majority of entering
students who were not. T h e authors concluded that second- college freshmen do not come to college with
ary and elementary teachers do not take advantage of
inquiry-oriented techniques so necessary to the development adequate skills to argue logically about the
of logical thought because college professors do not provide importance of a given principle when the context
examples of inquiry.-oriented tenchzng.
in which it is used is slightly altered.
Since these students have been accepted by
boards of admission that based their decisions
upon high school transcripts and various establislied ent>ranceexaminatio~issuch as the Anlericarl

.T. W . McKinnon and J . W . Renner

TABLE
I. A comparison of operational level of 131 students
on Piagetian data.

Male Female Total number
Formal

25

8

33

Per
cent

25

or not this was true for American college freshmen,
i.e., had those students become formal operational?
A STUDY OF THE ~ ~ 1 ~ 1OF
l - COLLEGE
y

FRESHMEN TO THINK LOGICALLY

McKinnon3 studied responses to tasks given
131 members of the freshman class a t an Oklahoma
Concrete
16
50
66
50
university in which students had to think
logically about problems of volume conservation,
Mean Piagetian
12.82 9.45 Average 10.74
score
reciprocal implication of two factors, the elimination of a contradiction, the separation of several
variables, and the exclusion of irrelevant variables
College Test (ACT) and the Scholastic Aptitude from those relevant to problem solutions. These
Test (SAT), a different means of evaluation was tasks had initially been developed by Inhelder and
sought. The evaluative system used is one based Piaget2 for determining the patterns of thought of
upon the ability of the student to think critically children and the ages at which changes in those
about problems, the answers to which would be thought patterns occur.
found in his experiential background and could
Table I presents the test results for these 131
not be derived from memorized data.
students using the foregoing tasks and the criteria
specified by Inhelder and Piaget for demonstrating
WHEN DO STUDENTS BEGIN TO THINK
formal operational thought. Each student was
LOGICALLY?
graded from 0 through 4 on each of the tasks.
The scheme of evaluation of the ability to think Should a student score a total of 14 or more points
logically which was used has been developed and on the five tasks, he was judged as definitely being
verified by a Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget, at the formal operational stage. To achieve 14
during many years' research with children. There points, he had to score a t least 3 points an the
is, however, no indication that his work has been
extended to include entering college students, I8
particularly American students. I n addition, no
work can be found with American children which 16
verifies his conclusions that children begin to
think logically between ages 11-15.
14
Piagetl found that children progress through
various stages of mental manipulation and that
these steps cannot be circumvented. Prior to
Piaget
thinking about abstract ideas, a student must 10
score
undergo a period of physical manipulation of
objects using the basic principles upon which the 8
abstraction to be developed depends. This stage
Piaget identifies as the concrete stage of thought. A 6
student may handle concepts quite adequately, but
until he has had many manipulative experiences 4
he cannot recognize those concepts in the context
of a broader generalization, of which the manipula- 2
1
tive experiences and the concepts are simply a
subset. Inhelder and Piaget2 found that from 11- ' 2
6
J!
4
I
22
6
30
34
Composite ACTscore
15 years of age most Swiss children should become
formal operational, i.e., capable of abstract logical FIG. 1. A comparison of ACT score versus Piagetian score
t,hought. The concern of this research was wbet,her for 94 freshman students.
Post-concrete
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32

25
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tasks for \vhiclz 4 points were possible. If a student
scored an average of 2 points or less on each of the
five taslis, he was judged to be at the concrete
stage of operations. Those students who scored
more than 10 but less than 14 points were judged
to be moving from the concrete stage to the formal
stage of thought.
The findings, as sho15-n in Table I, are that 50y0
of the entering college students tested were
operating completely a t Piaget's concrete level of
thought and another 25% had not fully attained
the established criteria for formal thought. The
average score for all students was 10.74, with the
males scoring significantly higher than females.
An examination of the performance of the students
on the various tasks used follows:
1. Of the college freshmen tested, 17% of them
did not conserve quantity (the result of a change
of form), while another 10% failed to recognize
equivalence of volume. Thus, 27% of those
students tested were a t the lowest concrete
operational state or less.
2. Reciprocal implication involved the student
in the problem of reflecting a ball and the necessity
to relate incident and reflected angles. This task
\%-assecoi7d only to the problem of density in the
number of failures recorded-64% scored 2 or less.
3. The elimination of a contradict ion involved
the student in relating weight and volume of
floating and sinking objects in a meaningful way.
More than $ of those tested did not relate weight
and volume. Typically. they recognized weight
only. Seldom was there a proportionality expressed; 67% of the students tested on this task
were concrete operational.
4. The separation of variables task gave
evidence that 50% of entering college freshmen
could not recognize tlze action of a potential
variable and find a way to prove the action of that
variable.
.5. The task of excluding irrelevant variables
showed that 33% of the students tested could not
eliminate variables of no consequence in a swinging pendulum, while another 18% could do no
more than order the effects of weight.
I n the research, a comparison was made of the
score obtained by each student on the various
Piagetian tasks given him and this score was correlated with his ACT composite score. (See Fig.

1.) A graph of these two scores sho~vs that
Pearson product-moment correlations were high
for those students scoring a t the average ACT
composite of 22 or better, but correlations of
-0.05 were found for students scoring less than
that average. The university where this study was
made ranks high in terms of the average ACT
scores when compared with all other colleges and
universities in Oklahoma4 and is well above
average for all regions of the United state^.^
P,lmost 75y0 of that university's entering freshmen, however, were either partially or conipletely
concrete operationaI. What evidence exists, therefore, to demonstrate that logical thought can be
promoted among all levels of students?
CAN INQUIRY-ORIENTED COURSES
PROMOTE LOGICAL THOUGHT?

The University of Oklahoma Science Education
Center has, for some time! been investigating t.he
effects of inquiry-oriented teaching upon both
teachers and pupils. Various new courses in science
wiliich utilize the inquiry approach have been
evaluated. Porterfield6 compared teachers of
reading who had inquiry educational experiences
in science with t,hose who had not. He found t,hat
the former tended to use more questions requiring
analysis and synthesis and other high-level
cognitive thought patterns than did the latter
group. Wilson7 found much the same in a study of
30 classes of elementary children when fift,een of
the teachers had been exposed to inquiry experiences in science and fifteen had not. Schmidt8
found similar results by investigating t,he teaching
in social studies done by teachers who had and had
not been involved with inquiry in science. Friot9
found in astudy of seventh,eighth, and ninth grade
science t'hat courses placing emphasis upon the
inquiry approach allom7ed students to be able to
function at a much higher level of logical thouglit,
than those courses in which students did not have
that inquiry experience.
Stafford used the development of conservation
reasoning in children as an evaluative tool to
determine whether or not inquiry-oriented science
experiences move first graders toward the acquisition of concrete operational thought. The specific
unit he used was Material Objects.10 Stafford
found: ". . . those first grade children who have
experiences with the unit achieved the ability to
B J P Volume 39 / 1049

TABLE
11. A comparison of the growth in logical thought processes of the experimental and control groups
-

Pre-test
Females
Males

Post-test
Females
Males

Group

Stage

Experimental

Formal
Post-concret e
Concrete

4
14
24

11
6
10

14
17
11

16

Formal
Post-concrete
Concrete

4
6

14
6
6

7
11
18

17
7

Control

26

conserve much more rapidly than did those
children who did not have these experiences.""
Material Objects is an inquiry-centered unit and
Stafford concluded: ". . . children so taught do
show more rapid intellectual development than do
those children not having such experiences."ll
Finally, McKinnon,I2 in a study of the effect of
an inquiry-centered science course on entry into
the formal operational stage of concrete operational freshman college students, found a highly
significant difference between those students
enrolled in the course and a like group who had not
been exposed to the course.
The data of Table I gave evidence of the ability
of students to think logically. The data of Table I1
show the effect of the inquiry-centered course
upon freshman students' ability to thinli logically.
A net gain in favor of the experimental group
resulted in 15 students moving into the formal
stage of thought-compared
with six for the
control group. The post-concrete gain was,
respectively, five and six, with the experimental
group showing a net movement of 20 out of this
category compared with 12 for the control group,
a net gain of more than 50% for the group exposed
to the influence of the new science course. The
ina.teria1 of the science course did not include
references to the tasks which were part of the test
instruments; therefore, changes in ability to think
for
caused by added
inquiry. Another comparison in terms of the mean
Piagetian scores for the two groups is shown in
Table 111.
After obtaining- individual pre-test-post-test
differences and summing them up for each group,
an F ratio of 6.24 was obtained. This value is
significant in favor of the test group a t the 0.001
1050
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Females
10
3
-1 3

8
3

3
5
-8

2

Net gain
Males

5
2
-7
3
1
-4

Total
15
5
- 20

6
6
- 12

level of confidence; therefore, the hypothesis must
be accepted that a properly designed course in
science for freshman college students does enhance
their logical thought patterns by increasing their
ability to hypothesize, verify, restructure, synthesize, and predict.
The preceding research gives evidence that
students do not thinli logically. However, research
carried out on newly developed courses does give
evidence that the logical thought processes can be
enhanced. Therefore, m7ho is a t fault and what
steps must be taken to alleviate the situation?
AN EVALUATION O F EDUCATIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY USING T H E INQUIRY
APPROACH

If students do not think logically when tlley
enter college, who has not discharged his responsibility? The immediate answer to the foregoing
question is, the high school. That answer, however,
needs to be examined.
Piaget states formal operations begin to emerge
around 11 years of age But Friotgfound that 82%
of eighth and ninth grade children (ages 13 and 14
years) were still concrete operational. Thus,
children probably enter senior high school two to
three years behind the age set by Piaget for
TABLE
111. Pre-test and post-test Piagetian mean scores
for both experimental and control groups.
Group

Pre-t,est
Post-test

n

Experimental
Piaget score

69
6Y

10.77
12,32

n

62
62

Control
Piaget score
10.81
11.14

Colleges and Intellectual Developrr~ent

entering into formal operation. While some of this
age difference might be attributed to differences
in the samples of Piaget and Friot, the entire 82%
cannot be. The answer to the question of who is
responsible for the lag in intellectual development
seems t,o be the elementary school. But that
answer, too, needs to be examined.
Begin that examination with another question.
Who is teaching in the elementary and secondary
schools? Teachers who have been educated in the
existing colleges and universities. Those teachers
have been subjected to four years of mainly
listening experience. They have been lectured to,
told to verify, given answers, and told how to
teach. Lest you think the foregoing happens
entirely in the colleges and/or depart'ments of
education, remind yourself that all the con,tent taken
by a teacher (which represents a substantially
greater number of credit hours than do courses in
education) is taken in other colleges and/or
departments. Teachers are, in other words, not
having the kinds of experiences with inquiry which
Piaget says they must have in order to allow
logical thought processes to develop. Future
teachers are not having learning experiences in
college which mill permit them to learn the value
of inquiry in educating a child. The foregoing
rather dogmatic statement was substantiated by
Gruber13 when he found that only 25% of those
attending NSE' Institutes showed interest in
inquiry-oriented science heaching, while Torrance14
found that only 1.4% of elementary and 8.4% of
seconda,ry social studies teachers listed independent and critical thinking as important educational objectives. These stat'istics suggest that
pre-college teacl~ersplace little value upon logical
thought as an outcome of 12 years of schooling.
Considering the paucity of research on implementatlion of logical thought as an educational
objective, these educators' values will not change.
The responsibility, t,hen, for the small percentage
of high school students at'taining formal operations
rest's in part a t the door of the inst'itutions of higher
education. They have assumed that their role is to
t>ell. Future teachers, therefore, assume t>hat
telling is teaching and when they get their first
class, t'hey tell, tell, t'ell! All the while, very little,
if any, intellectual development is going on. If,
then, a college student develops logical t,houglit,
such development is more by accident than design.

One of the criteria Piaget cites for intellectual
development is that of social transmission. Just
possibly more intellectual development goes on in
dorms, fraternities, s~rorit~ies,
and student hangowts than in the classroonn because social transmission occurs in these pla,ces and lit'tle occurs in
cla,sses. To test our assertions, m-all<down the hall
of any building on any campus and stop outside
an:y classroom door and listmento who is talking.
In most instances only information is being transmitted by the in~truct~or.
Stafford and Renner" hypothesized that
". . . specialized educational experiences in inquiry-centered science teaching encourage a
tea,cher to become sensitive to children, functionally aware of the purposes of education, and
equipped to lead children to learn 1101~to learn in
all subject areas." The importance of this hypol.hesis is in the phrase " . . . all subject areas.",
for inquiry methodology is not only the province
of science, but all t,he other disciplines as well.
Unfortunately, few other tea,ching areas have
recognized the importance of the inquiry approach.
'rNith t'he exception of a fexv new courses in t'he
social science areas, most educators have chosen
to ignore the lead taken by science and mathematics in devising new courses from kindergart.er1
through the 12th grade. 111many cases, the colleges have failed to use inquiry even when
teaching t,he new curricula,. This point was \$-ell
illustrated by Gruber. Therefore, the blame must,
in the last analysis, be placed, a t least partially,
upon the shoulders of those who t'eacli a t the
college level and who insist upon ignoring the
rapidly accumulat,ing evidence in favor of tlie
inquiry approach.
Renner and St'afford also pointed to the necessity of the teacher becoming ". . . functionally
aware of t'he purposes of education . . ." which in
far too many cases they are not now. Unless
teachers are aware of the prima,ry purpose of
education being t'he development of Ilie learner's
intellectual ability, t'hey will not pursue teaching
by giving the student opportunities for exploration using all his senses. Rather, they will continue
to teach students what t'he teacher want's them to
know and not what the students want to learn.
Finally, the total accumulat,ion of research to
date leads to the following hypotheses: (1) The
secondary educational experience does not no\\-
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promote logical thinking in most students. (2) An
abundance of inquiry-oriented courses taught by
teachers who are products of college and university
professors who practice and profess inquiry must
come into being in the secondary schools before an
alternative to the first hypothesis can be accepted.
Those experiences will have to be developed by
many colleges.
Those hypotheses have profound educational
implications since a serious problem has been
shown to exist and the means for its alleviation
have also been shown to be available to the
profession. If colleges and universities do not
try to solve the problem by assuming the responsibility for the intellectual development of
their students, but continue to look a t their
primary purpose as the transmission of information about the several disciplines, the elementary
and secondary schools mill continue to fail in their
mission of truly educating student,^. The needed
changes, however, can come only through acceptance of inquiry by all of those who teach the
teachers.
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Radiation Field of a Charge Moving on a Straight Line
J. 0. ALEVISOS
Varvakion Arormal School
Athens, Greece
(Received 11 September 1970; revised 21 April 1971)

A derivation of the radiation field of a charge accelerating o n a straight line i s presented that makes use of
Gauss' law in a direct manner and does not make use of
the concept of lines of force.

We derive the radiation field of an accelerating
point charge from the following assumptions:
(1) electric effects are transmitted with the
velocity c ; (2) Gauss' law holds good in all
inertial frames of reference; (3) the electric field
is known.
a charge
These are the assumptions made by J. R.
Tessman and J. T. Finnell to derive the radiation
field of a point charge moving on a straight line.
However, we shall not make use of the concept of
lines of force, and Gauss' law shall be used in a
most direct way.
Consider the following kinematic sequence on a
straight line of a particle with the charge q:
(a) The charge moves with constant velocity
vl until t = to. At t = to we designate its position by
0.
(b) The charge moves with constant velocity
v2 thereafter. We only suppose that UI, v2 are less
than c.
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Piagetian Theory
and Instruction in Physics
John W. Renner and Anton E. Lawson

Jean Piaget and his associates have been gathering data and formulating
important theoretical observations about the intellectual development
of children since 1927. Although it has taken American psychologists
and educators a relatively long time to become acquainted with his
work, it is becoming apparent that we can gain much by a careful evaluation of his efforts and their educational implications.
Numerous texts1 have become available in recent years attempting to
explain Piaget's theory and its educational significance. The primary
purpose of this paper is similarly to explain his ideas, and further to
expand a scheme of instruction and classroom procedures that arise as
a consequence of that theory.' When possible these ideas will be put
forth using examples in physics context in an effort to elucidate
difficult ideas.

Mental Structures
A central idea in Piaget's work and fundamental in understanding his
theory is the concept of mental structure. It would be satisfying to be
able to indicate the physiological and chemical nature of these structures, but at this point in the study of human mental functioning that
is not possible.3 Instead their existence in the brain is hypothesized
from observable behavior; determination of their exact nature awaits
further research. These hypothesized mental structures function to organize the environment so that the organism can function effectively.
In this sense the construction of these structures carries adaptive value
for the individual. An analogous situation is found in the genetic adaptation of evolving species. Basically, then, mental structures represent a
more or less tightly organized mental system to guide behavior.

Professor Renner holds B.A. and M.A. d e grees from the University of South Dakota
and a Ph.D. from the State University of
Iowa. He has taught at various levels,
worked on a national curriculum project
(S.C.Z.S.)and with professional groups.
He has authored or coauthored six books
and over 7 0 journal articles. (Dept. of
Physics, University of Oklahoma, Norman,
Oklahoma 73069.)

During development of the human infant to adulthood, these structures
must be built within the brain. A complete developmental sequence of
the structures is not genetically given to the child; they must be learned.
According to Piaget, the building and rebuilding of these mental structures is what underlies the process of intellectual development. These
structures control how and what we think and guide behavior. In other
words, structures actually represent our knowledge.
Since science educators are deeply concerned with intellectual development and the building of mental structures about everything from the
metric system to the theory of relativity, two questions need to be
asked: (1) How are structures built? (2) Once the structure is built
is it static or can it be altered?
These two questions are not mutually exclusive, and we will answer the
second one first. Structures can be altered, and that may be a more than
MARCH 1973
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adequate definition of education-the building and rebuildof structures. The answer to the first question should then
give us good insights into how learning takes place and how
instruction should be planned.
The Building of Mental Structures - A Problem
An important point must be made before examining the
process by which mental structures are formed according to
Piaget. Structures do not come from simply making a mental record of the world by keeping eyes and ears open. Unfortunately, it would appear that many teachers subscribe
to this view. Work done by Van Senden with congenitally
blind persons provides an interesting example of this point.4
These persons, who had gained sight after surgery, could
not identify objects without handling them. They were unable to distinguish a key from a book, when both lay on a
table. Also they were unable to report seeing any difference
between a square and a circle. The important idea t o note is
this: Whether the task is to simply distinguish objects in the
environment or complex relationships such as F=ma, ac celeration, or velocity, the ability to develop the under.
standings requires much more than a simple photographing
of the environment.
According to Piaget a person is unable t o perceive things until his mind has a structure which enables its perception.
Without the development of a mental structure things which
seem obvious to an adult, such as the difference between a
key and a book, a square and a circle, are simply not perceived by beginners. But this leads us to a fundamental
problem. If learning is the building or rebuilding of mental
structures, and if structures are needed in order t o perceive
and learn and are not derived from simply copying the external world, then where do they come from?
Plato's answer to this question was simple. The structures
were innate and developed through the passage of time and
the growth of the brain. Of course at the other end of the
spectrum is the belief that these structures derived directly
from the environment. This is the classical empiricist's view;
but we have already seen that this view is untenable.
Piaget rejects the Platonic view, except to admit that certain very primary structures must be present at birth.
Piaget's view is that the development of structures derives
from a dynamic interaction of the organism and the environment which he calls equilibration.
The Building of Mental Structures - Equilibration
From birth, basic structures enable the child t o begin interacting with his surroundings. As long as that interaction is
successful the basic structures continue to guide behavior.
However, owing to the child's inborn drive to interact with
his environment he meets contradictions, i.e., things which
do not fit his present mental structures. These contradictions produce a state of disequilibrium. In other words, his
present mental structures are disrupted and must be replaced. Through continued investigation and guidance from
others, the child alters or accommodates his disrupted mental structure. Once this is accomplished he is then able to
assimilate the new situation. The new structure that is developed is then tried. If the structure guides behavior so that
the child's efforts are rewarded (reinforced) the structure is

also reinforced. In this manner the child builds new mental
structures and adapts t o new situations.
The above-described process underlies all development according to theory. The entire process of development of
mental structures is viewed as a process of equilibration or
self-regulation. This process results in the development of
progressively more complex and useful mental structures.
The Building of Mental Structures - Contributing Factors
The role of three main factors, experience, social transmission, and maturation can be isolated in the process of
equilibration. I t is apparent that experience is a necessary
part of learning. With no contact with the environment, no
contradictions of present structures arise and no possibility
for further exploration into the situation that produced the
contradiction is possible.
There are basically two kinds of experience ---- physical, and
logical-mathematical. This distinction is important because
the different experiences lead to different kinds of mental
structures.
Physical experience is exactly what the phrase connotes actual physical action on the objects in the world. This
physical experience leads to the development of structures
about objects. At some point, however, the learner begins
t o see more in his interaction with the world than just objects. He sees that his actions with objects produce some
kind of order themselves. An example of this is when a
learner discovers that ten objects, when counted left to
right provide the same result as when counted right to left.
In other words, the action itself has properties. The learner
now can make the generalization that the sum of any set of
objects is independent of their order. Now the student has
a mental structure that he can utilize in many situations and
that is a logical-mathematical structure. The structures
then enable the learner t o operate logically within his environment. The basic behavioral patterns directed by the
mental structure are called operations. In the early structurebuilding stages the opportunity for the learner t o interact
with concrete material is mandatory.
Piaget has not projected to what academic level the necessity for interaction with material exists; he says, "...coordination of actions before the stage of operations needs to be
supported by concrete material."5 A literal interpretation
of that statement would be that, regardless of age, the student must have materials to perform actions with until he
can begin to utilize logical-mathematical operations. Our
research with kindergarten and elementary school children:
junior high school student^,^ and college freshmeq8 all
studying science, supports our interpretation of the foregoing quotation.
The factor of experience, then, helps students to build operational-structures which can ultimately lead them to think
abstractly about the world around them. In other words, it
is experience with the materials of the discipline that produces the person who can understand abstract content and
not studying abstract content which produces students who
can interact with the materials and invent abstract generalizations. This says to science teachers that the laboratory
must precede the introduction of an abstract generalization.
THE PHYSICS TEACHER

Fig. 1 . Jean Piaget. Photograph
by the Science Curriculum
Improvement Study.

Piaget's second factor, social transmission, also provides a
basis for structure building. The very young child - and
some not so young - operate from a very egocentric frame
of reference. He cannot see things objectively because he
always looks at them as related to himself. Such a thinker
cannot objectively view and/or evaluate anything. In order
to shake the learner from an egocentric view of anything, he
must experience the viewpoints and thoughts of others. He
must, in other words, interact with other people. If he does
not, he has no reason to alter the mental structures which
he gained from an egocentric frame of reference. Social
interaction can lead to conflict, debate, shared data, and the
clear delineation and expression of ideas. All of these require that the student carefully examine his present beliefs
which will, according to the Piagetian model, develop and
change structures. I n order t o have all of this happen, however, students must be encouraged to talk with each other
and their teachers. Data from an experiment must be shared,
discussed, retaken, and rediscussed. Students, "...should
converse, share experience, and a r g ~ e . "The
~ factor of
social interaction is valuable in building and rebuilding
structures, but it is insufficient because the learner c& receive valuable infornlation via language or via education directed by an adult only if he is in a state where he can understand this information. That is, to receive this information
he must have a set of experiences that enables him to assimilate this information.

Marurarion, the third factor, must also be considered. Evidence indicates that these structures require time t o develop. Old structures cannot be accommodated to new experiences a l l at once. The process of development is slow,
as any teacher can attest.
Perhaps this personal example will help clarify how these
three factors interact in the process of equilibration to
change structures. Our first contact with V=IR was a
rather traumatic experience. We vaguely understood that it
involved the conservation of energy, but concentrated upon
memorizing what the symbols meant and how to juggle the
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formula. In short, an advanced state of disequilibrium was
our lot! When meter readings were substituted for the very
abstract terms of potential difference and current, the symbols began to have meaning, and after a good deal of thinking equilibrium was achieved. Then a series circuit with one
source and more than one resistor and parallel circuit was
introduced. The notion that in a series circuit the total
potential difference, V t , of the source equaled the sum of
all voltage drops, Vi,i = 1,2,3,..n, around the circuit brought
on another disequilibration. Once again meter reading (objects) were salvation; we began t o really understand that

really was a conservation of energy statement. Now V=ZR
was a concept which was available for use and once again
equilibrium was achieved. Parallel circuits presented no
problem and Kirchhoff's laws were nearly obvious.
This example demonstrates that the science laboratory
clearly has a place in promoting equilibration and disequilibration. Data from an experiment can be very threatening,
because they too often produce disequilibrium. But to the
sensitive, concerned science teacher, disequilibrium is an
opportunity; he can now introduce the student t o the major
conceptualizations of the discipline which will produce
equilibrium. This sequence of events suggests that perhaps
the principal role of the teacher is to promote disequilibrium
and equilibrium, because through the process of equilibration structures are built and rebuilt. Equilibration proceeds through experience with the materials worked with
and the social interaction of those around us.

The Learning Cycle
An instructional technique incorporating much of Piagetian
theory has been developed and refined by the Science Curriculum Improvement Study, University of California,
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Berkeley. Their procedure is basically a three-phase process:
(1) exploration, (2) invention, and (3) discovery.
Exploration involves the students in concrete experience
with materials. As a consequence of these initial explorations, which sometimes may be highly structured by the
teacher or on other occasions relatively free, the learner
encounters new information which does not fit his existing
structures. This produces disequilibrium. At the appropriate
time, determined by the teacher, he suggests a way of ordering the experiences. In essence, the teacher invents a new
structure which often involves a new concept. This phase,
termed invention, is analogous to Piaget's structure building
and promotes a new state of understanding or equilibrium.
The question now is: Can the new situation be applied in
other situations? During phase three, discovey, further application of the inventions are discovered by the students.
Discovery experiences serve to reinforce, refine, and enlarge
the content of the invention.1°
Again an example from physics may help to clarify these
points. Experience in the laboratory with voltage and resistance, seeing the effect these have on current, and recording all these data is exploration. These exploratory experiences, if provided at the appropriate time, will promote disequilibrium and lead students to question relationships.
Since it would take a brilliant student to invent the notion
that V=IR , the formal statement of that relationship is left
up to the teacher. The teacher, having explained the relationship, has in effect provided a way of ordering the student's experience. This is invention. Now the student is in a
position to make discovery with this new concept. He can
apply it to various types of circuits, magnitudes of voltage,
current, and resistance, practically any type of situation he
can design. That is the true notion of discovery. Exploration, invention, and discovery are the three phases of the
learning cycle and represent a process which will lead the
learner to move from physical action to abstract mental
operations. Science in general - and in our opinion physics
in particular - has a unique opportunity to lead students
to build structures. Are we utilizing it? There is much evidence to suggest we are not."
Levels of T'hinking
Piaget's theory has gone further than describing how mental
structures are formed. He has outlined the basic structures
that dictate behavior from birth to adulthood. The structures fall roughly into four categories. Each category or
stage incorporates and adds to the structure of the previous
stages. If Piaget is correct, it becomes imperative for educators to understand these stages of development. They provide a possible key for adapting instruction to the learner's
capabilities. They further suggest types of activities
which could promote intellectual development.
The child at birth is in a state Piaget calls sensoy-motor.
During this period, which lasts until about 18 months, the
child acquires such practical knowledge as the fact that objects are permanent. The name of the second stage describes
the characteristics of the child - preoperational, the stage of
intellectual development before mental operations appear.
In this stage, which persists until around seven years of age,
the child does not, for example, reverse his thinking; he
exhibits extreme egocentricism, centers his attention upon

a particular aspect of a given object, event, or situation,
reasons transductively, and does not demonstrate conservation'* reasoning. In other words, the child's thinking is
very rigid.
At about seven years of age the thinking stages of children
begin to "thaw put" - they show less rigidity. The stage the
child has entered is called concrete operational Those struG
tures which permit the reversal of thinking et al., which are
denied a pre-operational thinker, begin to show themselves
as the child moves more and more deeply into the concrete
operational stage. The child can now perform what Piaget
calls mental experiments - he can assimilate data from a
concrete experience and arrange and rearrange them in his
head. In other words, the concrete operational child has a
much greater mobility of thought than when he was
younger.
The name of this stage of development - concrete operational - is representative of the type of thinking of this type
of learner. As Piaget explains this stage: "The operations
involved...are called 'concrete' because they related directly
to objects and not yet to verbally stated hypotheses."'3 In
other words, the mental operations performed at this stage
are "object bound" - operations are tied to objects. This
point must be firmly entrenched in the minds of teachers,
because when working with students who are moving
though this stage they must focus their teaching on the
object - the actuality - and not on the abstract. Density,
for example, is an abstraction - lenses are concrete.
As the child begins to emerge from the concrete operational
stage of thought, according to the Piagetian model, he
enters the last stage called formal operational. According
to Piaget, this occurs between 11 and 15 years of age. A
person who has entered that stage of formal thought "...is
an individual who thinks beyond the present and forms
theories about everything, delighting especially in considerations of that which is not."14 Formal operational thought
is capable of reasoning with propositions only and has no
need for objects. It should be pointed out, however, that
for this type of thought to occur it must be developed
through the use of objects. For that reason this type of
thought can be described as propositional logic. An analysis
of formal operations reveals that they "...consist, essentially
of 'implication' ... and 'contradiction' established between
propositions which themselves express classifications, seriatations, etc."15 The formal thinker can form hypotheses and
test them:To do this, he must isolate and control variables
and exclude irrelevant ones. This type of thought can truly
be described as abstract.
The maximum educational gain that comes from the study
of science is derived from the isolation and investigation of
a problem. Quite obviously this involves the formulation
and stating of hypotheses and using a form of thinking
which can be described as, if ..., then ,...,therefore. That is,
of course, propositional logic. In other words, science
teaching should promote formal thought. But it cannot do
so if concrete operational thinkers are asked to interact
with science on a fonnal operational level and their teacher
teaches them as though they think formally. Concrete operational learners must interact with science at that level; they
cannot do otherwise. Only then will they build the strucTHE PHYSlCS TEACHER
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tures that promote their intellectual development toward
formal thought.
Where are today's science students in the development of
formal thought? If the programs of study available for high
school physics are examined, for example, the fact that
they require the use of abstract thinking is immediately apparent. The same can be said for most of the new curriculum developments in science. As Kohlberg and Gilligan recently said: "Clearly the new curricula assumed formal
operational thought rather than attempting to develop it."16
Is such a statement justified? Can science taught at the
pre-collegiate and college levels promote formal thought?
What can teachers do, if anything, as they select and arrange
curricula and interact with students to promote formal
thought? A later article in this journal will address itself to
those questions.
[The second part of this article will appear in the May issue
of The Physics Teacher.]
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Promoting Intellectual Development
Through Science Teaching
John WmRenner and Anton E m Lawson

The previous article in this series, ["Piagetian Theory and Instruction in
Physics," Phys. Teach. 11, 165 (1973)J discussed the process of intellectual development and the intellectual level concepts of Jean Piaget
and briefly commented upon the relation of those ideas to teaching and
learning physics. The purpose of this article is to comment upon the
thought patterns of secondary school and first-year college students and
to suggest types of experiences students need to have to enable them to
move toward acquiring formal thought.
We start with the assumption that all students deserve the opportunity
to develop the capacity to think with the "If ..., then ...,therefore ..."
form - in other words, to develop formal thought. Three questions
immediately arise:
(1) What type(s) of thought do secondary school and first year
college students use?

(2) How can the student's level-of-thought be assessed?
(3) What can educational institutions do to change the type(s) of
thinking students do?

Levels of Thought, Students, and Content
If you reflect back to the first article we prepared on the topic of learning, you will recall that we pointed out that learners begin to leave the
pre-operational stage at around seven years of age. At this point, they
enter the concrete operational stage of thought and, according to Piaget,
move more and more deeply into that stage until somewhere between
11 and 15 years of age. That is the time when they begin to move into
the last stage of intellectual development - formal operational thought.
Now the transition from concrete to formal thought is of the utmost
importance to teachers who work with students in grades 10-12 in the
secondary schools and in their first years of college. If students have
achieved the ability to think formally, the teacher can proceed to lead
them t o deal in the great abstractions of science because they can think
with form, "if ...,then ...,therefore ...," or propositional logic. These
teachers need not be as concerned with providing students direct experience with the materials of the discipline as those teaching concrete
operational thinkers. But if students are concrete operational, they cannot think with propositional logic and all they learn will come from
interacting with the materials of the discipline. These statements carry
with them serious implications for science teaching, indeed for all types
of teaching which deal with abstractions. Therefore, the validity of
these statements must be carefully evaluated. At this particular time
such an evaluation has not been carried out to any satisfactory extent.
However, to any teacher who has had the experience of having his students simply not comprehend what to him seemed eminently clear,
Piaget's hypothesis becomes extremely compelling.
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Basically one can gasp why Piaget asserts that "if ...,then ...,
therefore,.." thinking is required to understand abstract
concepts if you understand the nature of the abstract concepts themselves. The abstractions in physics, as well as in
biology and chemistry, are in actuality models created by
scientists to explain observable data. These models do not
arise directly from the observations; rather, they simply
represent attempts to construct an explanation or model
which implies what is observed. The scientist creates the
model (we do not know how) and reasons ifhis model is
true, then consequences should be found. If the predicted
consequences are indeed found, he has therefore supported
his model. The process is hypotheticodeductive or in the
if ...,then ..., therefore ... form. For a student to fully grasp
the meaning of the abstract models he, too, must be able
to think in the if ..., then ..., therefore ... form. The inertia
principle, for example, has to be deduced and verified
from its implied consequences. Strictly speaking, it does
not give rise to observable empirical evidence.
Consider Newton's second law, F = ma. That law is always
stated (and properly so) in terms of the mass of a body.
Now mass is not a concrete concept - it is an abstraction.
All matter that students have experienced exists in a gravitational field. Therefore what students have experienced is
not mass but weight. This point is of little consequence to
a formal operational thinker; mass is an abstract concept
he can comprehend and do mental experiments with. To
succeed in understanding F = ma (particularly when identifying its units) however, the learner must be able to do
mental experiments with abstract concepts. Now look at
acceleration - a rate of change of a rate of change. A rate
of change is a concrete concept; miles/hour, cents/pound,
and poundslfoot are all situations with which a learner can
have concrete experiences. But when you change that rate
of change so that you are referring to miles/hour/second,
providing experience which will lead a student to that is
nearly impossible. (To make acceleration even more abstract, it is usually written, for example, as ftlsec?) About
the best that can be done is to let the student experience
the fact that as an object slows down, the time intervals required to travel equal distances gef progressively longer.
Now consider the experience students have had with forces.
Those experiences have no doubt been pushes and pulls and
have probably been measured in pounds. Now a student
takes an abstract quantity (mass) which he has not experienced and multiplies it by a second very abstract quantity
(acceleration) and produces a third quantity called force.
But here the force is not measured in pounds but in kilogram-meters/second2 and is called a newton. There is nothing concrete about that entire process. It is a complete abstraction. Now if a student is a formal thinker, he can probably handle that abstraction - he can't ifhe is concrete operational. Do not misread can't to mean "doesn't want to";
it means exactly what it says, can't.
Couple Newton's second law with the calorie, transverse
waves, the particle theory of light, the gauss and maxwell,
and the second law of thermodynamics and you have a
pretty good sampling of a first-year physics course. You
also have a fair list of abstractions. Those are abstract topics
for which formal operations are a necessity. How does a
teacher determine whether or not his class can handle such
abstract topics?

Assessing Student Level of Thought
What we have done in the area of determining student success with tasks which reflect formal operational thought
has been greatly influenced by four sources:
1. Bgirbel Inhelder and Jean Piaget, The Growth of
Logical TPlinking From Childhood to Adolescence (Basic
Books, New York, 1958), Chaps. 1-7.
2. m e Developmental meory of Piaget: Conservation
(John Davidson Film Producers, San Francisco, 1969).
3. Elizabeth F. Karplus and Robert Karplus, "Intellectual Development Beyond the Elementary School: I.
Deductive Logic," [School Sci. Math. LXX, 398 (May
1970)l.

4. Robert Karplus and Rita W.Peterson, "Intellectual
Development Beyond Elementary School 11: Ratio A
Survey," [School Sci. Math. LXX, 813 (Dec. 1970)l.
The foregoing sources contain many more tasks than will
be described here, and you are urged to try them. Here are
two tasks which we have used quite extensively.

( 1 ) The Conservation of Volume (Source 2, above).
This task requires two cylinders of exactly the same size but
having different weight (we have used one made of brass
and the other of aluminum); those properties of the cylinders are pointed out to the student. He is next presented
with two identical tubes partially filled with water and allowed to adjust the water levels until he is convinced that
each tube contains exactly the same amount. The student
is then asked if when the cylinders are put in the tubes, the
heavy cylinder will push the water up more, if the lighter
cylinder will push the level up more, or if the cylinders will
push the levels up the same. The examiner requires the
student to explain his answer, and often it is the explanations and not the initial responses that are most revealing of thought patterns. If the student completes the task
successfully, he has provided evidence of beginning formal
operational thought.
(2) The Exclusion of Irrelevant variables2 (Source
1, above). The student is presented with a pendulum whose
length can be easily changed and three different sized
weights which can be used for the pendulum bob. He is
told to do as many experiments as he needs to, using many
different lengths of string and all the various-sized weights
until he can explain what he needs to do to make the pendulum go fast or slow. Again, note that the examiner bases
his evaluation on the student's explanations. The variables
of string length, angle, and push are also pointed out to the
student. If the examinee recognizes that length is the only
relevant variable, he is about to enter into the formal operational thought period. If he not only excludes the irrelevant variables but hypothesizes a solution to the problem
and demonstrates his solution, he has entered the formal
period. If the student can state a general rule about pendula
in such a way that it can be tested, he is probably capable
of working with propositional logic. Although the concept
of an oscillating pendulum and its period is not an abstract
concept itself (its discovery and construction related directly to a concrete physical experiment), solution of the
pendulum problem does indicate the use of propositional
THE PHYSICS TEACHER

logic and that is a prerequisite to the understanding of

abstraction^.^

The conservation of volume and the pendulum tasks were
taken by college freshmen. The results shown in Table I1
were obtained.

Student Performance on the Tasks
Physics is normally taught in the high schools to students
in grades eleven and twelve. We administered these tasks,
therefore, to 99 eleventh graders and 97 twelfth graders
from Oklahoma public schools. The schools were randomly
selected, and students in each selected school were also
randomly selected. Table I shows what we found.

Table II.Performance of college freshmen for formal
operational tasks,
Number of

Conservation

Exclu-

COllege freshmen

of volume

sion

Table I. Performance of formal operational tasks by a random sample of high school students.
Population

I 1 th Grade (N=99)
Females (N=54)

Conservation
of volume

19

14

26

23

Females (/V=47)

18

16

Males {N=50)

34

20

Males (N=45)

12th Grade (N=97)

The data in Table I suggest that out of the population from
which physics students are drawn, not many are formal
operational. You are urged to administer these tasks to
your students, If you are interested in doing some group
evaluations of your students, study sources three and four
listed earlier. Source three deals with determining student
ability to reason abstractly by presenting a problem and
then providing one clue at a time. The clues and the original statement of the problem must then be analyzed and
used to draw conclusions. Source four assesses student ability to apply the concept of ratio. When using ratios, the
student is utilizing proportional thinking which is an essential component of formal thought. Please do not make the
assumption that by the time students get to physics in high
school only those who think formally enroll. Our high
school data from those enrolling in high school physics,
though not extensive enough to make a definite statement,
suggest that such is not the case. Data will be presented
later which show that many concrete operational thinkers
are found at the first year college level.
Kohlberg and Gilligan report that in a study of the ability
of 265 persons to perform successfully on the pendulum
task (exclusion), these results were obtained:
age 10-15 - 45%;
age 16-20 - 53%;

age 21-30 - 65%;
age 45-50 - 57%.

If you assume that performance on the pendulum task is an
indication that formal operational thought is present, the
foregoing data suggest what our data do - a large percentage of the adolescent population is not formal operational.
Unfortunately, our age ranges and those of Kohlberg and
Gilligan do not coincide exactly, and so no more definite
statement can be made from those two groups of data.
MAY 1973

The data shown in Table I1 clearly reflect that the majority
of college freshmen have not moved deeply into the formal
operational stage of thought - 77 of 185 experiencing success on the exclusion task is not too impressive. We do not
mean to infer that performance on the pendulum task is an
absolute measure of the achievement of formal operational
thought. We do mean to infer that performance on these
tasks is a strong indication of student ability to use propositional logic. We tested our inference that these two tasks
do help isolate formal thinkers - those that use thought
patterns which are "the stock in trade of the logician, the
scientist, or the abstract thinker."' In searching for a test
population we ruled out all quantitative fields because the
tasks are quantitative in nature. We were reminded that the
"if,.., then ..., therefore" construct is also the stock in trade
of the lawyer. In order to survive in the study of law, students have to think mainly on the abstract level. We asked
several groups of second and third year law students'to react
to the two tasks we just described. Table 111reflects our results. A total of 66 students reacted to the tasks and 50 of
them demonstrated formal operational thought. We feel,
therefore, that these two tasks have a good probability of
identifying formal thought.
Table 11 1. Performance of second and third year law
students on two formal operational tasks.
Concrete
Operational

Formal
Operational

Conservation of
volume (N=22)

3

19

Exclusion of
irrelevant variables
(N=44

13

31

What Educational Institutions Can Do
to Foster Formal Thought
Our research has shown us that the level of thought of
junior high school students6 and college freshmen7 can be
changed by providing them inquiry-centered experiences in
science. We believe that the principal reason our research
has shown an increase in the thought levels of students is
because we accepted t h ~most
t
of them participating in the
experiments were concrete operational. That put squarely

upon us the responsibility for providing concrete experiences with the objects and ideas of the discipline. These
students were involved in actually creating some knowledge
of their very own, We know that this was the first time some
of them had been given that opportunity. We believe that
actual involvement with the materials and ideas of science
and being allowed to find out something for themselves accounts for the movement toward and into formal thought
which we found.

take place, and when the present concept needs to be related to the next one by exploration. He must also decide
when exploration of a completely new concept must begin.
This teacher is not a teller, he is a director of learning.
Traditional teaching methods embrace the notions that
(a) teaching is telling, (b) memorization is learning, and
(c) being able to repeat something on an examination is
evidence of understanding - those points are the antithesis of inquiry.

Science teachers in general and physics teachers in particular have a vehicle at their command that makes active stddent involvement convenient. That vehicle is the laboratory.
Both of our research studies had the laboratory at its nerve
center. In the case of the college study that laboratory did
not too frequently involve hardware and chemicals, but it
was a place where data were gathered, ideas were honed,
hypotheses were made and tested, and verifications were
carried out. That is the true laboratory.

The development of formal thought must become the
focus of attention of every teacher in the country. The Educational Policies Comrnission said. in 1961. that the
central purpose of the school must'be to teach students t o
think and they operationally defined thinking.'' Such
good advice! We would add that the central role of the
school must be to teach children to think with form not
objects - in other words, to move students into the stage
of formal operational thought, Science has the structure
to enhance greatly the achievement of this objective. We
must not blow our chances to make a maximum contribution to education in general and education in science in
particular! Let's establish an environment in our classrooms
that encourages and promotes formal thought!

In teaching the majority of physics courses (both college
and high school) the laboratory can be used to lead students, through inquiryY8to develop understandings of the
concepts to be learned. The teacher, then, has three responsibilities to discharge before ever meeting a class:
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PART 1
Cognitive Development in Children: Piaget
Development and Learning
Center for Genetic Epistenzology, Geneva,
Switzerland
My dear colleagues, I am very concerned
about what to say to you, because I do
not know if I shall accomplish the end that
has been assigned to me. But I have
been told that 'the important thing is not
what you say, but the discussion which
follows and the answers to questions you are
asked. So this morning I shall simply
give a general introduction of a few ideas
which seem to me to be important for the
subject of this conference.
First I would like to make clear the difference between two problems: the problem
of development in general and the problem
of learning. I think these probleins are
very different, although some people do not
make this distinction.
The development of knowledge is a
spontaneous process, tied to the whole
process of embryogenesis. Embryogenesis
concerns the developnlent of the body, but
it concerns as well the development of the
nervous system and the development of
mental functions. I n the case of the development of knowledge in children, embryogenesis ends only in adulthood. It is a
total developinental process which we must
re-situate in its general biological and
psychological context. I n other words,
development is a process which concerns the
t.oi.ality of the structures of knowledge.
Learning presents the opposite case. In
general, learning is provoked by situationsprovoked by a psychological experimenter;
or by a teacher, with respect to some didactic
point; or by an external situation. It is
provoked, in general, as opposed to spon'

li'6

taneous. In addition, it is a limited process-limited to a single problem, or to a
single structure.
So I think that developnlent explains
learning, and this opinion is contrary to
the widely held opinion that developnlc~lt
is a sun1 of discrete learning experie~~oes.
For some psychologists development is
reduced to a series of specific learned items,
and development is thus the sum, the cumulation of this series of specific items. I
think this is an atomistic view which deforms
the real state of things. In reality, development is the essential process and cach
element of learning occurs as a function of
total development, rather than hang an
element which explains developnicnt. I
shall begin, then, with a first part dealing
with development, and I shall talk about
learning in the second part.
To understand the developlnent of l;rloWledge, we must start with an idea which
seems central to me-the
idea of an
operation. Knowledge is not a copy of
reality. To know an object, to ki~owan
evenh, is not siniply to look at it and nlakc
a mental copy or image of it. To lirlow
an object is to act on it. To know is to
modify, to transform the objecl, and t,o
understand the process of this transformation, and as a consequence to understand the way the object is constructed.
An operation is thus the essence of lalo~vledge; it is an interiorized action which
modifies the object of knowledge For
instance an operation would co~lsist of
joining objects in a class to co~lstruc*ta
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classification. Or an operation would consist of ordering, or putting things in a
series. Or an operation would consist of
counting, or of measuring. In other words,
it is a set of actions modifying the object,
and enabling the knower to get at the structures of the transfor~nation.
An operation is an interiorized action.
But, in addition, it is a reversible action;
that is, it can tala place in both directions,
for instance, adding or subtracting, joining
or separating. So it is a particular type
of action which inakes up logical structures.
Above all, an operation is never isolated.
I t is always linked t,o other operations, and
as a result it is always a part of a total
structure. For instance, a logical class does
not exist in isolation; what exists is the
total structure of classification. An asymmetrical relation does not exist in isolation.
Seriation is the nahral, basic operational
structure. A number does not exist
isolation. What exists is the series of
nun~berswhich constitute a structure, an
exceedingly rich structure whose various
properties have been 3evealed by mathematicians.
These operational structures are what
seem to me to constitiute the basis of knowledge, the na;tural psychological reality,
in terms of which we must understand the
development of knowledge. And the central problem of developnlent is to understand the formation, elaboration, organization, and functioning of these structures.
I should like to review the stages of
development of these structures, not in any
detail, but simply as a reminder. I shall
distinguish four main stages. The first
is a sensory-motor, pre-verbal stage, lasting
approximately the first 18 months of life.
During this stage is developed the practical
knowledge which constitutes the substructure of later representational knowledge.
An example is the construction of the schema
of the permanent objecb For an infant,
during the first months, an object has no
permanence. When it disappears from the
perceptual field it no longer exists. No
attempt is made t o find it again. Later,

the infant will try to find it., and he will
h d it by localizing it spatially. Consequently, along with the collst~uctionof the
permanent object there comes the co~lstruction of practical or sensory-motor space.
There is similarly the construclion of ternporal succession, and of elementary sensorymotor causality. In other words, there
is a series of structures which are indispensable for the structures of later representational thought.
I n a second stage, we have pre-operational
representation-the beginnings of language,
of the symbolic function, and therefore of
thought, or representation. But at the
level of representational thought, there must
now be a reconstruction of all that was
developed on the sensory-motor level. That
is, the s&ry-motor
actions are not immediately translated into operations. I n
fact, during all this second period of preoperatioil representations, there are as
yet no operations as I defined this term a
moment ago. Specifically, there is as yet
no conservation which is the psychological
criterion of the presence of reversible operations. For example, if we pour liquid fro111
one glass to &other of a different shape,
the pre-operational, child will . think there
is more in one than in the other. In the
absence of operational reversibility, there
is no conservation of quantity.
.
In a third stage the first operations appear,
but I call these concrete operations because
they operate on objects, and not yet
on verbally expressed hypotheses. l7or
example, there are the operations of classification, ordering, the construction of t,he
idea of number, spatial arid temporal opera'tions, and all the fundamental operations
of elementary logic of classes and relations,
of elementary mathematics, of elementary
geometry, and even of elementary physics.
Finally, in the fourth stage, these operations are surpassed as the child reaches the
level of what I call formal or hyp~thet~icdeductive operations; that is, he can nol17
reason on hypotheses, and not only on
objects. He constructs new operations,
operations of propositional logic, and not
,
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simply the operations of classes, relations,
and numbers. He attains new structures
which are on the one hand combinatorial,
corresponding to what mathematicians call
lattices; on the other hand, more complicated group structures. At the level
of concrete operations, the operations apply
within an immediate neighboi-hood: for
instance, classification by successive inclusions. At the level of the combinatorial,
however, the groups are much more mobile.
These, then, are the four stages which we
identify, whose formation we shall now
attempt to explain.
What factors can be called upon to explain
the development from one set of structures
to another? It seems to me that there
are four main factors: first of all, maturation,
in the sense of Gesell, since this development
is a continuation of the enzbryogenesis;
second, the role of expel-ience of the effects
of the physical environment on the structures of intelligence; third, social trans~nissionin the broad sense (linguistic transmission, education, etc.); and fourth, a
factor which is too often neglected but one
which seenzs to me fundamental and even
the principal factor. I shall call this the
factor of equilibration or if you prefer it,
of self-regulation.
Let us start with the first factor, maturation. One might thinlc that these stages
are simply a reflection of an interior maturation of the nervous system, following the
hypotheses of Gesell, for example. Well,
maturation certainly does play an indispensable role and must not be ignored. It
certainly talies part in every transformation
that talies place during a child's development. However, this first factor is insufficient in itself. First of all, we know practically nothing about the maturation of the
nervous systenz beyond the first months
of the child's existence. We know a little
bit about it during the first two years but
wc know very little following this tinze. But
above all, maturation doesn't explain everything, because the average ages a t which
these stages appear (the average chronological ages) vary a great deal from one society to

another. The ordering of these st,agcs is
constant and has been found in all t.he so&ties studi.ed. It has been found in various
countries where psychologists in u11ivc.rsities have redone the experiments hut it
has also been found in African peoples for
example, in the children of the Bush~lial,
and in Iran, both in the villages and in the
cities. However, although the order. of
succession is constant, the chronological
ages of these stages varies a great deal. ]?or
instance, the ages which we have found in
Geneva are not necessarily the ages which
you would find in the United States. In
Iran, furthermore, in the city of Teharan,
they found approxi~natelythe same ages
as we found in Geneva, but there is a systeinatic delay of two years in the childre11 in
the country. Canadian psychologists ~ ~ 1 1 0
redid our experiments, Monique Laurendeau
and Father Adrien Pinard, found once again
about the same ages in Montreal. Hut
when they redid the experiments in Martinique, they found a delay of four years in all
the experiments and this in spite of the fact.
that the children in Martinique go to a
school set up according to the .French system
and the French curriculum and attain a t
the end of this elementary school a ner.t.ificat;u
of higher primary education. There is
then a delay of four years, that is, tfherc arc?
the same stages, but systelnatically delayed.
So you see that these age variations SIIOTV
that maturation does not explain everytlling.
I shall go on now to the role played by
experience. Experience of objects, of physical reality, is obviously a basic factor in
the development of cognitive structur.os.
But once again this factor does not explain
everything. I can give two rcaso~ls for
this. The first reason is that so~ileof the
concepts which appear a t the beginning of
the stage of concrete operations are suoh
that I cannot see how they could be drawri
from experience. As an example, let us
take the conservation of the suhstali(;e in
the case of changing the shape of a ball of
plasticene. We give this ball of plastioene
to a child who changes it.s shape int80 a
sausage form and we ask him if thcrc is Ihe
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same amount of matter, that is, the same
'amount of substance as there was before.
We also ask h p ~if it now has the same
weight and thirdly if it now has the same
volume. The volun~eis measured by the
displacement of water when we put the
ball or the sausage into a glass of water.
The findings, which have been the same
every time this experiment has been done,
show us that first of all there is conservation
of the amount of substance.. At about
eight years old a child will say, "There is
the same.amount of plasticene." Only later
does the child assert that the weight
is conserved and still later that the volume
is conserved. .So I would ask you where
the idea of the conservation of substance
can come from. What is a constant and
invariant substance when it doesn't yet
have a constant weight or a constant
volume?. Through p ception you can get
a t the weight of the all or the volume of
the ball but perception cannot give you an
idea of the iplount of substance. No
experiment, no experience can show the
child. that there is the same amount of
substance. He can weigh the ball and
that would lead to the conservation of
weight. He can immerse it in water and that
would lead to the conservation of volume.
But the notion of substance is attained
before either weight or volume. This
conservation of substance is simply a
logical necessity. The child now understands that when there is a transformation
something must be conserved because by
reversing the transformation you can come
back to the point of departure and once
again have the ball. He knows that something is conserved but he doesn't know what.
It is not yet the weight, it is not yet the
volume; it is simply a logical f o r m a
logical necessity. There, it seems to me,
is an exaniple of a ,progress in knowledge,
a logical necessity for something to be
conserved even though no experience can
have lead to this notion:
My second objection to the sufficiency of
experience as an explanatory factor is that
this notion of experience is a very' equivocal

t
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one. There are, in fact, two kinds of
experience which are psychologically veiy
different and this differeilceis very in~portant~
from the pedagogical point of view. It is
because of the pedagogical importa~icethat
I emphasize this distinction. First of all,
there is what I shall call physical experieuce,
and, secondly, what I shall call logicalmathematical experience.
Physical experience consists of acting
upon objects and drawing some knowledge
about the objects by abstraction from the
objects. For example, to discover that
this pipe is heavier than this watch, the
chid will weigh them both and find the
difference in the objects themselves. This
is experience in the usual sense of the termin the sense used by empiricists. But there
is a second type of experience which I
shall call logical mathematical experience
where the knowledge is not drawn from the
objects, but it is drawn by the actions
effected upon the objects. This is not
the same thing. When one acts upon
objects, the objects are indeed there, but
there is also the set of actions which modify
the objects.
I shall give you an example of this type
of experience. I t is a nice example because
we .have verified it many times in small
children under seven years of age, but it
is also an example which one of my mathematician friends has related to me about
his own childhood, and he dates his mathematical career from this experience. When
he was four or five years old-I don't know
exactly how old, but a small child-he
was seated on the ground in his garden and
he was counting pebbles. Now to count
these pebbles he put them in a row and he
counted them one, two, three, up to ten.
Then he finished counting them and started
to count them in the other direction. He
began by the end and once again he found
ten. He found this marvelous that there
were ten in one direction and ten in the
other direction. So he put them in a
circle and counted them that way and found
ten once again. Then he counted thein in
the other direction and found ten once
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more, So he put them in some other
arrangement and kept counting them and
kept iinding ten. There was the discovery
that he made.
Now what indeed did he discover? He
did not discover a property of pebbles;
he discovered a property of the action of
ordering. The pebbles had no order. It
was his action which introduced a linear
order or a cyclical order, or any kind of an
order. He discovered that the sum was
independent of the order. The order was
the action which he introduced among the
pebbles. For the sum the same principle
applied. The pebbles had no sum; they
were simply in a pile., To make a sum,
action was necessary-the
operation of
putting together and counting. He found
that the sum was independent of the order,
in other words, that the action of putting
together is independent 'of the action of
ordering. He discovered a property of
actions and not a property of pebbles. You
may say that it is in the nature of pebbles
to let this be done to them and this is true.
But it could have been drops of water, and
drops of water would not have let this be
done to them because two drops of water
and two drops of water do not make four
drops of water as you know very well.
Drops of water then would not let this be
done to them, we agree to that.
So it is not the physical property of pebbles which-the experience uncovered. It is
the properties of the actions carried out on
the pebbles, and this is quite another form
of experience. It is the point of departure
of mathematical deduction. The subsequent deduction will consist. of interiorizing
these actions and then of combining them
without needing any pebbles. The rnathematician no longer needs his pebbles. He
can combine his operations simply with
syinbols, and the point of departure of this
mathematical deduction is logical-mathematical experience, and this is not a t all
experience in the sense of the empiricists.
It is the beginning of the coordination of
actions, but this coordination of actions
before the stage of operations needs t.o be
,
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supported by concrete material. Later, this
coordination of actions leads to tho logicalmathematical structures. I believe that
logic is not a derivative of language. The
source of logic is much more profound. It
is the total coordination of actions, actions
of joining things together, or orderitlg
things, etc. This is what logical-mathematical experience is. It is an expe1-iolu:e
of the actions of the subject, and 1101 an
experience of objects themselves. It is an
experience which is necessary before there
can be operations. Once the operations
have been attained this experience in no
longer needed and the coordinations of
actions can take place by themselves in tho
form of deduction and construction for
abstract structures.
The third factor is social transmissionlinguistic transmission or educational transmission. This factor, once again, is fundamental. I do not deny the role of ally
one of these factors; they all play a part.
But this factor is insufEcient because t,he
child can receive valuable inforniation via
language or via education directed by an
adult only if he is in a state where he can
understand this information. That is, to
receive the information he nlust have a
structure which enables him to assimilate
this information. This is why you cannot
teach higher mathenlatics to a five-year-old.
He does not yet have structures whic.11
enable him to understand.
I shall take a much sinlpler example,
an example of linguistic transmission. As
my very &st work in the realm of child
psychology, I spent a long time studying
the relation between a part and a whole ill
concrete experience and in language. For
example, I used Burt's test employing Ihe
sentence, "Some of my flowers are butt(^cups." The child knows that all buttercups are yellow, so there are three possible
conclusions : the whole bouquet is yellow,
or part of the bouquet is yellow, or noilc of
the flowers in the bouquet are yellow. 1
found that up until nine years of age (and
this was in Paris, so the children certaillly
did understand the French language) they
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replied, "The whole bouquet is yellow or
some of my flowers are yellow." Both of
those mean the same thing. They did not
understand the expression, "some of my
flowers." They did not understand this
of as a partitive genitive, as the inclusion of
some flowers in my flowers. They understood some of my flowers to be my several
flowers as if the several flowers and the
flowers were confused as one and the same
class. So there you have children who
until nine years of age heard every day a
linguistic structure which implied the inclusion of a subclass in a class and yet did
not understand this structure. I t is only
when they themselves are in 5.rm possession
of this logical structure, when they have
constructed it for themselves according to
the developmental lqws which we shall
discuss, that they succebd in understanding
correctly the linguistic expression.
I come now to the fourth factor which is
added to the three preceding ones but which
seems to me to be the fundamental one.
This is what I call the factor of equilibration.
Since there are already three factors, they
must somehow be equilibrated among themselves. That is one reason for bringing iil
the factor of equilibration. There is a
second reason, however, which seems to me
to be fundamental. I t is that in the act
of knowing, the subject is active, and consequently, faced with an external disturbance,
he will react in order to compensate and
consequentl~,rhe will tend towards equilibrium. Equilibrium, defined by active compensation, leads to reversibility. Operational reversibility is a model of an equilibrated system where a transformation in
one direction is compensated by a transformation in the other direction. Equilibration, as I understand it, is thus an active
process. It is a process of self-regulation.
I think that this self-regulation is a fundalliental factor in development. I use this
term in the sense in which it is used in
cybernetics, that is, in the sense of processes
with feedback and with feedforward, of
processes which regulate themselves by a
progressive compensation of systenls. This
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process of equilibration takes the fonn of a
succession of levels of equilibriuln, of levels
which have a certain probability which I
shall call a sequential probability, that is,
the probabilities are not established a pio7.i.
There is a sequence of levels. It is not
possible to reach the second level unless
equilibrium has been reached at the Grst
level, and the equilibrium of the third level
only becomes possible when the equilibrium of the second level has been reached,
and so forth. That is, each level is determined as the most probable given that the
preceding level has been reached. It is
not the most probable at the beginning,
but it is the most probable once the preceding level has been reached.
As an exaniple, let us take the development of the idea of conservation in the
transformation of the ball of plasticene into
the sausage shape. Here you can discern
four levels. The most probable a t the
beginning is for the child to think of only
one dimension. Suppose that there is a
probability of 0.8, for instance, that the
child will focus on the length, and that
the width has a probability of 0.2. This
would mean that of ten children, eight
will focus on the length alone without
paying any attention to the width, and two
will focus on the width without paying any
attention to the length. They will focus
only on one dimension or the other. Since
the two dimensions are independent a t this
stage, focusing on both a t once would have
a probability of only 0.16. That is less than
either one of the two. In other words,
the most probable in the beginning is to
focus only on one dimension and in fact the
child will say, "It's longer, so there's more
in the sausage." Once he has reached this
first level, if you continue to elongate the
sausage, there comes a moment when he
will say, "No, now it's too thin, so there's
less." Now he is thinking about the width,
but he forgets the length, so you have conle
to a second level which becomes the most
probable after the first level, but which is
not the most probable at the point, of
departure. Once he has focused on the
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width, he will come back sooner or later
to focus on the length. Here you will have
a third level where he will oscillate between
width and length and where he will
discover that the two are related. When
you elongate you make it thinner, and
when you make it shorter, you make i t
thicker. He discovers that the two are
solidly related and in discovering this relationship, he will start to think in terms of
transformation and not only. in terms of
the h a 1 coniiguration. Now he will say
that when it gets longer it gets thinner, so
it's the same thing. There is more of it
in length but less of it in width. When
you make it shorter it gets thicker; there's
less in length and more in width, so there
is compensation-compensation which defines equilibrium in the sense in which I
defined it a moment ago. Consequently,
you have operations and conservation. In
other words, in the course of these developments you will always h d a process of
self-regulation which I call equilibration and
which seems to me the fundamental f&CtOl
in the acquisition of logical-mathematical
knowledge.
I shall go on now to the second part of
my lecture, that is, to deal with the topic
of learning. Classically, learning is based
on the stinldueresponse schema. I think
the stimulus-response schema, . while I
won't say it is false, is in any case entirely
incapable of explaining cognitive learning.
Why? Because when you think of a
stimulus-response schema, you think usually that first of all there is a stimulus and
then a response is set off by this stimulus.
For my part, I am convinced that the
response was there first, if I can express
myself in this way. A stimulus is a stimulus
only to the extent that it is significant,
and it becomes significant only to the
extent that there is a structure which
permits its assimilation, a structure which
can integrate this stimulus but which at
the same time sets off the response. In
other words, I would propose that the
stimulus-response schema be written in
the circular form-in the form of a schema

or of a structure which is not siniply one
way. I would propose that above aU,
between the stimulus and the respo~lse,
there is the organism, the organism and
its structures. The stimulus is really a
stimulus only when it is assimilated into a
structure and it is this s t r u c t ~ ewhich
s.ets off the response. Consequently, it
is not an exaggeration to say that, the
response is there first, or if you wish at the
beginning there is the structure. Of course
we would want to understand how this structure comes to be. I tried to do this earlier
by
a model of equilibration or
self-regulation. Once there is a structure,
the stimulus will set off a response, but orlly
by the intermediary of this structure.
I should like to present *me facts. We
have facts in great number. -. I shall choose
only one or two and I shall choose sorrie
facts which our colleague, Smedslund, has
gathered. (Smedslund is currently a t the
Harvard Center for Cognitive Studies.)
Smedslund arrived in Geneva a few years
ago convinced (he had published this in
one of his papers) that the developnlent of
the ideas of conservation could be in-.
dehitely accelerated through learning of
a stimulwresponse type. I invited S~nedslund to come to spend a year in Geneva
to show us this, to show a s that he could
accelerate the development of operational
conservation. I shall relate only one of his
experiments.
During the year that he spent in Get~cva
he chose to work on the conse~atio~l
of
weight. The conservation of weight is,
in fact, easy to study since there is a possible external reinforcement, that is, si~nply
weighing the ball and the sausage 011 a
balance. Then you can study the child's
reactions to these external results. Smedslund studied the conservation of weight
on the one hand, and on the other hand he
studied the transitivity of weights, that is,
the transitivity of equalities if A = B and
B = C, then A = C, or the transitivit,jr of
the inequalities if A is 1ws than B, and B is
less than C, then A is less than C.
As far as conservation is conoen~ed,
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Smedshmd succeeded very easily with fiveand six-year-old children in getting them
to generalize that weight is conserved when
the ball is transformed into a different shape.
The child' sees the ball transformed into
a sausage or into little pieces or into a
or into' any other 'form, he weighs
it, and he sees that it is always the same
thing. He will affirm it will be the same
thing, no matter what you do to it; it
will come out to be the same weight. Thus
Smedslund very easily achieved the conservation of weight by this sort of external
reinforcement.
In contrast to this, however, the same
rliethod did not succeed in teaching transitivity. The children resisted the notion of
transitivity. A child would redict correctly in certain cases but he
uld inalce
his predictioil as a possibility or a probability
and not as a certainty. There was never
this generalized certainty in the case of
transitivity.
So there is the first example, which seems
to nze very instructive, because in this problem in the conservation of weight there are
two aspects. There is the physical aspect
and there is the logical-mathematical aspect. Note that Smedslund started his
study by establishing that there was a
correlation between conseivation and transitivity. He began by making a statistical
study on the relationships between the
spontaneous responses to the questions about
conservation and the spontaneous responses
to the questions about transitivity, and he
found a very significant correlation. But
in the learning experiment, he obtained
a learning of conservation and not of transitivity. Consequently, Ire successfully obtained a learning of what I called earlier
physical experience (which is not surprising
since it is simply a question of noting facts
about objects), but he did not successfully
obtain a learning in the construction of the
logical structure. This 'doesn't surprise
me either, since the logical structure is not
the result of physical experience. I t cannot
be obtained by external reinforcement.
The logical structure is reached only through
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internal equilibration, by self-regulatiot 1,
and the external reinforcement of seeing that.
the balance did not suffice to establish this
logical structure of transitivity.
I could give many other comparable examples, but it seems useless to me to insist
upon these negative examples. Now I
should like to show that learning is possible
in the case of these logical-mathematical
structures, but on one condition-that is,
that the structure which you want to teach
to the subjects can be supported by simpler,
more elementary, logical-mathematical
structures. I shall give you an example.
I t is the example of the conservation of
number in the cask of one-to-one correspondence. If .you give a child seven blue tokens
and ask him to put down as many red tokens,
there is a preoperational stage where he will
put one red one opposite each blue one. But
when you spred out the red ones, nmking
them into a longer row, he will say to you,
'!Now, there are more red ones than there
are blue ones."
Now how can we accelerate, if you want
to accelerate, the acquisition of this conservation of number? well, you can imagine
an analogous structure but in a simpler,
more elementary situation. For example,
with Mlle. Inhelder, we have been studying
recently the notion of one-to-one come
spondence by giving the child two glasses
of the same shape and a big pile of beads.
The child puts a bead into one glass with
one hand and at. the same time a bead into
the other glass with the other hand. Tinie
after time he repeats this action, a bead into
one glass with one hand and a t the same t i n ~ e
a bead into the other glass with the other
hand and he sees that the? is always the
same amount on each side. Then you hide
one of the glasses. You cover it up. He no
longer sees this glass but he continues to
put one bead into it while a t the same time
putting one bead into the other glass which
he can e.Then you ask him whether the
equality has been con&rved, whether there
is still the same amount in one glass as in
the other. Now you will find that very s n d
children, about four years old, don't want
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to inake a prediction. They will say, "So
far, it has been the same amount, but now
I don't know. I can't see any more, so I
don't know." They do not want to generalize. But the generalization is made from
the age of about five and one-half years.
This is in contrast to the case of the red
and blue tokens with one row spread out,
where it isn't until seven or eight years of
age that children will say there are the same
nunlber in the two rows. As one example
of this generalization, I recall a little boy
of five years and nine months who had been
adding the beads to the glasses for a little
while. Then we asked him whether, if he
continued to do this all day and all night
and all the next day, there would always
be the same amount in the two glasses.
The little boy gave this admirable reply.
"Once you know, you know for always."
In other words, this was recursive reasoning.
So here the child does acquire the structure
in this specific case. The number is a
synthesis of class inclusion and ordering.
This synthesis is being favored by the child's
own actions. You have set up a situation
where there is an iteration of one same nction which continues and which is therefore
ordered while a t the same time being inclusive. You have, so to speak, a localized
synthesis of inclusion and ordering which
facilitates the construction of the idea
of nunlber in this specific case, and there you
can find, in effect, an influence of this
experience on the other experience. However, this influence is not imniediate.
We study the generalization from this recursive situation to the other situation
where the tokens are laid on the table in
rows, and it is not an immediate generalization but it is made possible through intermediaries. In other words, you can find
some learning of this structure if you base
the learning on simpler structures.
In this same area of the developn~entof
riumerical structures, the psychologist Joachiiri Wohlwill, who spent a year at our
Institute at Geneva, has also shown that
this acquisition can be accelerated through
introducing additive operations, which is

what we introduced also in the expel-inlent
which I just described. Wahlwill introduced them in a different way but he too was
able to obtain a certain learning effect.
I n other words, learning is possible if
you base the more complex structure 011
simpler structures, that is, when there is a
natural relationship and development, of
structures and not simply an exteinal yainforcement.
Now I would like to take a few minutes to
conclude what I was saying. My first
conclusion is that learning of strutrt,ures
seems to obey the same laws a s the nalural
development of these structures. I n ot,her
words, learning is subordinated to development and not vice-versa as I said in the
introduction. No doubt you will object
that some investigators have succeeded
in teaching operational structures. But,
when I am faced with these facts, , I always
have three questions which I want to have
answered before I am convinced.
The first question is: "Is this learning
lasting? What remains two weeks or a
month later?" If a structure develops
spontaneously, once it has reached a state of
equilibrium, it is lasting, it will, continue
throughout the child's entire life. Whcli
you achieve the learning by external reinforcement, is the result lasting or not
and what are the conditions necessary for jt
to be lasting?
The second question is: "How much
generalization is possible?" What makes
learning interesting is the possibility of
transfer of a generalization. When you have
brought about some learning, you can always
ask whether this is an isolated piece in t'hc
midst of the child's mental life, or if it is really
a dynamic structure which can lead t'o
generalizations.
Then there is the third question: "In the
case of each learning experience what was
the 0pera;tional level of'the subject before
the experience and what more co~liplex
structures, has this l~arningsucceeded in
achieving?" I n other words, we must looli
a t each specific learning experience from the
point of view of the spontaneous operatio~~s
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which were present at the outset and the
operational level which has been achieved
after the learning experience.
My second conclusion is that the fundamental relation involved in all development and all learning is not the relation
of association. In the stimulus-response
schema, the relation between the response
and the stimulus is understood to be one of
association. In contrast to this, I think.
that the fundamental relation is one of
assimilation. ~ssimilationis not the same
as association. I shall define assimilation
as the integration of any sort of reality into a
structure, and it is this assimilation which
seems to me to be fundamental in learning,
and which seems to me to be the fundamental
relation from the point of vie of pedagogical 6r didactic applications. \ll
of my
remarks today represent the child and the
learning subject as active. An operation
is an activity. Learning is possible only
when there is active assimilation. It is
this activity on the part of the subject
which seems to me to be underplayed in the
stimulus-response schema. The presentation which I propose puts the emphasis on
the idea of self-regulation, on assimilation.
All the emphasis is placed on the activity
of the subject himself, and I think that without this activity there is no possible didactic
or pedagogy which significantly transforms the subject.
Finally, and this will be my last concluding
reniarlr, I would like to coniment on an
excellent publication by the psychologist
Berlyne. Berlyne spent a year with us in
Geneva during which he intended to translate our results on the development of operations into stimulus-response language, specifically into Hull's learning theory. Berlyne
published in our series of studies of genetic
epistemology a very good article on this
conlparison between the results obtained in
Geneva and Hull's theo:y.
In the same
volume, I published a commentary on
Berlyne's results. The essence of Berlyne's
results is this: Our findings can very well be
translated into Hullian language, but only
on condition that two modifications are
'
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introduced. Berlyne himself f o u ~ ~these
d
modifications .quite considerable, hut* they
seemed to him to concern more the conceptualization than the Hullian theory itself. I am not. so sure about that. The
two modifications are these. First of all,
Berlyne wants to distinguish two sorts of
response in the S-R schema: (a) responses
in the ordinary, classical sense, which I
shall call "copy responses;" (b) responses
which Berlyne calls "transformation responses." Transformation responses consist of transforming one response of the
first type into another response of the first
type. These transformation responses are
what I call operations, and you can see
right away that this f a rather serious
modification of Hull's conceptualization
because here you are introducing an element of transformation alhd thus of assimilation and no longer the simple association of
stin~ulus-responsetheory.
The second modification which Berlyne
introduces into the stimulus-response language is the introduction of what he calls
internal reinforcements. What are these
internal reinforcements? They are what I
c d equilibration or self-regulation. The
internal reinforcements are what enable the
subject to eliminate contradictions, incompatibilities, and conflicts. AU development is composed of momentary cohflicts
and incompatibilities which must be overcome to reach a higher level of equilibrium.
Berlyne calls this elimination of incompatibilities internal reinforcements.
So you see that it is indeed a s t i m u l u ~
response theory, if you will, but first you
add operations and then you add equilibration. That's all we want!
Editor's nok: A brief question and answer period
followed Professor Piaget's presenIcrtion. Tlre jirsi
question rel&d to the fact that the eight-year-old chdd
acquires wnservation of weQM and volume. T h
question asked if this didn't wntradiet the order of
emrgenee of the pre-operaiional and operational stages.
Piagei's response f o l h s :

The conservation of weight and the conservation of volume are not due only to

'

-

experience. There is also involved a logical
framework which is characterized by reversibility and the system of compensations.
I an1 only saying that in the case of weight
and volume, weight corresponds to a perception. There is an empirical contact.
The same is true of volume. But in the
case of substance, I don't see how there can
be ariy perceptio~lof substance independent
of weight or volume. The strange thing
is that this riotion of substance comes before
the two other notions. Note that in the
history of thought we have the same thing.
The first Greelr: physicists, the pre-socratic
philosophers, discovered conservation of
substance independently of any experience.
I do not believe this is contradictory to
the theory of operations. This conservation of substance is siiziply the affiriziation
that something must be conserved. The
children do not know specifically what is
conserved. They know that since the sausage can beco~nea ball again there must be
something which is conserved, and saying
"substance" is simply a way of translating
this logical necessity for conservation. But
this logical necessity results directly froin
the discovery of operations. I do not tlziiili
that this is contradictory with the theory of
development.
Edilor's note: ?'he second question zas whether or not
/he development of stages in children's thinking could
be accekrated hy practice, training, ancl exercise in
perception and memory. Piaget's response follows:

I am not very sure that exercise of perception and memory would be sufficient.

I think that we ilzust distinguish within t,hc
cognitive function two very different aspects
which I shall call the figurative aspect and
the operative aspect. The figurative aspc:c.t
deals with static configurations. In physical reality there are states, and in addition
to these there are tra~lsformations wl~icll
lead from one state to another. In cognitive functioning one has the figurative aspects-for example, perception, imitation,
mental imagery, etc.
The operative aspect includes operatiol~s
and the actioris which lead from one state
to another. I11 children of the higher stagca
and in adults, the figurative aspects arc
subordinated to the operative aspects. Any
given state is understood to be the result of
some transformation and the point of departure for another transformation. But
the pre-operational child does not understand
transformations. He does not have tJll(1
operations necessary to understand the111
so he puts all the emphasis on the stalk
quality of the states. I t is because of this,
for example, that in the conservation experiments he simply compares the initial state
and the final state without being concer11c.d
with the transformation.
In exercising perception and n~emory,I
feel that you will reinforce the figurative
aspect without touchirig the operative aspect. Consequently, I'm not sure that this
mill accelerate the developizlent of cognitive.
structures. What needs to be reinforocd
is the operative aspect-not the analysis of
states, but the uriderstarlding of transformations.

Physics Problems and
the Process of Self .Regulation
Anton E. Lawson and Warren T. Wollman

In two previous articles1q2 Jean Piaget's theory of intellectual
development and its general implications for physics teaching were
discussed. The purpose of this article is to examine more closely one
aspect of that theory and discuss its implications for designing and
using homework problems. We will briefly describe the process of
self-regulation (the process Piaget hypothesizes governs all intellectual
growth) and suggest a way in which homework problems can be used to
provide students an opportunity for self-regulation. Further, we will
discuss deficiencies of typical homework problems and provide a
number of example problems which we believe can initiate
self-regulation. Through the process of self-regulation initiated by
thought-provoking problems, we believe students will not only be able
to develop understandings of the concepts involved but will also
progress from relatively concrete (or limited) to more abstract (or
generalizable) modes of thinking.

The process of self-regulation
The process by which Piaget hypothesizes that patterns of
reasoning are refined, extended, or combined with other patterns of
reasoning is called self-regulation, Initially, basic reasoning patterns
serve to guide an individual's actions within his surroundings. As long as
those actions promote satisfactory interaction, the basic patterns
continue to guide behavior. However, owing to the individual's
extended interaction with his environment he meets contradictions.
that is, situations for which his initial patterns of reasoning do n o t
serve as effective guides to behavior. These contradictions produce a
state of disequilibrium. In other words, his patterns of reasoning are
found wanting and must somehow be changed. If the disequilibrium is
not too great, he will spontaneously begin to alter his patterns of
reasoning in an attempt to assimilate the new situation. The process by
which an individual actively seeks to reestablish equilibrium is termed
self-regulation. The altered reasoning patterns which develop are then
tried. If the patterns guide behavior successfully so that the person's
efforts obtain positive feedback the patterns are reinforced. Continued
positive feedback then produces an increasingly stable set of reasoning
patterns. In this manner the person gradually builds new reasoning
patterns and adapts to new situations.

Homework problems can initiate self-regulation
The gradual process of reestablishing equilibrium through
self-regulation affords the possibility of initiating interactions between
students and subject matter with the use of homework problems
provided the following two factors are present: Problems must be
chosen so that the student can partially but not completely understand
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Typical homework problems seldom require a student
to examine his own thinking.

them in terms of old ideas (i.e., a moderate state of
disequilibrium must result from the problem); and
sufficient time must be allowed for the student to grapple
with the new situation, possibly with appropriate "hints"
to direct his thinking, but allowing him to put the ideas
together himself.
An important facet then in selecting problems which
encourage self-regulation is to obtain a careful match
between what the student knows and the kind of problem
he is asked to work through. The ideal situation would
seem to be one in which the problems are challenging but
are felt t o be solvable. The hypothesis is that a challenging
but solvable problem will place a student into an initial
state of disequilibrium. However, through his own efforts at
bringing together what he has done in the laboratory, read
in the textbook, heard in lectures, learned from other past
experiences, and obtained from teacher or peer discussions
he will gradually organize his thinking about this
information and successfully solve the problem. This
success will then establish a new and more stable
equilibrium. The new state of equilibrium will be one with
increased understanding of the subject matter and increased
problem-solving capability. Before giving examples of the
kind of problem we believe can initiate self-regulation a few
comments will be made regarding deficiencies of standard
homework problems.

What's wrong with typical homework problems?
Typical homework problems seldom require a student
to examine his own thinking, make comparisons, and raise
questions which, in fact, are crucial to scientific inquiry.
These problems usually require students to apply an
equation or sometimes two or three equations to obtain a
solution. Students quickly come to realize that the name of
this game is "Can you discover the correct equation?" This
is a game of recognition-a sort of high order matching
process involving little thought. Although this process can
be an important one, we believe that little if any
self-regulation takes place in this way. Typical homework
problems do not require the student to think about:

1.

2.

The data o f theproblem. Usually there is just the right
amount, no more nor less, whereas in real situations
there is either a dearth or superfluity of information
and the problem is to discover what is relevant.
The approach to the problem. Usually this is
determined by the chapter heading. If, for example, a
mechanics problem can be solved either by Lagrange's
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3.

4.

5.

equations, Newton's laws, or energy conservation, the
choice is dictated by irrelevant considerations, e.g., the
problem comes from the chapter on Lagrange's
equations. It is important for students to learn that
many approaches may seem reasonable and the
problem is to decide whether one is particularly
appropriate.
The tacit assumptions o f a problem-solving strategy,
for example deciding between use of Boyle's law or
the Van der Wads equation. This decision is usually
made for the student, not by the student.
The physical arguments involved in the problem as
opposed to the mathematical ones. Too often
problems are only exercises in using mathematical
tools (a necessary exercise) without ever demanding
that the student try either to arrive at or qualitatively
justify
the mathematical result by physical
(phenomenological)
arguments
utilizing
both
principles and order of magnitude calculations.
Indeed, the physical or intuitive argument often
precedes the mathematical in real research.
The statement of a problem. Problems are tailored to
fit the text when, in fact, the real problem is doing the
tailoring by conceptualizing a real situation in terms of
a model. This involves all of the above points.

How to encourage self-regulation
A few points should be kept in mind when designing,
discussing, using, and scoring problems to encourage
self-regulation:

1.
2.

3.

Open-ended problems (problems with no single
solution) are often excellent tools to encourage
thinking.
Problems which present an apparent paradox produce
disequilibrium and can initiate self-regulation. Paradox
problems by their nature are generally short and
incisive. Leighton in his foreword to the exercise
workbook written to accompany The Feynman
Lectures in physics3 discussed the kinds of problems
which appeared most suitable to him. He suggested
that problems of a kind that are numerically or
analytically simple, yet incisive and illuminating in
content were particularly useful.
To encourage self-regulation it is often helpful t o ask
students to record and hand in all the various ideas
they tried and found unsuccessful as well as the ones
which were successful in arriving at the problem
471

"Real" problems should, and indeed must, involve a
certain amount of trial and error.

4.

5.

6.

7.

solution. Discussions of these steps in an atmosphere
in which these ideas are recognized not only as
worthwhile but as necessary, clue students into the
fact that "real" problems should and indeed must
involve a certain amount of trial and error, albeit
informed trial and error.
albeit informed trial and error.
Have the students search for necessary data so they
examine their conceptualization of the problem.
Either give superfluous data or omit necessary data.
To account for the latter, students should have to
make plausible assumptions or introduce suitable
symbols for quantities that are needed to solve the
problem.
Require students to draw a diagram of the physical
situation. To d o this students have to think deeply
about the spatial relationships of the interacting
objects, and may find discrepancies as they compare
their preconceptions with the diagram.
Provide for a "problem clinic" or tutorial service
where students can get help with problems while they
are solving them, and before they have to be turned in.
Interaction with other persons can be very helpful and
is often even necessary if students are to
conceptualize, then critically analyze their own
thinking.
For problems designed to engage a student over a
period of, say, two weeks, the teacher should consult
with the student several times in order to:
A. Discuss with him his initial approach. If this
approach is reasonable but known in advance to be
inappropriate, the teacher should not intervene at this

8.

point, but rather let the student discover for himself
why the approach will not work.
B. Discuss with the student alternative approaches
both when the initial approach is appropriate and
when it is reasonable but not appropriate. In either
case, let ,the student first discover which approach will
work. Then discuss alternatives, even if the first
approach worked. It may be that he will accept
inappropriate alternatives as reasonable. He may then
discover on his own why they are not.
C. Discuss both semi-quantitative (order of magnitude)
and qualitative arguments anticipating the outcome of
more rigorous approaches. Limiting cases should be
used as a check when solutions to simpler problems
are already known.
D. Discuss alternatives to an inappropriate and
time-consuming approach. This is to avoid having the
student spend too much time discovering the
inadequacies of an approach. Overall, the student
should get from the teacher a feeling for the general
considerations appropriate to choosing and comparing
strategies, i.e., a feeling for the process of inquiry.
Although solutions (numerical or algebraic) should be
provided
for all problems
(not just
the
"odd-numbered" ones), students must understand that
a premature glance at a solution will surely affect their
conception of the problem and distort the problem
solving procedure. Knowledge of the solution can
provide stimulating feedback after the student has
completed and carried through a formulation of a
solution.

Examples of problems that can promote self-regulation
Problem 1 Since the net force on the spring scale shown in
Fig. 1 is zero how can the scale register a
non-zero reading? What does the scale register?
Why isn't it 20 since it is pulled by 10 lbs at
each end?
SPRING BALANCE

Comment: This example, which is especially useful when
associated with a demonstration, illustrates how a little
knowledge can go a wrong way. At first, concepts are
only vaguely grasped and thus over-extended. Here we
obviously have two forces whose sum is equal t o zero
and yet the scale does not read zero. Or, we might think
that each force contributes 1 0 lbs of tension to the scale
to give 20 lbs. These two approaches use unrestricted
(over-extended) concepts which must be coordinated,
via self-regulation, with other concepts, e.g., free-body
diagrams and action-reaction, in order to resolve the
discrepancy.
Fig. 1. Spring balance and suspended weights.
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Problem 2 A capacitor and resistor are connected in a
circuit as shown in Fig. 2. The values are
C = 250 ppf, R = 1 0 000
and E = 400 V.
Initially the switch is closed and then it is
opened suddenly. Use two methods to
calculate the energy dissipated in the resistor
after the switch is opened. Do both methods
give the same result? Should
they give the same result?
~f so, why? ~f not, why not?

a,

Comment: This problem calls for two quantitative
analyses of the same situation. If the student is able to
think of two methods of solution and obtain the same
answer using both methods no disequilibration will
result. However, if two different answers are obtained
the student should check his own work. The discrepancy
could be resolved quickly if the source of the difference
was an error in calculation. If, however, the difference
was due to difficulty in conceptualization, then the
check will promote self-regulation.

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram showing
the capacitor, resistor, switch,
and battery.
--

Problem 3 The gas temperature at one level of the upper
atmosphere is about 1 0 0 0 ~ The
~ . temperature
at the surface of a burning match is about the
same. Yet a person would be very cold in the
upper atmosphere. How can that be?

Comment: This problem presents a paradox because
1 0 0 0 is
~ a~ very high temperature and yet it is "cold up
there." Resolution through self-regulation leads to a
more scientific and less everyday notion of the relation
between temperature and "cold" or "hot."

-

Problem 4 A glass is exactly full of water at OOC and has a
cube of ice floating in it. When the ice melts
(still at OOC) the water will not overflow,
because the ice displaced a volume of water
equal to the volume of the water into which
the ice melted. OK. Let us look at some fine
points. In what direction (slight overflow or
the opposite) would each of the following
affect the result? Give only the direction.
(a) The ice cube contained some grains of sand.
(b) The ice cube contained some air bubbles.
(c) The water (and the glass) were not at o0 to
start with, but were at room temperature.
(d) The "water" is not water at all, but is a
Martini which is close to 0' but, due to its
alcoholic content, has density less than that of
water.

Comment: This problem originally appeared in an article
by Richard ~ r a n e .It,as
~ well as other problems in that
article (for example, problems 8, 17, 18, 26-29), are
excellent examples of problems which will promote
self-regulation. Problems 34, 41, 42, and 4 8 which
appeared in a second article by cranes also are thought
provoking and should encourage self-regulation.

Problem 5 If internal energy is partly molecular motion,
what is the difference between a hot,
stationary golf ball sitting on a tee and a cold
golf ball rapidly moving off the tee.

Comment: Of course, the molecular motion part of
internal energy refers to random motion. Thus,
self-regulation refines or sharpens a global or relatively
diffuse concept. It is typical of students that they only
assimilate parts of a concept at first. By provoking them
to discover or recover all the parts, the concept becomes
more sharply defined.

Problem 6 When a cylinder, open at one end, is placed
over a burning candle which is sitting in a
container of water the candle flame goes out
and water rises into the cylinder. Why does the
flame go out and why does the water rise?
Note: Not all observations are mentioned in
the description. What other observations do
you think you would make if the phenomenon
was observed? Obtain the necessary materials
and try the experiment yourself. Try the
experiment varying the number of candles
used, the amount of water in the container, the
size and shape of the cylinder, the speed with
which you place the cylinder over the candle,
and anything else you can think of.

Comment: This problem is one which often yields a
quick but erroneous solution. Most students will
hypothesize that the candle goes out because it burned
up all the oxygen in the cylinder and the water then
came in to replace the oxygen. Selected items of
information or questions could be supplied at this point
t o provoke students to abandon this idea and continue
their search. For example: What is produced when a
flame consumes oxygen? Two burning candles make
more water rise than one. Small bubbles were observed
escaping from the bottom of the cylinder. Why might
this have occurred? These observations contradict the
initial explanation and should provoke disequilibrium.
Once other explanations are offered they can be
analyzed to determine their suitability. They may lead
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some students to try the experiment to collect further
data. Explanations can then be evaluated in terms of
their compatibility with the data and their compatibility
with physical conceptions.
-

Problem 7 Everyone "knows" that to win a tug of war, a
team has to pull harder than the other team.
What everyone doesn't know is that, in fact,
each team always pulls equally hard, even the
winning team. Under these circumstances, how
can one team ever win (short of the other team
just letting go)?

Comment: Obviously one normally thinks that good
teams pull harder than poor teams and this is why they
win. This problem makes one apply the free-body
diagram method and the action-reaction idea to resolve a
problem already believed solved by common sense but
now made to appear strange. This nonroutine use of
physics concepts makes it more likely they will not be
overlooked in the future.

Problem 8 Polishing surfaces reduces friction between
them unless you polish them extremely well,
then friction will increase. How can that be
true?

Comment: One never expects polishing to increase
friction. Resolution of this paradox leads to better
understanding of the relation of macroscopic effects to
microscopic phenomena, e.g., friction, to microscopic
and molecular interaction.

Problem 9 (a) See Fig. 3a. The focal lengths of two
identical, thin, convex lenses are the same and
measured to be 20 cm each (F1 = 20 cm,
Fz = 20 cm). The two lenses are placed next t o
each other as shown in Fig. 3b and taped
together at their edges only. The focal length
of this combination, F,, is 1 0 cm. Write an
equation that gives the focal length of a lens
combination that consists of two lenses having
identical focal lengths,

Comment: Students will generally solve parts (a) and (b)
with little difficulty. However, they will seldom write an
equation general enough to account for both situations.
The suggestion in part (c) that the equations should be
the same and the student's intuitive feeling that a general
equation could be found, coupled with the original
incompatible equations should produce disequilibrium
and provoke the student to rethink the problem.

(b) One of the 20 cm focal length lenses is
replaced by one having a focal length (F3) of
5 cm. The focal length of the resulting
combination is measured t o be 4 cm. Write an
equation that can be used to calculate the focal
length of a lens combination that consists of
two lenses of unequal focal lengths.
(c) Now check your two equations. Are they
the same? Do you think they should be the
same. If so, why? If not, why not? If you
believe they should be the same but you have
two different equations rethink the problem
and try to reduce the two situations to one
equation.

LIGHT
FROM
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LENS

Fig. 3a. Convex lens diagram
showing the focal point and
\focal
length.

__f

Fig. 3b. Two convex
fastened together.

lenses

Problem 1 0 A student measures his weight by climbing
onto the large platform of a big spring scale. He
takes a step to one side and notices that just as
he started to do this, the scale registered less
than his weight. Before he could puzzle this
through, he noticed that just as he completed
the step, the scale now registered more than his
weight. If there is nothing wrong with the
scale, then what was going on?

Comment: "Weight is weight is weight," a famous poet
might have said. So how can a scale read less than one's
weight? Worse, how can it also read more? Still worse, if
it isn't the scale that must be fixed, then how am I, the
student, to fix my ideas?

Problem 11 A brick is supported by a string A from the
ceiling, and another string B is attached to the
bottom of the brick. If you give a sudden jerk
to B it will break, but if you pull on B steadily,
A will break. Since the force is the same both
ways how could this occur?

Comment: To be most effective this problem should be
demonstrated. Anything actually seen makes a much
greater and longer lasting impression than anything
simply heard or read about. This comment of course
applies to other problems as well. Since the student is
used to thinking in a-temporal terms, he will think that
T H E PHYSICS T E A C H E R

force is force and so equal forces have equal effects. So
how can the string break in one instance and not in the
other? Again, common sense is in conflict with
observation and this use of physics to set the world
straight is likely to be retained.
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The Oersted effect on the overhead
It is well known that the effect on a magnetic compass
needle of being deflected when placed near a
current-carrying wire was discovered by Hans Oersted in
1820. An elementary demonstration of this effect is usually
presented in any course dealing with electricity and
magnetism, and it is a very convincing proof that moving
electric charges produce magnetic fields. Several apparatus
manufacturers* sell a simple device to demonstrate the
Oersted effect t o small classes. The apparatus consists of a
metallic bar bent into a rectangular loop and mounted on
an insulated base with a compass needle suspended at the
middle of the loop. When a large current is sent through the
loop the compass needle will deflect and line up
perpendicular to the loop; i.e., tangent to the magnetic field
line at that position. Reversing the current direction results
in the needle reversing its direction, showing how the
magnetic field direction is related to the current direction
(right-hand rule).
In a large or auditorium-size lecture class it is difficult
for all the students t o see the effect demonstrated by this
small apparatus. Since the overhead projector is used
extensively in such situations it is natural t o try to adapt
this demonstration to the overhead. This is simply
accomplished by replacing the opaque base with one made
of Lucite and securing to it an inverted-U-shaped metal bar
with screw terminals at each end for connection to a
current source. The same compass needle that is used in the
commercial apparatus is suspended under the bar by a
needle point in the same manner as is found in the
commercial device (see Fig. 1). When the apparatus is
operated on the overhead the compass needle deflection is
*For instance, Oersted's Law Apparatus, manufactured by
the Sargent-Welch Company, Skokie, Illinois.
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Fig. 1. The Oersted effect demonstrated in place on the
overhead.

easily viewed by all. A small piece of paper can be taped to
one end of the compass needle as a visible reference. A
further modification (not shown in the figure) uses a
smaller raised Lucite platform to place the compass needle
above the metal bar for demonstrating the circular
symmetry of the magnetic field.
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